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Preface

This book arises from the experiences of staff working over many years in

training graduates for their entry into the teaching profession. It has always
been axiomatic at King's College London that teachers in schools have an
essential part to play in partnership with university staff ir this training. Our
work in developing schoolcollege links has shown us that our co-tutors in

schools find it hard to give the time and thought that they know is needed to
develop their role to the full. They are well aware that far more is involved
in preparing new teachers than putting them at the front of a class and criti-
cizing their performance from the back.

My colleagues have started from the position that they can offer practical
help for teachers in schools in our shared task of training. The ideas have been

developed through years of experience from stall-who themselves entered the
unix ersity after seeral years as secondary teachers and who have renewed
their contact by short periods of classroom teaching in schools in the last few

years. I must acknowledge the many teachers in our partnership schools who
have contributed to our course and from whom we have all learnt a great deal

about the issues addressed in this book. We have been able to distil and
fashion that experience into guidance that we belies e will be helpful to teach-
ers for whom their part in teacher training is only one of many important
responsibilities which they carry out for their pupils and their schools.

In drawing up this material th,.' authors have also had access to lessons
learnt from research studies. in many of which they themselves have played
a leading part. The ad \ ice on issues such as monitoring pupils learning, or
handling practical investigations with a Set of thirty pupils. is based on re-
search which has been carried out with teachers in their classrooms.

Readicig through these chapters. I can see three main principles that
underlie the approach adopted in them. The first is that, despite the \ aria-
tions in the spontaneous ability of new teachers, teaching is both an art and a

craft that can be learned through hard work which demands close attention
to munerous issues of detail.

The set ond is that the mode to whit h training should be aimed is that

of the thoughtful and competent practitioner, one who can Make effectie Use
of a range of skills, who is well informed about the art and crafi of teaching,
who can reflect profitably on experience and whose first priority is care fOr the

des elopnient or pupils.



Pu tact

The third, .\ Inch subsumes the other m o, is that all of us responsible
for training, hether in schools or in Mils ersitics, are committed to helping
one another to offer high qualitv training NA hich gi\es nev entrants the best
start possible to a career-long process of professional doelopment. This
book is one expression of my colleagues' coMmitment to that quality, and
I recommend it to teachers in schools as a contribution to their share in that
commitment .

Professor Paul 14lack

King's College London
July 1994

c-o



Introduction

Who is Learning to Teach Science for?

Alenrars

The principal purpose of this book is to provide mentors with actkities to be
used with their student teachers. Reading this book should reassure teachers
new to mentoring that this new role is not so difficult and that with practice
and experience they can become highly effective.

Student Teat hers

All fifty activities in the book are for student teachers. Therefore student
teachers might useful' I..v .hise their own copies so as to have direct access to
the student teacher notes as well as the commentary for mentors. The notes
for student teachers on their activities are always in a boxed format.

Sil.e.'We Teachers Generall y

We think there is a lot of good advice in the activities. Fxperienced teachers
will find it useful to have this text as an inventory against which to check their
skills and knowledge. We would be disappointed if they did not find some-
thing new that they had not yet used or thought 01

Why read this book?

1..01ritill.t: Silent t

I Ile at ilk's for student teachers pros ide guidance ()II actis itics to help pupils
learn science more etkcnsely and more efficiently. We has(' built III ads ice
on a wide range of different actis ides for pupils. Generally the third section
of each chapter, (i.e. 3.3, etc.) is where we have placed the greatest

arietv of alternatis es.

k
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Introduction

Teach*

Better learning depends upon better teaching. Forty-five of the fifty activities
focus on the classroom and the work of the teacher.

.1Ientorship

The mentor', brief, in each activity, pros ides background information and
sets the scene. Each activity has an aim or objective to focus the activity for
mentors and student teachers. Mentors can save time by directing student
teachers to the students' notes. Chapter 1 is specifically written as general ad-
vice to mentors. Chapter 11 describes activities for rev iewing student teachers'
progress.

How is the book organized?

The actix ities are organized in two ways that run across each other, forming
a matrix. There are chapters with activities sharing a common theme. There
are phases of a student teacher's development which are identified by the place
they hav e in the chapter and the numbering of the activity in the chapter.

...,tudent Teachei.,' Dereloinnent Reflected in the A lii 1.61.5 ill r011.01

31.1pterS

Early activ ities (i.e. 2.1, 3.1. 4.1 etc.) arc for when student teachers
have just arrived at the school and are finding their way about.
Activities that follow are for Mien student teachers start team teaching
lessons (i.e. 2.2, 3.2, 4.2 etc.).
The third activity in each chapter is generally for when student teacheis
are teaching complete lessons (i.e. 2.3, 3.3, 4.3 etc.). This is where we
have concentrated on introducing different activities for student teach-
ers to trial .111(1 evaluate for incorporation into their own repertoires.
The penultimate activities in each chapter (i.e. 2.4, 3.4, 4.4 etc.) are
intended for use when student teachers hav e been teaching complete
lessons for a few weeks. It is at this stage that they need to reflect on
the implications of their planning. organizing and managing of actis -
ities for pupils. Fhis is the time when student teachers might need
some mid-point rev less (as in actis ity 11.4).
.1 he final actis ity of each t hapter i.e. 2.5. 3.5. 4 3 etc.) ai e intended
for beyond the mid-point i es iew and f()r w hen student teachers should
be thinking HI ,1 broader way aqd looking forward to fuller profes-
sional control.

I I
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Chapters with Activities Grouped in Ihemes

The themes are:

Obsers ing teachers at work which should be continued throughout
tne training of the student teacher and not just used at the initial stage.
Actisities for pupils which forms the principal thrust of helping to
direct the focus of work for the student teacher onto pupil actisity.
Planning and managing which outlines the job specification for
planning. organizing and managing activities for pupils.
Investigations which takes student teachers through one of the
defining features of science.
Communicating science which alerts student teachers to a ss ide

range of communication opportunities in science education.
Science and knowledge which introdu..es issues of the status and
form of scientific knowledge.
Science and people which pros ides student teachers w ith pupil
activities that can humanize science.
Progression in pupils' ideas which considers cognak e des elopment
and the possibilities of cognitive acceleration and differentiation.
Assessment which ranges from the routines of homework and mark-
ing through formative assessment to issues on summatk e assessment.

Chapter 1 and Chapter 11 bracket the whole enterprise. Chapter 1 (pens with
ads ice to mentors and Chapter 11 closes by providing mentors w all actk
Me!, for helpnw student teachers reflect on their professional pr(cgress and
potential.

How Can the Book be Used?

.1 len tors

Mentors should read Chapter 1 first. l'his sets the scene for the job of
mentoring. The three actions of team teaching. obsers mg and debriefing ai
crucial to the job of the mentor. ( ood mentorship invols es being skilled in
these actions.

Scanning the first ,ictis ities in each chapter (i.e. 2.1. 3.1, 4.1 etc.), Men-
tnr, need to select activities for student teachers as a is unlikely that there ss ill
be (hoe for all the activities. The activities selected need to be sequenced and
linked so as to produce scheme of work for the student teacher. he same
process should be repeated w lien the student teacher starts team teaching ti.e.
with Ali\ ities 2.2. 3.2, 4.2 etc.). At the end of each phase of the student
teacher's deselopment. the appropriate Ali\ it\ from Chapter 11 should be
ari led out.



,Student I t achet:

Student teachers need to read the notes in the boxes for the activities they are
directed to by their mentors. "Ihey will learn more if they also read the Mentor's
Brief for each activity. This should follow the reading of the activity and
not precede it. Chapter 1 will initially be of little, or no interest, to student
teachers.

Experienced Teachers

Acti ides at the end of each chapter may be most stimulating for experienced
teachers. Having looked at the last activity in any one chapter, work back-
wards through the activities (i.e. 8.5, 8.4. 8.3. etc.) to find out why the last
activity was there.

lead.s of 1)epartment

Our advice is to read the book from co er to cover. Select chapters of interest
and plan school-based INSET (in-service) around the activities in the chapter.

The Philosophy of the Activities

Ihere are five principal ideas that underpin the whole of this book. Firstly,
indi iduals are responsible for their own learning. Teachers and mentors can
structure learning opportunities, but it is the pupil or student teacher who has
to work at producing the change in themselves. This chimes with the current
concerns of a constructivist view of learning. The constructivist philosophy of
learning is most strongly expressed in Chapter 10, on progression in pupils'
learning. In that chapter, the Piagetian theory of stages of knowledge making
skills is described. Piagetian stage theory is also applied to the twin issues of
progression and dif-ferentiation.

Secondly. a strong idea throughout the book is that to change one's
cognitive practice requires a self-awareness. This is true both for pupils in
changing their ideas about natural phenomena and for student teachers in
changing tLir ideas about teaching and learning. This self-awareness can lead
to closing the gap between where one is and where one wants to be. Activities
for pupils focus on helping pupils to improve their knowledge and skills by
thinking about their own learning of science. Activities for student teachers
attempt to promote the reflective professional as a model.

A third idea that underpins the whole enterprise is that performance
depends upon skills. Identification of' skills is just one step in helping others
to acquire those skills. This is true for the mentor helping the student teacher

13
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and for the teacher helping pupils. Personal and professional development is
enhanced through sharpening our perceptions and conceptions of what con-
stitutes a suitable repertoire of skills and how they might be learnt.

Fourthly, the idea of cooperation and mutual help is important to the
activity of both learning science and learning to teach science. We advocate a
team-teaching approach from the start. We feel that observation is a continu-
ing activity that improves the professional practice of mentor and student
teacher alike. We think that pupils should be encouraged to work coopera-
tively in their learning of science.

Fifthly, certainly not lastly, but perhaps fundamentally, the book is writ-
ten with the idea that we can change. Education is possible. One would think
that this should go without saying And yet, the culture of the school can be
such that this idea is sometimes forgotten, and even worse, suppressed. As
mentor, student teacher, teacher, INSET organiser, pupil, we have to believe
that we can. and will, do better.

The source of the activities and ideas

Most of the activities in this book derive from the routine work of science
teacher trainers at King's College London in the training of science teachers.
Tutors at King's have both long and wide experience in such training activ-
ities. The Nuffield Science projects of the late NeMs and 1970s were based at
Chelsea College. before it joined with the education faculty of King's College
London. Tutors at King's act as consultants to science education projects
around the world. Research into science education continues to be a flourishing
part of the work of tutors at King's. That breadth and depth of experience is
reflected in the wide range of focused activities for student teachers contained
in this book.

REST COPY AVAILABLE '1



Chapter 1

Science Teacher Mentoring

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the role of the mentor and science teacher develop-
ment. It addresses two fundamental questions: what is involved in becoming
a science teacher and what does being a mentor to student science teachers
involve It has been written specifically for science teachers (the mentors) but
it may also be useful for teachers responsible for student teachers in a whole-
school context. The chapter begins with a section on teacher des elopment.
This is followed by a section on the role of the mentor in which three key
actions of mentoring are discussed: team teaching, observing and debriefing.
A third section looks at issues which are specific to the training of teachers of
science. The fourth section looks at issues related to working with mature
students.

In the UK as part of the wholesale changes which took place in prim-
ary and secondary education in the 1980s and 1990s, teacher training was sys-
tematized and regulated more rigorously than had previously been the case.
Although teacher training institutions still have control over the detailed con-
tent of-courses, they arc subject to government regulation. In 1092, the I )epart-
ment for Education (I )FE)icting on ads ice from CATE (the Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education), gave guidance about the nature of initial
teacher education. It was explicitly stated that 'the planning and management
of training courses should be the shared responsibility of higher education
institutions and schools in partnership'.

Many training institutions already had well-established links with local
schools. often maintained through ex-students who had been appointed to
.i,)bs in the area when they qualified. There were a variety of approaches used
to structure teacher training courses but they all relied on some element of
teaching practice ('placement' or 'practicum'). With the implementation of the
199.3 Education Act, the commonality between the courses offered has increased
and thc links between schools and training institutions have became formalized

'partnership.. 1en the 11,1111e by w Indi teachers re.ponsible for students
has changed ti om co-tutor, school tutor or supers isor to 'mentor'.

According to the I )epartment for Education: 'Students should be given
opportunities to observe good teachers at work in . classrooms, to particip-
ate ss ith experiemed practitioncrs in teaching their specialist subjeus and. as
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confidence develops, to undertake periods of continuous whole class teach-
ing.' The mentor's role predominantly involves making sure that student
teachers observe, participate and teach and, at the same time, develop their con-
fidence. All this is in the context of both the whole-school approach to the
student teachers' progress (which may not be the responsibility of the science
department) and the college-based aspects of the course which you should be
aware of through links with the college.

Section 1 Teacher Development

I low do teachers develop, not just during their training, but throughout their
careers: Is it a process of copying the style and skills of other teachers? Do
teachers change to fit the demands of teaching and does teaching itself change
as society eN (6 es? Student teachers begin their teaching practice with nuny
years of experience of being taught both at school and at university or college.
They will hae seen teachers represented on television and read about them
in newspapers. They will generally be able to identify what they think a good
teacher does, at least from their point of iew usually as d successful student.
These images and ideas are well-established and resistant to change. This is
not necessarily a bad thing and at least offers models that the student teachers
can use to compare with their own experience. On the other hand, the picture
Ina y well be nai c and one-dimensional. Few students, even those with teacher
parents, understand the stress and strain or the joys of teaching in today's
schools. Part of learning to teach involves the student teacher examining his
or her own iews of teachers and of teaching.

I lumans are good at copying: it often feels more comfortable to copy
than it does to think things through for yourself especially if you are a begin-
ner. Good student teachers are able to go beyond copying and to disco er
their own potentials and to put into practice their own philosophies. This
requires not only ability and nmtikation but also freedom and support. What
is critical for student teachers (and tiir practising teachers) is the skill of reflecting
on what they see and do.

Relleition

A theme that runs both implicitly and explicitly throughout this book is that
of teachers as reflective practitioners. That is to say, the model of te icher
des elopment that we espouse stands or falls on the ability of student teachers
to e olve as teachers in the light of their understanding of w hat they hak e

esperienced. Figure 1.1 below shows a simplified learning cycle for the train-
ing process. The process is represented as being sequential ,md without end,
Experience is fidlowed by reflection which is focused, through discussion,
onto future plans.

7
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Plan

D.scuss

Figure 1 ! A s.mpLfied iearn,ng cycle

,Suenit ItO lit I IlentoHns;

Reflect

The assumption that we make is that people are able hange what they do
as practitioners and that they are able to develop the skill to evaluate their own
performance, with the help of other information and other people. Another
assumption that we make is that people are willing to change what they do
in the light of evidence that suggests that change may be desirable. This is
more problematic and is one of the stumbling blocks on the road to maxi-
mum deelopment of potential. It is in this area that the job of the mentor
finds its biggest challenges.

Competewc-based 7 'rairlitis2,

One approach to teacher devekmpment emphasizes the idea of professional
competence. In defining what should constitute the curriculum of a teacher
training course, the Department for Education states that:

F figher education institutions, schools and students should focus on
the competences of teaching throughout the whole period of initial
training. The progressive development of these competences should
be monitored regularly during initial training. Their attainment at a

les el appropriate to newly qualified teachers should be the objective
eery student taking a course of initial training.

he competences (issued as an Appendix to 1)1:1-. Circular 9/92) which should
be progressively des eloped and which are expected of newly qualified teachers
are grouped under the following headings:

Subject Knowledge
Subject Application
Class Management
Assessment and Recording of Pupils Progress
Further Proktssional I )celopment

I Ile competences themsels es are given in Appendix 1 (pp 208 211) and are
referred to later in this chapter.
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Teachers experienced with competence-based training will be aware that

there are problems with the implied model of assessment. How, for example,

is the ability to 'maintain pupils' interest and motivation' assessed adequately.

accurately -and fairly. Can any teacher say confidently that they have this com-

petence, whatever the school, whatever the class, whatever the topic, whatever

the time of year or even the weather?
Thc competences should be regarded as targets for the development of

teachinp skills within a broader and richer picture of becoming a professional

teacher. As teachers, pupils and parents know, a teacher's attitudes may well
be at least as important as a teacher's level of skill. At a simplistic level, the
mentor can use competences dS d guide for helping student teachers to develop
their knowledge. skills and attitudes for the benefit of the pupils they teach.

Teacher knorpled.ssre an(1 Skills

)eveloping as a science teacher invariably involves making many changes in
terms of personal knowledge. Lee Shulman (l987) attempted to classify teacher

knowledge into sex en areas:

Specialist subject teaching knowledge (how to teach the subject)
Knowledge of classroom management and organization
Knowledge of the curriculum (including the national curriculum.
e:amination syllabuses and departmental schemes of work)
Content knowledge (i.e. knowledge about their subject)
Knowledge of pupils and of how they may learn
Knowledge of the context of education (including cultural and societal
issues, gender issues, school management, etc.)
v,,nowledge of education's ends, purposes and %,dues, and of its philo-

ophical and historical grounds.

In general, you should expect to focus on the first three areas throughout
most of the stude»t teachers' teaching practice and underpin their progress
through developing their knowledge of the last three. That leaves 'Content
k num-ledge': generally one hopes that student teachers' knowledge of science.
in particular. of their own specialist subject would be adequate for the pur-
poses of teaching up to and including A-level. In the real world things are
different. Many teachers realize that only through teaching do you develop a
clear understanding of a subject (as opposed to a knowledge of 'the facts').
Under pressure in the classroom, student teachers may be driven to invent a
s(ience that is unknown outside of the walls of their laboratory. in order to
maintain continuity and flow in classroom action. Unfortunately this wrong
information will disappear into pupils' books to be recalled later. Careful pre-
paration by the student teacher can reduce this risk. Regular checking of the
student teacher's plans is critically important for mentors.

4
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Christine Cunningham and William Carlsen of Cornell University have
recently amended Shulman's list to include 'Knowledge of the sociology of
science', which reflects the moves during the 1980s and 1990s to include the
nature of science in the curriculum. This is touched on later in this chapter and
is the focus of Chapters 7 and 8.

Section 2 The Role of the Mentor

implicit in the use of the word 'mentor' is a view of the relationship between
the teacher concerned and the student teacher. Do you see yourself as a trainer,
a tutor or an educator? Whichever model you have, it may not be the same
as the model in the head of the student teacher who may see you either as
the fount of knowledge to be drunk dry as soon as possible or a model of
perfection to be copied in every detail.

The roles of a mentor are many and varied and at any one time you may
be any of the following:

Adviser (e.g. suggesting 1.low to handle 'difficult' pupils)
Assessor (e.g. deciding whether the student teacher has passed or failed)
Counsellor (e.g. helping to alleviate the stress and strain)
Guide (e.g. emphasizing the consequences of particular strategies)
intermediary (e.g. sorting out mistakes that have been made)
Observer (e.g. of lessons)
Mod% ator (e.g. when the student teacher is wondering whether to
continue)
Role model (e.g. as a teacher and as a 'professional).

Even more importantly it is to be hoped that you become a trusted and
respected friend. For many student teachers, teaching practice is one of the
most challenging experiences that they will ever face. Standing in front of
thirty or more adolescents who you think may be bored, teaching something
that you don't know thoroughly, taxes even the most experienced teacher.
Student teachers are inure likely to listen to and act upon advice Ii om people
they see as friends than those they feel are enemies.

What Alakes a C;ood Alentoi?

Mentoring itself is problematic, partly beLause it in es so many roles and
responsibilities and partly because of the possible conflicts of the needs of the
school, the pupils and other staff. The training that mentors receive varies
considerably from school to school. A survey by Anne Williams (1993) found
that the majority of mentors, in her sample. felt competent to do these jobs:

1 ki
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organizing a student teacher's timetable;
helping a student teacher with resources;
helping student teachers to meet other staff:
discussing lesson preparation;
helping with teaching strategies;
helping with classroom management;
discussing preparation before a lesson:
observing a lesson;
discussing a lesson after obser.ing it.

About half the mentors felt that they needed training in the following actions:

helping the student teacher to set targets;
counselling student teachers;
providing written feedback on a/1 observed lesson;
assessing student teachers' whole performance;
helping with university assignments.

This may indicate that the teachers see the tutoring and counselling role as
being more problematic or it may be that they are simply reflecting that they
have had less training and experience of those areas of being a mentor. The
rest of this chapter focuses on the first four of the areas where teachers have
expressed the desire for more training.

One of the biggest dilemmas of being a mentor is working with a student
teacher who is clearly having problems. Failing someone who you have been
responsible for and have got to know and like is difficult, unsatisfactory and
often stressful. It is less unsatisfactory if you have:

agreed clear and reasonable objecti% es:
monitored progress and gi en accurate feedback;
made the process of learning to teach stepwise. gradual and stimulating;
provided useful advice and adequate support.

It is less stressful if the student teacher realizes that he or she has got problems
and appreciates that you are doing all that you can to help. Somebody 50111C-
where was responsible for passing the small but significant number of teachers
who are unfair to pupils, who do not plan adequately, who do not know their
subject and who do not care.

Student teachers report that good mentors offer useful advice, provide
consistent and useful written and spoken comments, devote adequate time,
liaise effectively with college tutors, guide without prescription and allow the
opportunity to experiinent within reason,

Being a mentor involves balancing the needs of the student, the school.
the pupils and yourself. Sometimes these needs pull you in different directions
and there is never enough time to do o. erything well. Your student teacher
may not, initially at least, be aware of, or be sensitive to the needs of the
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school, the pupils or you. Basically, a good mentor is someone who creates
a situation in which a student teacher's potential is developed to the maximum
and who is able to relate the end performance to the standards required of a
newly-qualified teacher (NQT).

Many experienced mentors will have their own strategies and styles.
However, the job of mentoring is changing and becoming more formalized
and may even bc contractually based. Teachers will need to look critically at
their own practice if they are to ensure that they have adapted to the new
challenges. The rest of this chapter focuses primarily on possible strategies
that mentors can adopt. Teachers new to mentoring may need to consider the
strategies more thoroughly than more experienced teachers.

.-Iction 1 7'eam-teaching

For many student teachers, the time when their confidence grows and when
they feel 'proper te.chers is when they are alone in the room. However, it is
better for them to be itching to get started than to start them too soon
generally. Part of the problem is that the transition from observing to teach-
ing often occurs before the student teacher is really mentally prepared. Indeed
the notion of going solo may lead to a false dichotomy in the student teacher's
mind doing it with help and doing it alone. It is better to think of a
continual spectrum, with observing at one end and teaching complete lessons
unaided at the other.

Team teaching is not something that is part of a teacher's everyday ex-
perience there just aren't enough teachers to practice it. However, the advan-
tages that it offiN-s in terms of managing a class, being able to spread the load
and keep up the pace of a lesson arc tremendous. With practice and a good
blend of personalities and styles it can be alnmst instinctive and seamless but it
does require planning and patience.

It is usually better to start the student teacher working with younger
pupils in well-behaved classes and, if you have them, with post-16 groups.
Introduce the student teacher by name and explain that he or she is another
teacher (introducing someone as 'a student' may not be particularly helpful
nor as accurate as 'a teacher'). It may be better if the student teacher is standing
next to you when he or she is introduced and not sitting at the back. Pupils
will pick up clues from the way that you interact with the student teacher: if
ou treat the student teacher as your equal, you will be setting the example

for the class.
Allocate groups of pupils or specific tasks to the student teacher. Tasks

include: going round during a lesson checking that people are working satUy;
checking to see if pupils has e done the homework set last lesson; asking each
group if they can explain the ahn of the experiment they are working on. The
purpose of these activities is to get the student teacher to practice talking with
pupils, moving around the class (while watching everybody else) and thinking

7
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on his or her feet. Pupils will benefit by having someone else to help them and
you will also benefit by having another person to share the load. Engaging
the student teacher in the management of groups is also to be encouraged:
'Can you go round and check that all the class is wearing their safety glasses
please Mr. Jones?', shares your authority and shows the class that the student
teacher has authority too. At the end of the activity you should talk to each
other and to the class: 1 thought Chris's results were particularly excellent,
didn't you Ms. Brown?' By bringing the student teacher into immediate,
non-threatening contact in a way that he or she can be positive about the class
is a more natural process.

As time goes by, the student teacher should begin to teach parts of
lessons. Splitting the lesson into chunks allows you and the student teacher
to take it in turns as well as serving to make the structure of thc lesson more
explicit. The student teacher can start lessons, do demonstrations, introduce
a video or collect ideas from groups while you write them on the board.

Action 2 Obm'rviv

Having someone watching you can be stressful, it can affect the pupils and it
can also be uncomfortable to the observer. So why do we do it? Judging from
student teachers' comments, it is not something that many mentors do regularly
nor do in a systematized way. Student teachers often report that the feedback
that they receive is perfunctory. often spoken not written and sometimes in-
consistent. This section looks at the process of observation and presents some
suggestions to improve the quality and the effectiveness of observation.

The word 'observation itself indicates that the act of watching is. or
has been, regarded as the critical process. Obseration of a student teacher's
lesson is not in itself formative. The formative nature of the process depends
not only on the data collected but also on the accuracy of the interpretation
and on the follow-up action taken. At a simple level there are three steps that
need to be considered:

Step I Before a lesson discussing plans
Step 2 During the lesson observing and recording data
Step 3 After the lesson discussing the data.

Most of the comments below apply particularly to the first few occasions you
are watching the student teacher taking his or her first complete lessons. They
can, howeer, be adapted to any lesson. Because the debriefing is so import-
ant, it ;s treated separately.

Reim the ies.wri

There is a difference between discussing lesson planning and discussing what
it is that you are looking for prior to obsers ing teaching. In the former, you

8
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are helping by suggesting methods and resources: in the latter you are finding
out what is going to happen and where it will take place. The student teacher
should know what you are looking for and how you are going to record your
data. He or she should be able to suggest aspects of the teaching that he or she
xvants you to focus on.

Decide where you are going to sit so that you can see without being too
obtrusive. Tempting as it is to sit in an adjoining room you will not be able
to see as much as if you are in the classroom or laboratory. Decide which
method of recording data you arc going to use. You should have a copy of
the lesson plan and either an observation schedule or a blank piece of paper
(or both).

Agree a system of communication between yourselves: suggest that
the student teacher comes and sits next to you during the lesson or that you
go and see them when you need to say something. Comments can be more
influential when made during a lesson than aftcr it. The skill is in making
appropriate comments in a positive manner: 'Keep an eye on John, he's not
written much': 'I liked the explanation of the experiment d.m't forget to
tell them when they've got five minutes left': or 'They seem to be getting on
fine, though I think Sarah's group need some help with the graph'.

DurinQ the lesson

With practice. the student teacher will become used to your presence. However,
at the beginning she may either avoid eye-coat:let with you (and probably
ignore pupils in the area of the room where you arc sitting) or they will be
watching you for clues and interpreting what you do. Try not to give signals
that the student teacher could interpret as personal criticism unless you have
to. It is better that you say and do nothing when mistakes are made or when
opportunities are lost unless it affects the safety of the class or of the student
teacher. I however, nodding with approval or smiling at jokes can be supportive
and well-rc.:eived.

Think what you're going to say to the student teacher during the lesson
can you give them some positive I. edback together with a helpful sugges-

tion or question. Make sure that wheil you talk to the student teacher that you
call both see all the pupils, don't face each other as it limits your view.

Towards the end of the lesson, think about what you are going to say.
You should jot dow n a few key comments based on the points that you were
looking at and maybe one or two other points that you want to comment on.
You need to be able to find evidence in ynur notes to support the points that
you are going to make.

lion 3 I h.brit:tiv

Post-lesson debriefing is the time when your skills as counsellor, guide. moti-
vatt w and adviser will be most severely tested. Bringing an over-confident

9
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student teacher back to earth needs as much tact as raising the spirits of a
depressed oser-critical student.

Your priorities are:

to elicit the student teacher's obsers ations and feelings carefully;
to help the student teacher to analyse what happened and why it
happened;
to give accurate and relevant observations of what you observed;
to assist the.student teacher to think about how he or she could im-
prove on what has just been taught;
to guide the student teacher to suggest strategies for improving the
performance next time he or she teaches:
to set the student teacher's performance in context with his or her
overall development.

Debriefing is best done in private in the same room.as the lesson took place.
If that is possible, sit somewhere that allows the technicians to clear away
without feeling that they are in the way. If it is not possible then you must
agree a time and a place to meet, though you should make some immediate
c('mment so that the student teacher is not left wondering what you thought.

In debriefing it is important that you can maintain eye-contact with the
student teacher without being face-to-face. Sitting at ninety degrees to each
other is a good strategy. Having a table to put your notes on so that you both
can see them is important too.

Generally it is better to ask questions with the aim of encouraging the
student teacher to reflect on his or her performance than it is to start by tell-
ing the student teacher what you observed. Questions to ask will include the
following:

What did you think was good about that lesson?
H..ow could you improse upon what you did?
What would you do ditTerently? Why?
What would you do the same? Why?
What were your main objectives?
How successful were you in achieving those objectit es? How do you
know%
What ssumptions did you make? Were they justified?
Why did you do X% Did it work?

I )uring this phase you are trying to find out how accurate the student teacher
is in gauging the etThctis eness of his or her less Is and also setting an agenda
for self-es aluation, later. 1 hese arc the questions that . on want the student
teat her to be asking him or herself after each lesson.

Start your feedback by making positive remarks about his/her efforts or
attaimnent (or both if appropriate). Go through the three ,r fOur main points
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that you want to make and give your opinion and your evidence. Does the
student teacher agree with your comments? For each point, you must make

positive suggestion for improvement. OtTer whatever help is necessary in
terms of time or resources.

Debriefing is successful when the student teacher receives an accurate
evaluation in such a way that she is motivated to keep on doing what she does
well and change where necessary. She must see what should be changed, how
she could go about implementing the change and what to expect when she is
successful. For example, she may realize that she did not communicate the
method for an experiment successfully. You may suggest (or better still, she
may suggest) asking pupils to explain what they have to do before starting the
experiment. She would expect that the pupils would give an accurate descrip-
tion of what to do, where to get the apparatus and of what the aim of the
experiment was.

This is a critical time to focus on changing the student teacher's perform-
ance. You may wish to write down what the student teacher agrees to do
differently next time and to remind them of this before the next lesson. Th::
other teachers in the department need to know this information too. You may
need to photocop'y your notes for those of your colleagues whose lesson the
student teacher is teaching so as to minimize the chance that the student
teacher is given conflicting advice.

Section 3 Specific Issues Related to Science Teaching

Science teachers have a broad range of responsibilities in any school. They use
potentially dangerous chemicals and apparatus, work with pupils in rivers and
ponds, and serve as a source of intbrmation on topics ranging from AlDS to
acid rain. This section focuses on some of these facets of science teaching and
suggests ways in which student teachers can learn about them.

Sqe.ty

One of the major areas of concern to science teachers is safety. School labora-
tories are safer than school lavatories because science teachers and technicians
have adopted a culture of safe working that sometimes goes to extremes.
However, safety is the one aspect of science teaching that a student teacher
cannot afford to get wrong at the beginning. One of the major responsibilities
of the mentor is to check that the student:

knows the risks of what they are planning to do;
knows how to deal with spills, burns and cuts;
knows where to turn off the gas and electricity:

gir

I I
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knows where the fire extinguishers, fire blankets and first-aid kits

are located;
knows what to say to make sure that pupils are aware of safety

procedures.

Safety glasses are a maior concern of student teachers. During observation

they may see that pupils do not wear safety glasses and that teachers are not

rigorous in enforcing the departmental safety policy. This is something that
should be discussed with the student teacher. The safety practices that are
adopted at the start of a career may be the ones that are continued. It is your
responsibility to make sure that the student teacher acts safely and to make

sure that the pupils work safely too.

sex Education

Possibly because teaching practice often coincides with frogs spawning and
bulbs bursting into bloom, student teachers often find themsek es teaching
'reproduction'. Some schools adopt a policy of not giving students any classes

sex education involving. If you decide that the student teacher should teadi

elements of sex education they must be briefed on the legal implications and
school policy. This is essential. As well as accurate information, student teachers

need to have strategies to deal with 'awkward questions' in advance ot-le,,s,ms.

Fieldwork

Science contributes significantly to environmental education in different wa s.

As well as teaching about the environment and environmental issues, science
teachers often use the environment as a stimulus for teaching and as a resiiurce

through fieldwork in and out of school. Although teaching practice placements

may not coincide with any fieldwork students should be made aw are of the
opportunities and the responsibilities that are involved.

1.:ditcation

Another responsibility of science teachers that is not necessarily shared with
other subject teachers is that of health education. Science teachers may well

have a more thorough knowledge of health-related issues than other staff and
die science department may take .1 majoi role in the school's oserall health
education policy and practice. Student teachers need to he made ,ik ale of ihc

school polic y (if an) exists)..I hey should spend sonic time during thew school

experience studying the role that science teachers play in the iierall deli% ers

of health education throughout the school.
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Section 4 Mature Students

Although all students are mature, some are more mature than others. The
variation can be extraordinary. Some students, particularly on piirt-time
courses, may riave combinations of families. mortgages, part-time jobs, child-

.

care needs, and so on. They may have very high qualifications, experience in
industry (possibly at a senior level), experience as a school governor or be
working as an instructor in another school (Circular 9/)2 requires student
teachers to train in two schools). Many of these attributes enable them to
make positive contributions during their training. Often, they look more like
'proper teachers in pupils' eyes than the average student teacher or, even, the
average newly-qualified teacher. They may have well-established views about
schools and teaching. gained through being parents. They may have had years
of experience of dealing with obstinate and rude children their own! Some
or these views may be difficult to change and may make your job more
difficult. lhev may be undertaking a major change in their lives, sometimes
not entirely of their own choosing. Working with such experienced student
teachers offers its own challenges but it can also offer remarkable rewards.
The important thing is to draw a sharp distinction between their experiences
as parents, scientists, or whatever, and their experience in teaching.



Chapter 2

Observing Science Teachers at Work

Aim

Observing teachers in action is important not only at the start of training but
also as the student teacher progresses and des clops skills. It is essential that
observation sessions are sn uctured, focusing on a specific aspect, so that the
student teacher can tease out the elements that make up a lesson and modify
and adapt what has been witnessed to suit a personal teaching style. Even
when the student teacher has advanced to teaching whole lessons, it is still
important to continue observing lessons. Early observations will provide
student teachers with repertoires front which they can choose when linking
actis ities together in their own lesson plans. later observations will allow

student teachi.Ts to refine their developing skills by focusing on details that
were previously unnoticed. The aims of this chapter are therefore to help
student teachers to:

structure their obsersations in a systematic manner:
focus their attention on specific aspects of classroom action:
reflect on how their own teaching may be changed:
obserse how the choice of actkities for pupils realizes curricular aims.

Introduction

Observation is an important process in science. Philosophers of science will
quickly point out that no obsers anon is theory free. Science teachers know
this from their work with pupils. What is true of pupils looking down a
microscopen a test-tube or at an electric circuit is equally true for student
teachers watching science classes. What you petceis e depends upon your con-
cepts. Young children, given the role of parent or teacher in a play, act as
rather bossy person: their experience is of people telling them what to do.
This also tends to be their perception of a teacher's job. Itecent uni.versity

graduates, on the other hand, tend to see teaching is transmitting informa-

tion. This reflects their recent experiences of learning. Neither young children

nor graduates conceive of' teaching as the management of learning experi-
ences. To see teaching as management you need help in focusing in on the
way teachers act as managers.

14
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Activity 2.1a focuses the student teacher's attention on systematic obser-
vation, a key feature of science itself. Observations of teachers can be repeated
with different teachers in different subject areas and comparisons made of
different teaching styles. A straightforward observation schedule is used with
recordings made every three minutes. Profiles of teachers can be built up in
terms of their own personal styles. Profiles across subjects might also be
compared if time allows. Activity 2.1b then considers triads of teachers who
are compared so that similarities and differences can be used to highlight the
actions teachers take in managing their classes.

Activity 2.2 is intended for use when student teachers have started on
team-teaching parts of lessons under the supervision of yourself', as mentor,
and your colleagues. Student teachers will be managing small pieces of action,
so they need to carefully observe how other teachers act. They need consci-
ously to reflect upon how they themselves are acting. This is a critical period
for student teachers and you will find yourself spending a good deal of time
discussing their preparation and their performance. Reference to Chapter 1
on how to work with student teachers is vital to your success as a mentor.
Your own skills can be improved if you reflexively consider how you are
helping the student teacher: a learning period foi all concerned.

A third form of observation is introduced in activity 2.3. This coincides
with student teachers taking responsibility for complete lessons. Student
teachers need to cope with lessons from start to finish and so a more open-
ended approach to recording their obser%ations follows. The key element is
on noting times for activities. It is intended that this should help focus student
teachers' attention on the need to plan pupil activity and this should build on
the ork on writing objectives in section 3.2 and lesson planning in section
4.1a. You may need to make these links for the student teacher and refer to
this previous work.

Teachers interact with individual pupils across the room when they elicit
pupils ideas, give instructions and generally manage the activities of the pupils.
In activity 2.3b attention is turned to which individuals the teacher interacts
with. Flw intention is to logmd then analyse those interactions for patterns.
This is relevant to activity 6.2b on 'sharing ideas' and could be used as follow-
up observation.

In activity 2.4b attention is turned to the pupils. It is Well worth spending
time observing how pupils who have achieved different classroom reputations
spend their time. Experienced teachers think they know tacitly how different
pupils behave. Urn rarely do they have the luxury of engaging in systematic
observation. Student teadiers have an opportunity here that will be denied
them in the future when under the pressure of a full workload. What are the
differences between the classroom lives of higher and lower achievers% As
professionals. teachers ha%e a responsibility for adjusting the tasks and demands
they make on pupils so that the pupils' learning is maximind. From their
obser ations student teachers are invited to consider how this might be done.

When student teachers are preparing to review and rex ise schemes of

15
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work they need to return to the classroom to observe with a new perspective.
In activity 2.5 the observations take on a more holistic viewpoint. The focus
is upon how aims arc realized in lessons. Student teachers are invited to take
a critical stance as they themselves are invited to prepare alternative activities
for their schemes of work. In keeping with the more holistic viewpoint the
recording is in terms of the prose of a written report.

2.1a Observation Schedule

.1 I entor's Brief

(Alicetives 0 Student teachers should be able to make systenlatic observa-
tions of teachers at ork.
Student teachers should be able to conduct a conversation about
lessons focusing on the nature and variation in teachers' actions.

6 or 7 lessons for the student teacher
20 minutes twice a week for discussion with the mentor

Backs; IOU nd

There are many ditierent observation schedules available of varying levels of
sophistication. One of the easiest to use is that which requires the observer
to note down, for pre-determined intervals, what is happening at that exact
moment. (See Figure 2.1.) Such schedules are essentially sampling instru-
ments. the time interval between sample observations corresponding to thc
size of mesh in a net. All schedules compromise between detail and workability.
A three nnnme time interval captures detail at about the right le\ el for a
student teacher and is within the skills of cl no ice obserser.

In,trwtton.,

Consult the departmental timetable to select a range of different classes
with different colleagues for the student teacher to obserse.
dros ide Your student teacher with a timetable for observations.
Pros ide your student teacher with multiple copies of the observation
schedule overleaf.
Talk thrt nigh the observation schedule. and its use, with the student
teacher. I he colunms of boxes are tOr what is happening at the stroke
of a three minute inters al. One only ticks for actions taking place at
that \ cry moment. The observer makes .1 mark in the appropriate
box. Generally there will be both pupil and teacher action marks.

tl
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Coming in and going out will involve the 'other' category for pupils,
as may other pupil actions.
A tally is made at the extreme right-hand box to give a lesson/teacher
profile.
Discuss the student teacher's observations.

Discussion points

The tally in the right-hand column will provide a profile that is appropriate
to that size of time interval. Classrooms can be busy places and student teachers
need to judge the overall pupil activity. The combination of observation of
both teacher and pupil actions allows for the recording of the actions of skilled
teachers who have good classroom control and who discuss or organize only
when the pupils are listening. Similarly, teachers who trouble-shoot by cir-
culating amongst pupil groups when they are experimenting can be picked
out from the recorded observations. Student teachers should be encouraged to
discuss any other patterns they notice in what they judge to be successful and
less successful lessons. It is instructive to compare lesson profiles for the same
teacher as well as profiles between teachers.

2.1b Comparing Actions using Triads

entor's B rico/.

Oiljecti re Student teachers should be able to state a set of behaviours for
effective classroom action which they can use to guide their
own actions.

Time 1 hour for the student teacher working alone
V. hour for discussion with the mentor

Background

This technioue, of presenting three examples and asking for the respondent
to explain bow two are similar and yet different to the third, is derived from
a standard social psychology procedure. George Kelly (1953) is credited with
being its originator. .

18

I )irect the student teacher to the activity.
Discuss the list of actions with the student teacher.
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2.1b Comparing Actions using Triads

Student Teacher's Brief

Objective

You should be able to articulate a set of teachers behaviour which you
can use to guide your own classroom actions.

Instructions

You should attempt this only after a week or two of observation. The
activity is best carried out in a room in which you are will be undisturbed.

Write out on separate cards the names of each of the teachers that
you have observed.
Order the cards across the table.
Select the first three in the line. Move them to a position in front
you.
Decide on a pair that share a common bekaviour in the class-
room that is not shared by the third teacher.
Write down the action and its opposite.
Systematically work through all the cards presenting triads to
yourself.
Record the nominated action and its opposite in each case.

Constructs like, 'Keeps control' versus 'I >oesn't keep control' are far too
global to be useful in helping you change your repertoire of managerial
actions. However constructs like 'Has everything to hand' versus '1)oesn't
know where things are' are more useful. If you are aware of these dif-
ferences you are on the way to acting appropriately yourself. The more
concrete the constructs and their opposites the more achievable they are
in terms of your actions.

2.2 Observation with Higher Resolution

Alentor's

Objective Student teachers should be able to use their observations of
other teachers at work to improve their own contributions to
team teaching parts of lessons.

Time c) or 7 lessons fiir the student teacher
11 . hour at the end of school, twice a week, for the mentor
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Background

This activity should be carried out in conjunction with activity 4.2. It is

important that student teachers continue with their observations when they
start to team-teach alongside yourself and your colleagues. Some of this
observation can be within the same lesson they are team-teaching. If this is
the case, the student teachers need time to write up their notes after their
observation.

Instructions

Discuss a schedule of continuing observation with the student teacher.
When the student teacher is running their part of the lesson, either you
or your colleagues should keep notes on the student teacher's actions.
This should be done as part of activity 4.2.
These notes will be useful for providing the student teacher with feed-
back. As with the student teacher, the focus of your attention should
be on his or her observable behaviour. They can change their actions
if their behaviour is brought to their attention. Student teachers often
prefer written feedback as they can consider the comments at their
leisure.
Meet with the student teacher to discuss the written reports on each
of the specific activities that have been focused on.

Discussion points

Adopting the right level of detail in observing extended action requires care-
ful consideration. Student teachers may locus in on very small details that, by
and large, miss the structure and pattern of the whole action. You will need
to guide their observations where you feel they are missing the point or nit-
picking at details. It might be useful to use i Chinese-box metaphor within
which the activity contains actions, which contain smaller acts. 'ale student
teacher's briefing directs them to write out a chronological sequence of teacher-
acts from the obsersations. You will need to inspect this record to check the
les el t)t. detail they are focusing on.

2.2 Observation with Higher Resolution

Ntudent Teacher's Bliel

Hie intention here is that You should increase the les el of detail you
focus on in yotu- obsers ations. What are the specific teacher actions that
produce successful demonstrations, explanations, eliciting of pupils ideas.
working from texts books, comprehension actis Ines. practical work,
ins estigatiu ns. and so on"

3 ,1
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This phase of observation should coincide with you starting to team-
teach alongside your mentor and colleagues. It will therefore bc ap-
propriate to use your observations of others to help you to think more
critically about your own actions. There is a learning cycle that you
should be consciously aware of.

observing

thinking analysing

teaching planning

Fgure 2 2 4 learling cycle

Objective

You should be able to use your observations of other teachers at work
to improve your own contributions to team-teaching parts of lessons.

Instructions

What will be the principal activity for the lesson you are to
observe?
Plan your observations in conjunction with activity 4.2.
Go into the lesson and take part, as a helper/auxiliary teacher
until the teacher starts on the activity that is the focus of your
attention.
Note down the actions the teacher takes as he or she goes through
the activity in a chronological sequence.
When the activity is finished, take a fresh sheet of paper and
write out an orderly sequence for the teacher's actions. Add a
conunentary.
)on't take any further part in the lesson until you have finished
this work.

You may wish to share your observations with the teacher after
the lesson, if there is time. Do remember that science teachers
are very busy and need to have all their wits about them as they
go front class to class. It may be better to defer con \ ersation
until the end of the school day. Fven then. ask this will he
Possible.
',fool you ha e built up a collection of obsers ations on a\T I

KO% io write a report for discussion with your mentor.
You may ha \ e a number of reports to write up. For instance on:

2 1
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pencil and paper tasks
demonstrations with question and answer routines
class practicals
explanations at the board with question and answer rou-

tines.
)I ..i scuss your report for each pupil activity with your mentor.

2.3a Complete Lessons

Mentor's Brief

Ohiectire Student teachers should be able to improve their lesson plan-
ning as they take into account the constraints of time.

Time 6 or 7 lessons for the student teacher
V. hour at the end of school, twice a week, for the mentor

Backiioutid

Observation should now focus on the way in which complete lessons are
structured. Time is a very important constraint on lessons and needs careful
attention in lesson planning. Student teachers should ha%e been introduced to
lesson plans with activity 4.1. The observation technique to be used in this
activity is one that parallels the lesson plan used for illustration in activity 4.1.

11S (Maio IIS

You should arrange to formally meet with the student teacher at least
twice a week.
You may wish to look at a student teacher's lesson plans at the same
time that you discuss his or her observation records.

2.3a Complete Lessons

Student Teacher's Brief

l'his third obsi.T Atkin actkit is to be used in conjunction with your
\Yolk on lesson planning and teaching complete les,,ons in actis ity 4.3.
Once apin you should keep in mind the cycle of obsersing. analysing,
planning. teaching, thinking.

11
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Objective

You should be able to improve your planning as you take into account
the constraints of time.

Instructions

Refer to the lesson plan in activity 4.1.
You will be using a similar format for your observations.
You will need a watch or small clock to keep track of the time.
In recording your observations of lessons watch for changes of
activity or action on the part of the teacher.
On the left-hand side of your record write down the time at
which things happen.
Record the actions alongside the times.
u....ompare your lesson plans with the observations you record.
..00k for patterns in your observations.
Discuss your observations and lesson plans with your mentor.

2.3b Interactions with Pupils

Alentor's Bricl

Objective Student teachers should improve the distribution of their inter-
actions with pupils as they become more aware of the interac-
tion patterns of themselves and others.

Time 6 or 7 lessons for the student teacher
Y. hour at the end of school, twice a week. fOr the mentor

in.,tructions

This obser ation activity continues the work started in actiity 6.2b and
can be used to sharpen up the points made there through the collection of
observation data.

Briefly discuss the task with the student teacher.
I. ,,e ',011ie of your obser\ ation time carry out a reciprocal exercise
on the student teat.hei 's lessons.
I )iscuss the student teacher's observations or other teachers and your
observations of the student teacher's current practice.

2.3
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A variation on this activity is to record the time lengths of different inter-
actions rather than the interactions as just single units irrespective of time.

Discussion points

The standard differences that will have already occurred to you are of boys
and girls, different ethnic groupings, children with learning difficulties and
perceived differences in social class. Seating position in the room can be over-
looked easily as it is so much part of the given of the room. Less overt
differences are in terms of pupil's needs for attention and their shyness.

The need for teachers (and the department, corporately), to have well
planned lessons and schemes of work can be emphasized here. When pupil
activities are well defined, and within the skills of the pupils concerned, then
teachers are freer to behave pro-actively.

2.3b Interactions with Pupils

Student Teacher's Brief

In this activity you are to observe how science teachers distribute their
interactions across the cohort of pupils they arc working with. The
allocation of time to individual pupils can become pupil driven as you
respond to pupil requests. As a professional you should try to have
more control over your actions. This means being more pro-acti\ e
than re-active. In classroom terms, you have to consciously distribute
your time across all pupils as equitably as your professional competence
allows.

Having collected data on other teachers you might usefully get
feedback on your behaviour from your mentor and colleagues. You
should use the information in the data to change your own pattern of
interactions.

Objective

Student teachers should improve the dktribution of their interactions
with pupils as they become more aware of the interaction patterns of
themsek es and others.

Sketch tnit a plan of the seating arrangements in the science class
or laboratory in which you are obser ing. For (Ample:
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b

g /x
g

b\ -\D

Figure 2 3 4 sketch map of pupils' seatfng arrangements

IVIark on your plan identifications for pupils at different seating
locations.

If you know their names you could use initials, Boy/girl
identifications will provide interesting data if used without names.

You may use other forms of identification.
Put a tally mark by the pupil the teacher interacts with each and
every time there is an interaction.
I.00k for patt,rns in the data you collect,
Reflect on your own interactional patter ns.
Discuss this with your mentor.

2.4 Observing Pupils Learning

.11entor'

Objective Student teachers shodld be able to recog,ni7e possible ways in
\\ilk 1 different pupi s ha e different educatiinal experiences
whilst in the same

2 or 3 lessons t'or student teacher's obser ations
I. hour discussion with inenu+r

i) d
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Background

Student teachers, and experienced teachers too, have a 'responsibility escape
clause' of pointing to pupil differences for contributing to differences in pupil
learning. Student teachers can find it difficult to recognize that w hat pupils
do in classrooms is. in part. due to what teachers do in classrooms. That
the pupils are not completely and solely to blame. It is a cause for concern if
a student teacher, who is in difficulties, denies any responsibility at all. It is
a cause for alarm if the student teacher does not even realize there is anything
wrong.

The intention of this activity is to provide student teachers with a struc-
tured opportunity to reflect on how their own practice could be impro ed
to help more pupils learn more effectively and more efficiently. It is a matter
of 'improved and ot 'made perfect'. For like the end of the rainbow, there
is no such thing as perfect classroom practice. So student teachers should
be helped to improve. They should be made to feel guilty if they can't be
bothered.

MS(TU(60/1y

Alert your colleagues to the observation aeri ity.
Brief the student teacher.
Meet with the student teacher to discuss their findings and ach ice.

i)icens.Nion points

It is probably more effective if the student teacher can pros ide concrete ex-
amples of actions that are specific to the lessons obser ed. General ad \ ice is
likel to be less useful than specific. If student teachers are to impro\ e their
own practice they must have clear ideas of which goals they are aiming to
mine\ e in terms of their own actions. In the short term, small bits of beha
our are more achievable than long-term global ones. The rew ard of success

ith a small change can promote further change.

2.4 Observing Pupils Learning

Student Teachei' Brig.

Pupils may be in the same class but this does not mean the\ has(' the
same educational experiences or opportunities. It is not possible to get
inside pupils' heads to find mit what they are thinking. It ic possible n,
reclird the actions they are engaged in. This obsers anon task is about
watching two different pupils, at the sante time. The purpose of this is
to recinsider how the planning_ organization and management of
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learning actk ities is crucial to providing better learning opportunitie,.
This work can be used as a prelude to activity 9.5 on progression,
ditIerentiation, cognitive acceleration and pupil-differences.

Objutire

You should be able to recognize possible ways in which different pupils
ha \ e different educational experiences whilst in the same class.

Ins tructiow

Discuss suitable classes for observation with your mentor and
colleagues.
When you have selected classes, identify two pupils whose class-
room performance is quite different.
Sit in the class where you can see both pupils easily.
You will need two separate recording sheets and a watch or
small clock.
Use the time-activity recording method from activity 4.1.
At the end of the lesson, compare the time spent by the two
pupils at different activities.
Repeat with other pairs in other classes.

Consider the tidlowing questions.

What differences were there in the activities of the two pupils?
How did those differences arise?
What responsibility lies with the.teacher for those differences?
Be as concrete as you can in terms of the teacher's actions, or
lack of them.
flow could the teacher have organized activities differently to
meet the different pupils' needs?
Write out a set of points giving advice to yourself on the con-
sequences of your findings.
Discuss your findings and ath ice with your mentor.

2.5 Realising Aims

Alentor', thief

Ent,tire Student teachers should be able to comment on how the wider
Mills of programmes of study !night be realized.
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Time 3 hours for student teacher's review of lessons and report writing.
I hour discussion with mentor.

Instructions

This activity should be tied in with the work in activity 4.5 and needs to
precede it.

2.5 Realising Aims

Student Teacher's Brief

Grand aims are placed at the start of curriculum documents that set out
programmes of study. These are very general and could often apply to
any subject in the curriculum. The same aims have to be realized in
classroom activities. The path from aim to activity can be obscure. You
are asked to look at science lessons to see exactly which activities might
add to the realization of which grand airns.

Objectives

You should be able to comment on how the wider aims of programmes
of study might be realized in classroom activities.

Instructions

This set of grand aims is taken from the I'M National Curriculum
Councirs non-statutory guidance.

'The following attitudes and personal qualities are important at all
stages of science education:

curiosity
respect for evidence
willingness to tolerate uncertainty
critical reflection
perseverance
creativity and inventiveness
open-mindedness
sensitivity to the !is ing and non-liing environment
co-operation with others.

Review scheme of work for a particular topic.
Add to this your reflections on your (iwn teaching and observations.

28
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For each of the attitudes and qualities listed in the quotation,
write down at least one activity in the scheme of work that
promoted that attitude or quality.
Write a brief report on your findings.
Use this information in your review of a scheme of work in
activity 4.5.

29



Chapter 3

Activities for Pupils

Aims

If student teachers are to be able to choose activities for pupils, an essential
part of their training must involve an introduction to a wide range of re-
sources and strategies for the teaching of science. Choosing an activity also
means being clear about the aims and objectives of lessons. Thus the aims of
this chapter are:

to provide an opportunity for student teachers to familiarize them-
selves with the equipment and resources a.ailable in the school for
the teaching of science:
to make student teachers aware of the importance of defining object-
ives for pupils;
to introduce a range of different activities for the teaching of science:
to consider criteria by which the selection of activities might be guided.

Introduction

Teaching is a complex activity, and as such, requires a dk erse and compre-
hensive knowledge of resources and strategies, most of which arc acquired
incrementally over a lifetime's experience. These resources and strategies form
the tools the teacher uses to help pupils to learn. It is important that student
teachers become familiar with a basic repertoire of approaches. The time in a

student teacher's training when they are likely to be most voracious in seeking
and using different activities is when they take responsibility for planning.
organizing and managing complete lessons for themselves. In acti\ ity 3.3.

hich should be planned for about such a time, alternatives are considered.
In preparation for that time, activity 3.1 requires the student teacher to

become ramiliar.with the resources in the science department. ( onsideration
should be gis en to their clicctixe use ,uid the types of actkities for pupils that
might be des eh)ped.

Aims provide guiding constraints on the selection of activities for pupils.
tudent teachers often fail to see the importance of writing aims .md objectives,

30
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particularly when many experienced teachers do not seem tu plan lessons
in this form. Four points need to be made here. Firstly, only the process
of thoughtfully writing down objectives, for scrutiny and discussion, enables
the student teacher to develop their knowledge of the form and variety of
objectives. Secondly, this process generates the experienced teacher's skill of
knowing the objecti \ es without necessarily articulating them on paper. Thirdly,
perhaps most importantly, is that the process of writing down objectives
forces the student teacher to reflect on the purpose of the lesson in terms of
learning. Failure to enter into this process often results in a lack of clarity
in explaining to pupils what they have to do and why they are being asked
to do it. Lacking an adequate explanation for both of these aspects, lessons
can drift aimlessly with no apparent purpose or rationale. Fourthly, without
objectives the student teacher will not have adequate criteria to judge the
success of the lesson. So they are an essential component of lesson planning
and must be insisted upon.

Activities 3.3 and 3.4 are an introduction to pupil activities that can
facilitate learning. The emphasis is on activities for pupils other than the stan-
(lard practical experiments that arc a feature of most science courses. Aspects
of investigations arc discussed in Chapter 5. When pupils are asked the day
after a practical science lesson, 'What did you do in science yesterday?', 'Why
did you do it?' and 'What did you find out?', only a minority can answer
these questions in a manner consistent with the teacher's aims for the lessons.
This calls into question the value.of relying solely on practical work for learn-
ing the ideas and theories of science. The development of scientific concepts
requires science teachers to provide activities for children to interact with
them. For example, the pupils might be involved in discussion, reading, ana-
lysing data or making models. These activities should be structured with clear
objectives for pupils. The most important feature is that they require the pupil
to be nwntally active, processing and reflecting on the information. The time
spent on activities can then be time well used rather than just being busy.
Further writing activities for pupils are discussed in activity 6.3.

Finally, activity 3.5 is an opportunity to explore how learning activities
should be matched to pupils' needs. In common with all the activities at the
end of each chapter this student teacher activity offers opportunities for con-
solidation, reflection and wider professional development.

3.1 What Resources are Available for Pupils' Activities?

)bjet ripe Student teachers should know the resources the department has
aailable nd should be able to consider how they might be
used.
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Time For the student teacher, about 4 to 6 hours spread over a week
1 hour discussion with the mentor

Instructions

Warn technicians and teaching staff that the student teacher will be
asking questions about equipment and resources.
Introduce this activity to the student teacher by stating that, as a pro-
fessional, a teacher needs to know what resources they have to hand
for organizing teaching and learning. Therefore it is the duty of any
teacher new to a department to spend time finding out what resources
are available.
Direct the student teacher to the activiti.
Discuss the student teacher's answers.

3.1 What Resources are Available for Pupils' Activities?

Student Teacher's Brief

Objeciipe

You should know the resources the department has available for the
teaching of science and be able to consider how they might be used.

instrUCtiOns

Rdlow the procedure set out below so as to familiarize yourself
with the equipment and resources in the science department.
Discuss your findings with )our mentor.

Things to look for

Equipment

Tour the main laboratories in which you will be teaching with
a technician.
Where are the following items stored:
13unsens, tripods, heat-proof mats, thermometers. glassware.
Newtonmeters. microscopes, matches, glue, scissors and Sello-
tape. chemicals. power supplies, textbooks, subject specialist
equipment.
Where are the circuit breakers for the mains electricity, the mas-
ter gas tap, fire extinguishers, fire blankets, first-aid kits, safety
glasses. I laycards:
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Is the equipment normally kept in locked cupboards?
Can you have a key to get access to it if there is no technician
available?
For your own specialist subject, look through the cupboards of
specialist apparatus.

Is it all familiar to you?
If not, how would you find out what it does and how to use

it?
Are thcre any obvious omissions in the equipment the school

has?

How are biological supplies organized?
How is waste disposed of and what separations (glass, bio-

logical, other) are made?
Where is the stationary kept?

If a pupil needs a new book, can you just help yourself and
hand it to him or her?

What do you do if pupils say that they have lost a book?
What is the procedure for obtaining chalk, white-board pens,

pens and acetates?

'I'extbooks/ worksheets

What textbooks does the school use for Key Stage 3?
What textbooks does the school use for Key Stage 4:
Do the children have a textbook each and are they allowed to
take it home?
If not, what resources if any, are available for setting ho:re'., o,k?
What worksheet schemes does the science departm,

Where are these stored and what is the proced are us:ig
them?

flow can additional copies be made?
Does the department ha e additional texts for science-based
activities e.g. SATIS, science readers, a small book-trolley.
What range and quantity of science bm,ks are available in the
school library?.

I .1.(It'O.,

I )oes the department ha e .1 collection of ideos? Where are they
stored?

What is the procedure for borrowing and returning them:
Which ones in your speciahst subject area are highly recom-

mended by the other staff:
If vou would like a video recorded, what is the procedure?
What is the system for ordering the ideo player for a lesson?
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Infirmation Technology

Does the department have its own computers?
What are they used for principally?

Does the department have any of the following:
Datalogging equipment?
Software for Computer Assisted Learning ((;AL)?
CD-ROMs?

In each case, how are they used in the classroom?
Do you know how to use each of these? If not, how would you
find out?
What strategies are used for overcoming the problem that there
may only be one computer in a class?

Posters/Classroom Displays

Does the department have a collection of posters for display?
Who is responsible for changing/maintaining the display in each
classroom?
Is it acceptable for the display areas to be used for samples of
pupils' work?

3.2 Objectives for Pupils

Mentor's Brig-

Ohjective Student teachers should be able to write behavioural objectives
for pupils' activities.

Time

Instructiom

34

I hour for the student teacher to review materials and write
objectives
1/, hour for discussion with the mentor

Provide a range of material that forms the basis of typical lessons
in your science department. These should include the following types
of activity:

Sc I in% estigations
Practical lessons introducing a new instrument, e.g. the ammeter

or microscope
Non-practical lessons using a resource such as textbooks or videos

4o
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Practical demonstrations
Circuses of practical activities
Class practical investigations on the relationship between two

variables, e.g., force on a spring and its extension
Constructions of a simple model, e.g., a model of the heart or

a planisphere
Introductions of a new idea, e.g., the distinction between solvents,

solutes and solutions or the measurement of acceleration.
Ask tile student teacher to look at the lesson materials and then, for
each lesson selected, to write possible learning objectives for pupils.
Discuss the objectives for the activities with the student teacher.

Discussion points

Was the process of writing objectives easy or difficult?
Why might it be important that the pupils know what the purpose
of the lesson is?
Does writing objectives make it easier to explain what the purpose
of the lesson is to the pupils?
Do experienced teachers write objectives? If not, why not?

3.2 Objectives for Pupils

Student l'eacher's Brig-

Objective

You should be able to write objectives for pupils' activities.

IllStrUCtiOns

Read the notes below on objectives.
You have been provided with a number of standard science les-
sons which are conunonly taught in this school.
Read through the lesson material.
Write out possible objectives for the pupils for the activities.
I )iscuss with your mentor the objectives you hae written.

Note, on obie,nve,

Objectives are behavi(wral goals for pupils' activities and can be used as
criteria by which learning can be measured. Thus an introductory lesson
on electricity w hich has the im *to introduce the idea of simple circuit%

.35
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and how they work', may have a set of objecm es w hich are that pupils
should be able to:

construct a simple circuit with one battery and a bulb:
explain how series circuits containing additional bulbs and bat-
teries might be constructed.

These objectives focus attention on pupils' knowledge and their cogni-
tive and manipulative skills. Typically, they include verbs such as 'recog-
nize'. 'state', 'explain', 'recall', 'draw', 'make', as these describe actions
that are clearly achievable by pupils and define the objectives in terms
of pupils' behaviour and actions. Descriptions of pupils' knowledge
and skills with such words as 'understand' are too vague for behavioural
objectives, although they may be suitable for aims.

There are big advantages in writing behavioural objectives as part
of your lesson planning. Most importantly, it places the emphasis of
lesson planning and delivery on the management of pupils' behaviour
for the purpose of learning. It moves the focus from the teacher to the
pupils who have to do the learning. This means it is easier for you, as
a science teacher, to plan activities for pupils to give them the know-
ledge and the cognitive and manipulative skills that are your pupils'
learning objectives. Behavioural objectives provide a useful yardstick for
teachers to assess pupils and evaluate the lesson.

Aims can be confused with objectives. To avoid this confusion
think of them as being found in different documents. Objectives belong
in lesson plans. It is perhaps best to keep to aims in schemes of work.
Aims arc more general than objectives and are often written in looser,
less behavioural language.

3.3 Extending the Repertoire of Pupils' Activities

.11entm's Brief

Objective Student teachers should be able to draw upon an extended range
of actk Ines for pupils in drawing up lesson plans.

Tune Several hours of independent work for the student teacher
Occasional discussions with the mentor

Ita(kpoutid

Research shows that most student teachers start teaching by modelling
or imitating acti% ities suggested by their tutors, or those which they have
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personally experienced on a training course (Bennett and Carré, 1993). If they
are not provided with a range of alternative pupil activities at this stage they
may resort to the models they experienced in their own education. Student
teachers should be encouraged to trial and evaluate as many pupil activities as
possible and discuss their weaknesses and strengths. All individuals have to
evolve their own teaching styles and they should be encouraged to do so by
making reasoned and independent choices from their own experiences guided,
rather than determined by, your experience.

This section considers how different pupil activities can be devised for
use with the major resources used by science teachers:

text
video and
information technology.

Pupils' work in creative writing and issues of language arc dealt with in more
detail in Chapter 6. This can be extended to art work, although this is not
discussed in Chapter 6. Field-trips, museum visits and visiting speakers all
provide alternative activities for pupils. 'These are touched on in Chapter 7.
Role-playing and drama have an immediate place in considering education
about science, particularly in historical and ethical work and this is discussed
in Chapter 8.

Instructions

The student teacher should be directed to the activities 3.3a, b and c.
Explain that the tasks to be carried out will need discussion after their
completion.

Discussion points

In your discussion with the student teacher 011 the pupils' activities,
add as many new and ditThrent examples as you can, including activ-
ities you may not personally use, so as to help build the student teacher's
repertoire.

3.3a Directed Activities Related to Texts

Student Teacher'.,

Objc, tiv(

From different textual resources you should be able to construct I )ARTs
(directed acti itics related to texts) activities fin pupils.
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Insuuction3

Read the notes and examples of DARTs below.
Construct 3 DARTs of your own for specific lessons and topics.
Discuss them with your mentor along with your lesson plans.
Trial the DARTs in lessons.
I ),i scuss the outcomes with your mentor.

Notes on 1)ARTs

Essentially there are two types of DARTs those which require the
text to be reconstructed and those which require the text to be analysed.
Students need to be introduced to both types and shown samples of
each.

Reconstruction 1)AR7's
There are four principal types of reconstruction DARTs:

text completion;
diagram completion:
table completion:
reconstruction of a disordered text.

Text completion DARTs can involve pupils adding appropriate words
in the blanks that have been left in a previously complete text. This type
of activity is often known as a CI.OZE procedure and is popular in
areas outside science. In both diagram completion and table comple-
tion DARTs, pupils add labels to a diagram or complete a table. The
reconstruction of a disordered text is most useful where there is a logical
sequence or structure in the text. Descriptions of experimental proce-
dures, descriptions of anatomical structures and procedures in time
generally are suitable for this treat lit.

Analpis
There are five ditIerent types of analysis DARTs:

underlining text:
labelling text;
sununariving with a diagram;
sununarizing with a table;
writing questions about a text.

Underlining inolves pupils scanning a tcxt searching for rcleant key
words, concepts or related ideas. I abetting text would require pupils
to add headings or labels for paragraphs so as to produce a form of

t14;
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telegraphic summary. Both diagrammatic and tabular representations
can be constructed for ideas, concepts or data. These involve pupils
translating information from one form to another. A question-writing
DART would require pupils to construct their own questions. See
activity 10.4 for more details on pupils writing questions.

Examples of DA RTs

A text completion DART
[Instructions to pupils]
Do the following task as a pair.
Read the passage and fill in the missing words.
Carry out the activities at the end.

The Distinction between Mass and Weight

In common speech we often say things like 'This bag of sugar weighs
one As we shall see, has a different meaning
to a scientist.

The quantity we are talking about when we measure out one kilogram
of sugar is the amount of sugar that we have. This is what scientists refer
to as the mass of sugar. Mass is measured in and is a
measure of the reluctance of an object to change its motion, what is
called its

The of an object is something quite ditThrent. Everything is
attracted to the Earth by . This is referred to as the 'fiwce of

.1"hat is exactly what gravity is, a force. Forces are meas-
ured in Gravity is supposed to hae been discovered by Sir
Isaac Newton when an apple fell on his head: a nice story. The weight
of a body is a measure of the with which attracts it to
the and as a force it is measured in Newtons.

The confusion between mass nd weight arises because the force with
which the Earth attracts a body is directly proportional to the
That is to say the more the more weight. This provides us with
a convenient way of measuring mass. Two masses can be compared by
placing them on opposite arms of a balance. If one has greater mass than
the other then the force of gravity on it will be stronger and the beam
will be of . If the two masses are equal then the weight
w ill be the same and the beam will balance.

In effect, we compare masses by comparing This is the origin
of expressions like I has e weighed these apples and they weigh three
k ilograms'.
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Modern weighing machines no longer compare weights. They measure
weights using spring devices which have been pre-calibrated. A device
can he set up to gise a reading in kilograms. All equal masses have the
same . This means that if you measure this weight you can
work back to find out the mass.

Think back to those films of men walking on the surface of the Moon.
It really was a strange new world wasn't it% It was almost as if things
were happening in slow motion.

The reason for this is that the force with which the Moon's gravity
attracts objects is much than that of the Earth. That's wh
even without air resistance, things fall more slowly on the Moon.

Things weigh on the Moon than they do on Earth. It is a ter-
rific, but very expensive way of losing weight. Unfortunately the effect
is not long lasting because although we weigh less on the Moon our

remains unchanged so on return to Earth we weigh the same.

Now re-read the text and write a heading above or beside each
paragraph, e.g. for the first paragraph. you may well put the
heading 'Common use of the word weight.'
Now underline all those sentences which tell you something
about mass.
N..ow double underline, or use a different colour all those sen-
tences which tell you something about weight.
When you have finished write a few sentences, describing what
you think is the difkrence between mass and weight.

Consider which words are the words to remo\c: scientific word, verbs,
conjunctions%
Why is it essential that pupils should do these tasks in pairs%
Discuss this with your mentor.

.1 disordered text DART
In constructing one of these, it is important that lines of text are scram-
bled before it is printed so that pupils cannot use edge-joins as clues to
the correct order.

Investigating the Relationship between Acceleration and Force

lustFuL dons for pupils!
Cut the instructi(Ins for steps in an expermient inn) strips.
Rearrange.the strips to give the correct sequence of steps for the e \pert-

inent.
Paste the correLt sequence into your book.

.10
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Mark out the strip into divisions of 'ten-ticks'.
abel the first one A, the second one B .ind so on.

( . onnect the ticker-timer to a 12V power supply.

l)raw tip a graph with two axes, time and speed in cm/t.t.

Now calculate the acceleration using the formula
ace. = change is speed time taken.

Friction compensates the slope so that the trolley maintains a steady
speed as it rolls down the hill (the dots should keep the same separation
all the time).

Measure the difference in height between the strip A and strip F. 6 'ten-
ticks' later. l'his is the difference in speed between the two.

Now accelerate the trolley with one elastic band.
Remember to attach a new tape and turn on the timer.

Set up the ramp so that there is a slight incline.

Paste the first 'ten-tick' in adjacent to the v axis.
Paste strip U ne\t to.it and so on till you have at least 6 strips on your
graph.

Repeat this proi.edure for tw o elastic bands and three elastic bands.
.Attach a tape to the trolley.

I cachet-s commenting on this technique ha e said that although it takes
III e\ tra us e nfinutes to do this procedure at the start of an experiment,
it results in a much more efficient use of time by the pupils, with the
(2\ penment being carried out much more effectively. Consider why you
think this inight be so.

.\ii ilthllyNi DA RT
I he third type of 1)A R.1 here is an analysis I )A RT. It requires pupils to

read and re-read the text using the techniques of underlining and table
iinstruction to sumniari7e the text.

Solids, liquids and gases

I hist: fit tions to pupils]

1 tr.( read the whole passage with care.
With a coloured pencil, underline the parts of the passage which
tell on about the movement of the particles.
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Now double-underline those parts of the passage which tell you
about compressing or squathing a substance.
Using the headings, 'Solid', 'Liquid' and 'Gas', make a table
which summarizes how particles move
Use the same headings to make a table which summarizes how
easy it is to compress a substance.

The most obvious feature of the way that the particles are arranged in
a substance depends on whether it is a solid, a liquid or a gas.

The particles in a solid must be held in fixed positions, otherwise solids
would not retain their shapes. Moreover, the particles in a solid must be
packed very tightly together. This is evident from the fact that solids are
very difficult 'to compress. Even at very high pressures, thc change in
volume is very small indeed.

In most liquids, the particles arc less tightly packed than in a solid. "[his
is evident when a solid is melted as there is usually an increase in volume ;

on the change from solid to liquid. However, since liquids are also ;

difficult to compress, the particles must still be very close together. The
main difference between solids and liquids is that liquids have no shape.
.1-hey take the shape of the container and are free to move about and can
be poured. Obviously, the particles in a liquid are not fixed in any
definite position. They are able to move about, rolling over each other
like grains of sand.

Gases not only take up the shape of the vessel which contains them but
also spread out to oCcupy the whole vessel. This is easily seen by using
a coloured gas like bromine. Our picture of a gas is one in which the
particles are free to move about and there are quite large spaces between
them. Increasing the pressure on a gas brings the particles closer to-
gether. If this increase in pressure is large enough then the particles
become as close together as ii a liquid. The gas will then change into a

3.3b Using Videos

Student Teacher's Brief

A typical educational video is in the order of twenty minutes duration.
Even an extract of five minutes is generally packed with a high density
of information. However interesting, watching it is a passive experi-
ence. The design problem for lesson planning to incorporate the use' of
video is to design activities that make pupils active, not passive.
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ONeaive

You should be able to select different ways of using videoed material
with classes and incorporate your selection into a lesson as a pupil activity.

Instructions

Read the notes on strategies for using videos below.
Produce your own list of a range of approaches.
Add notes on possible advantages and disadvantages for each
method.
Plan an activity for pupils using a video in a lesson you will teach.
Discuss the plan with your mentor.
Teach the lesson and evaluate the activity.
Discuss the evaluation with your mentor.

H stratqies for using videos

Sonic of the strategies that may emerge in the discussion are:

Providing a list of questions about the video which pupils must
complete after watching it.
Breaking the video after several minutes to discuss the issue raised
before going onto the next section.
Asking pupils to write a one paragraph summary of what the
video was about, in pairs. Follow this by getting one or two to
read out their summaries to the rest of the class.
Breaking the pupils into tbur groups, AD. Group A are told
that they will have to produce a one paragraph summary of the
first five minutes, group B the second five minutes and so on.
At the end of the video, each group is given fiveten minutes to
produce the summary and then the groups are mixed so that
there is one person from each group in the new groups. The
groups now pool their summaries to produce a composite sum-
mary which is no longer than one page. This is then reproduced
by the teacher for the whole group. Although lengthy. this is an
effective means of getting children to summarin a video.
Providing a diagram which can be annotated from the informa-
tion in the video. This is particularly useful fbr anything that
involves desctiptions ol body parts or mechanisms. The parts
have to be labelled and then notes added explaining the function.
Producing a poster summary. This method is useful for videos
dealing with topical issues. e.g. pollution and nuclear power.
Pupils can be \ked to produce posters which show the problems
and possible solutions, advantages and disathantages or ditlerent
methods of tackling the problem.
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3.3c Using Information Technology

Student Teacher's Btiq-

Ohjectives

You should become more familiar with the school's IT provision and be

able to plan to include IT in your lessons.

Bac1Nround

Science education should be an opportunity to learn to use the tools and
instruments of the scientist. This is the justification used for teaching
children how to use a Bunsen burner, a thermometer and an oscilloscope.
These days, instrumentation for many scientists is linked to informa-
tion technology both for the collection of data and its analysis and
interpretation. A science education which does not provide children with
opportunities to experience such use is inevitably incomplete. Information
technology can enable science teaching to transcend the constraints im-
posed on experimental work by a school laboratory and periods of study
of approximately an hour in length. IT instruments enable phenomena
to be studied which happen very rapidly, e.g. record a microphone
trace, or events which happen over much greater periods of time, e.g.
the growth of a plant. It has been shown clearly that the opportunity to
see the graphical representation of an event as it is happennw signific-
antly improves pupils' cognitive skills with scientific representation.

14

Ins(ructiorb

Conduct an audit of your skills by rating your ability to use the

following packages.

Poor
)atabases

Word-processing
Spreadsheets
Other software

Fair Good

Ask youi mentor who is responsible for UI across the curricu-

lum.
Oiscuss with your mentor what Fr provision there is in the
science dcpai t !neut. and how you can become more skilled in
using it.
Practice with the IT softw ate and data logging so that you are
skilled ni using it.
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Consider opportunities for introducing IT into your lessons.
Plan such lessons.
Teach using the IT.
Discuss the outcomes with your mentor.

For further reading on this subject see, IT in Secondary Science Book:
A compendium of ideas j-or usiv information technolooy in science by Roger
Frost (1994), London: IT in ,Science.

3.4 Pupils' Activities with Concepts

Aiectire Student teachers should be able to introduce into lessons activ-
ities that require pupils to articulate their concepts and ideas in
science topics.

.1 'WIC 2 hours for the student teacher to carry out the acti ities and
reflect on their use
V. hour discussion w ith mentors

Hackoound

This student teacher acti ity explores the use of concept maps and allied
techniques. This is a generic activity which can be used in most areas of the
curriculum as means of articulating conceptual knowledge. There is e.id-
ence to show that their regular use produces a significant improvement in
pupils' understanding of science (liorton, 19)2). (. ne of the important fea-
tures of concept mappingind other acti ides described here, is that they
make pupils talk about and clarify their own scientific knowledge through
discussion with other pupils. Traditionally, such opportunities arc rarely pro-
vided in many classes. The other pupil acti ides are variants on this strategy
which encourage pupils to think about the appropriate use of scientific lan-
guage and the meaning of scientific terms.

11'0(111(6070

lits with any acti iiv, it is best if tried first , so the student teacher
11(ilild Ili asked to make a concept map. She should also try die other

activities of word association and key sentences.
I )1 stliss the student teadier's experienres s ith the actis ities :IA her
reflections on how the activities might best be incorporated into
schemes d ork and lesson plans.

:Ic
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Discusion points

Raise these questions in your discussion with the student teacher:

Which is more important the final product or the process of pro-

ducing it?
What arc the features of this activity which make it a potentially valu-

able learning experience?
When would it be most appropriate to use this activity?

3.4 Pupils' Activities with Concepts

Student Teacher's Brief

Objectit'e

You should be able to introduce into lessons activities that require pupils

to articulate their concepts and ideas in science topics.

Carry out the actk ities that are described below.
Answer the questions for reflection at the end of each actis ity.
Consider how these actk ities might he built into a scheme of

work.
Discuss our re:;ections with sour menti tr.

rivitic., till a /lit ilia t'Oticept

Cowept mapping
Concept mapping is a technique which sees word, essentially as labels

tor concepts or ideas and asks indkiduals to define the relationships
between them. Tpically. a list of words is provided. e.g.

Nebula Galax Star Meteor

Comet Planet Ursa Major Solar system

Satellite Universe Red shift Red giant

White dwarf
Andliimeda

Black hiile
t .onstellation

Meteosat Shooting star

I he following instructions are then gisen to group of 3 4 pupils.

Write each of the abose words in large letters on a small piece

of squared paper (4 cm x 4 cm).
Sort the square, into tv, o piles those you .know the niemung

of ,md those vim do not undersiAnd.
)1,..card the pile of words you do not underst,md.

b



Now lay out the remaining words on a large piece of poster paper.
Place those words that arc related adjacent to each other.
When you are happy with the arrangement. stick the squares
down.
Draw lines between the terms that are connected.
Now add a few words or a sentence to the lines to explain how
they are' connected.
For instance'

UNIVERSE - - STARS
consists of

When you have finished pin your map up for others to look at.

Now, answer these' questions:

What e,due would it have for learning%
I low could it be used in other areas of the curriculum?
I low often and 55 here should it be' used in a topic%

11.ord

For this technique, you are asked to think of all the words that you
associate' with a particular word in the order that they conic into your
mind. It is particularly useful for words that represent key concepts in
science. Try it yourself for the following words. Write the' key word
and then the.tiw ten words that you associate' with it, e.g. Photosynthe-
sis. Oxidation or Energy. When you has(' finished, write A sentence
which states the relationship between the key word and each or the ten

ords that you associate' with it.

Nose inswer these questions:

What nught be the educational value ot- this activity%
What would be a good method of using it%
Should it be done on an indisidual basis or by pairs ot- pupils?
Why%

Key Scmcmc.,
.1 his technique is essentially another eariation on the theme of es ord
d'+sociatinn and typically the activity takes 30 40 minutes.

Pupils are. pros ided se ith a list of key words which ha c .1 se ientific
meaning ,md an eser\ da meaning. Such a list I-or enerp, ss th (;('Sl
pupils eould

energy
trmslei

kinetic
electricit

lost
heating
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potential conservation insulator

conductor sound light

work joules Newton
force metre stored

Instructions to pupils:

On your own write five sentences.
Each sentence must contain at least two of the words in the
above list.
Now join with three others. Share your sentences with them and
discuss whether your sentences are scientifically correct.
In your group, pick five sentences, three of which you are sure
are scientifically correct and two which you are not sure about.
Write these on a piece of paper.
Pass the sheet to the group next to you on your left. With the
sheet that is passed to you, discuss as a group whether you think
each sentence is scientifically correct. If you think so, mark it
with a tick. If not, mark it with a cross.
When you have finished pass your piece of paper onto the next
group.
Continue this till your piece of paper returns to you.

Now, answer these questions:

What is the focus of the strategy f-or learning in actis ides such as
concept mapping, word association and key sentences%
Why might this be of value%
\X I../Aen would it be of \ aluC.

3.5 Selecting Appropriate Activities

Mentor's firicf

Obiettive The student teacher should be able to select activities to match
pupils' needs and gi.e an adequate rationale for their choice.

lime 2 hours for the student teacher to carry out the activities and
reflect on their use

hour discussion with mentor

Hal kwrouild

Studies by 1 ler Majesty's Inspectorate (I IMI) has e consistently shown that the
olteachers to match tasks to children is generally poor: the requirements
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of high attainers are underestimated and low attainers overestimated. Student
teachers should now have sufficient experience of a range of pupils' activities
in the classroom to begin the.process of thinking about the issues involved in
the matching of activity to pupil performance.

The broader issues, expressed in a programme of study, need translating
into schemes of work and then into classroom practice and pupil activities at
the level of the lesson plan. Global aims, individual pupil performance and
skills, as well as the constraints of the individy. I science department, all influ-
ence how the selection of pupils' activities is made.

Work in activity 2.5 on realizing aims and that in 9.5 on differentiation
may be particularly relevant and helpful to this activity. Activity 3.5 should
be carried out before activity 4.5, on revising part of a scheme of work, which
can be used as an umbrella for these other activities.

Instructions

Direct the stuck nt teacher to the two grids in the student teachers'
activity.
I)iscuss with the student teacher his or her report on the questions at
the ends of the grids.

3.5 Selecting Appropriate Activities

Student It'acher's Brief

( )1, /cc tire

You should be able to select pupils' actis ides to match pupils needs by
considering criteria that you can articulate.

Carry out the acrk nie,, that arc described !Delos\
Answer the questions for reflectkm at the end of each activv.
Write a brief report on your answers to the questions at the ends
of the Ali itie, with the two grids.
Discuss your report with your mentor.

. It' dint, it tirify y!I

Woi k throtiO the grid .ind enter a tick w here the actis ity k
suitable for that ,tim and a tx(Iss where it would be unsuitable.
Now use the final column. Put ni 0 m the column if oti base

tit.)
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used that kind of activity often, a N if you have never used that

activity and an S if you have used that technique sometimes.

Table 3.1. An aims/activity grid

activities

Teacher talks

Teacher dictates notes

Teacher demonstrates

Pupils experiment

Pupils discuss

Pupils use IT

Pupils watch video

Pupils compose own notes

Pup;+s make presentations

Nfluseurr vis,t

F.eId woK

DARTs activ.ty

Drama presentat.on

Pupils tead

Other of yo 1. cho,ce

Now look carefully at the profile that you have just completed.
What does it tell you about your approach to teaching?
Is there a g,00d reason why you have made little use or some of
these activities?
Ate there any rules for deciding which activities are suitable for

which anns?
What inight those rules be?
I low do difIerent acti\ities lot pupils promote different images
of the nature of science?
Which image do you wish to promote%
I low should you change y(nit teaching?
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Enjoyint; science

Check, with a tick, those things which may be particularly en-
joyed by the groups listed. Put a cross for activities that you
judge to be inappropriate for particular groups.

Table 3.2 A pupil activity/enjoyment grid

Which activities do you think
pupils will enjoy?

(Tick those which you think
would be particulariy successful j

-
Domg an experiment
described on d workcard

Watching a teacher demonstration

Writing notes from dictation
for 15 min

Composing own notes for 15 inin

Taking pa,t in group woik
On the :lesapt of an experiment

Listening to a 20 minute talk from
the teaLher on a tonic iron, vie
sy!sabas

CoDyalg a diagram frorri a book

Part,..,patorg ,n a cis 0-scass.ca,
nn Inc rnpoitance of u-scovery

S, C,re

Prona.alq n\1irt).1,on

Heada)g an dr 1-t,ic fitY, d

-o>--0 = 0 (1) 6 2
:c7) E co

0) _a
CO

L.1.1'0

5._.

7-6 in a
- --

>.-"c

to'

Which acti% ity do you iudge to he the most imisersally applicabk.?
Why might this he so?
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Which dal ity do you judge to be the least unix ersallv applicable'
Again. why might this be so?
Arc there patterns across the activities and groups of pupils in
terms of enjoyment? What are these patterns?
Are there any rules for deciding which activities pupik might
enjoy?
What are they?

;2



Planning and Managing

Aims

Teachers are managers. They may be managers of more than thirty learners
at a time. l'he teachers don't do the learning in the way that a factory manager
doesn't actually operate the machines in the factory. The teacher, as manager.
does have a responsibility to make sure that the learners can 'manufacture'
their learning. 'Fhe aims of the activities in this chapter arc to help student
teachers to develop the followMg:

knowledge of the elements of planning and classroom management:
skills and strategies for organi7ing and managing actkities in lessons;
skills and strategies in planning and managing continuity between
lessons;
experience in developi, g and planning a scheme of work.

Introduction

In this chapter, the lOcus is on the how of teaching: procedures, routines and
strategies. This is closely linked with Chapter 3. where the focus is on the
what of teaching: what is available and which actk ities might be selected.
Student teal:het s need to see the symbiosis of these.

Actisity 4.1 introduces the lesson plan as the basic document that sup-
ports teachers while they are at work. I'he lesson plan combines how things
are to be done, with the choice of what is to be done. Student teachers need
to be directed to producing lesson plans that are clear, coherent and concise.
This should help them build repertoires of procedures, routines And strategies.
Actk ity 4.1 introduces lesson plans AS support documents. The selection of
classroom actk ities for lesson plans will. in the main, be for pupil acik ides.
It is iheretOre important that the student teachers think about w hat the pupils
w ill get from thc actk Ines as well as how to organwe and manage die .1( tis
ties themsels es. What are the pupils 'manufacturing', in terms of their

know ledge ,md skills. through the operation of that particular learning actis
.11ns ties 111 with Ali it y 3.2 on obiectises for pupils.

ti ,
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rhe activ ities for studcnt teachers m 4 2 are intended to help student
teachers dey clop skills in teaching parts of lessons The recommended strategy
for mentors is to introduce the student teacher to planning. organizing and
managing these smaller parts of lessons before the student teacher graduates
to teaching a complete lesson unassisted. Student teachers will need to be
able to plan sections of lessons in more detail than appears on the standard
lesson plan. Where a key skill, piece of knowledge, use of a scientific tool
or technique is to be introduced auxiliary prompts and directions should be
developed during planning. The directions on 'observation with a higher
resolution' in acti-vity 2.2 should help student teachers see the corsequences of
other teachers' decisions over choices of sequencing and pupil activity. Activ-
ity 4.3 is directed at the planning. organizing and managing of complete
lessons.

Activities 4.4 and 4.5 are designed for use when student teachers take
responsibility for teaching a complete topic arel in a programme of study.
Student teachers should be required to review and revise part of a scheme of
work for a module, unit or topic. This is planning. organizing and managing
the largest unit of work that a student teacher might reasonably be expected
to deal with. Mentors should select some topic in need of revision and/or
development. The product of this revision should be useful to all members of
the department and therefore needs to be as close to full professional standards
as possible. In this way, the student teacher can become yet further incorporated
into the working of the science department by sharing in its corporate re-
sponsibilities. The focus of their attention, can be directed to the objecties,
activ ides. assessments, coherence and continuity of the scheme of ork for
that topic. Issues of the openness of the activities (Chapter 5), the dey clopment
of the learner's language skills (Chapter 0) and the nature of ditIffentiation
and progression (Chapter 9) should start to play a more prominent and inte-
grated part of the student teacher's planning.

Most student teachers an. anxious about classroom control. The\ cmi
be reassured if their wor k is presented as a management .job rather than a per-
tOrmance .job. Planning. organizing and managing effectiv ely can considei
ably reduce the opportunities for classroom disruption. Pupils can be e pc( ted
to be on-task when their tasks are \,\. ell-planned and well-organized.

4.1 Elements of a Lesson Plan

.1lernor''

( )/.1( ,,trident teaL her s should be able to list the Hutment. of a lc,. m
pl.m. ioiiiiflciit MI their necessdt\ m supporting the Ica, INA a. a
managei and comment on the ads antage. and disadantagus of

tlitIo \ or
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I 'irnc I hour of student teacher time
h(mr discussion with mentor

Pro\ ale the student teacher with various lesson plans. If a variety of
ditThrent styles can be used from your own stock this would be an
adsantage.

(.. the studeot teacher time to answer the questions in the activity
brief.
Meet to discuss the student teacher's answers.

hst 1)01//i,

Kes elemcnN Or a lesson plan include:
date:
class;
time and room. tOr record keeping and reference purposes.

wine indication should be made to the:
topic, module, or referenced scheme of work;
specific lesson topic, or scheme of work reference.

Hie bulk of the plan should concentrate on:
(Iblccti es for general orientation;

ities tOr the pupils;
c>iiinares of the time each activity will take:
st,111l: mdication of the real time at which activities might be

e pected to start:
slik)rt e\perimental notes and safety warnings;
sues of pupils' working groups together with the number of

gr, 'ups:
book retilences and ko questifms, lo,mework.

V, oh i i ini;c of different styles, ads antages. disadvantages and additions .11 e
Inghlight and discuss. The pr,iciple differences are likely to be in

tcl 11r, itlinanagerial guidance on sub-sections of the lesson, e.g. in the lesson
plan il.iSen below , the notes for the pupils to copy down from the board
lifight he e\plkal\ written (int in ads dna. rather than made up on the spur
I tile moment. `similarly the summary tOr the lesson might be worked out

iii mIsante. A w tuten reinhider on which microscope objectise to use would
k helpful. A satet arning card fOr the ammonia and hydrochloric acid
e\periment and perhaps the boiling kettle will be essential. Other points will
doubtless emerge as von draw upon your own experience and expertise.
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4.1 Elements of a Lesson Plan

Student Teacher'. WU"

Objective

You should be able to list the elements of a lesson plan, comment on
their necessity in supporting the teacher as a manager and comment on
the advantages and disadvantages of different styles of lesson plan.

InstMitiOUS

,..00k at the lesson plans pros ided by your mentor together with
the example below.
Write down what you think are the key elements of a lesson
plan.
Note_ down why those elements are necessary.
Briefly note down how lesson plans might differ.
Think of the ads antages and disadvantagec of different st les of
lesson plan.
List other paper-support materials (not worksheets for the
pupils) You might need to prepare to help you organize and
inanage the pupils learning. Why nnght you need them?

Specimen plan

(;roup loc Week 6
Wednesday. 2 June

I .(.,0?1

()Nein.: 'C.':

16'A tittle
0.00
0

It) am l.ab. 2

The macroscopic properties of materials and their micro-
scopic structure.
Brownian motion and the particulate nature of matter.
Pupils should be able to:

use the particulate model of matter to explain some
physi, al phenomena.
follow instructions to obserse Brownian motion in
smoke.

Tim( taketi iii minute\
ntrs /regkter/colleo Iih rup(rt, of oil moleculc

sv.irningN)
Q. \X'hat i happenmg here?'
Point out tw o sets of stations: 4 people per station.
Circils of actis 'ties on particulate matter:
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boiling kettle and melting ice-cubes/permanganate
crystals in water

smell of scent/fuming of ammonia and hydrochloric
acid.

Pupils to circulate and note down what they obserse. 15

10.10 Collect pupils' own descriptions and ideas and write them
on the board.

10.30 Pupils copy down summary notes from board:
particles/motion/temperature.

10.40 13rownian motion experiment (13k. 1. p. 51. expt. 5)
pupil to read instructions aloud from the book.
Discuss. I()

10.50 Do Brownian motion experiment in groups of 3
(1( microscopes). 15

11.05 Pupils start write up with diagram of smoke cell. 13

11.15 Summarize the morning's actisities.
Home assignment of experimental write up and

photocopied GCSE question p. 1. Q.
11.20 End.

4.2 Team-teaching Parts of Lessons

thicf

jectirc Student teachers should be able to use a ariety of teaclnng
skills and strategies in a team-teaching situation.

'init. 1 esson timeind up to 2 hours for the student teacher on each
activity to be planned. discussed . organized, taught and reviewed.
I essmn time, and up to 7. hour for the discussion of the plan,
obsers anon and debrief with mentor.

RackQniudd

I out learnim2, opportunities for pupils has e been selected for student teachers
to des clop their pl,mning, or: nizational and classroom management skills:

4.2.1 Pencil and paper task
4.2N (lass practical
4 .2i I )einonstration with a question and answer routine
4..A1 1- \planation at the boaid ith a question .111d ,111,,V, er routine

1 tasks, and the order in w hich they ale presented here..ire graded in terms
01 ;he amount ol direct classroom control the student teacher must assume.

5-

-7- ..... ........ ................
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lt is far easicr to manage a well-defined pencil and paper task than to manage
a question and answer routine while dealing with some explanation at the
board. Generally the more the pupils are on-task, independently of the stu-
dent teacher, the easier it will be to manage that learning opportunity.

Activity 4.2b, 'Class practical', and activity 6.2a, 'Eliciting ideas' compli-
ment each other as do activity 4.2c, 'Demonstration with a question and
answer routine' and 6.2b, 'Sharing ideas'.

histnic(ions

For each activity:

Select opportunities for the student teacher to team-teach parts of
lessons with you, with colleagues, or with other student teachers.
Brief the student teacher well before the day of the lesson.
Discuss the student teacher's preparation in advance of the lesson.
Select an observation technique from the activities in Chapter 2.
Use this when the student teacher teaches.
Team-teach the lesson. When the student teacher is teaching, observe
the student teacher's actions.
Record your observations.
Debrief the student teacher by asking for their thoughts on their
actions.
Make your opening comments positive.
Where actions can be improved focus on the specific action and dem-
onstrate in the room, there and then, if possible. (Refer to Chapter 1:
Action 3, Debriefing.)

)1.m'itSs i on points

Managerial issues that might arise include:
timing
grouping of pupils
moving of pupils to better places for visibility
positioning of die student teacher themselves and monitoring of

all corners of the room by scanning and the student teacher's
own movement around the room

organizing of resources in terms of positioning for access
distribution and collection
availability (11,111 the resources required
light, entilation and heat le \ els would be a joint team responsi-

bility at this stage.
Pedagogic issues include:

appropriateness of the language level
repetition and display of new words and ideas
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elicitation of pupils' own ideas
appropriate selection of activities to match the learning objec-

tives.
Content issues include:

coherence of the science
appropriateness of the science to the topic and everyday life
use of evidence and the ways in which we know what we know
development of examples or the explanation of techniques.

Performance issues include:
body posture
eye contact with the members of the class
voice level and variation
pacing of speech
use of chalkboard or OHP
the checking that board writing can be seen by all.

4.2a Pencil and Paper Activity

Student Teacher's Bric.f

This is the first of four activities that are designed to help you learn and
practise teaching skills. The teaching activities are all parts of lessons
rather than a complete lesson. The intention is that you will benefit from
observing your team-teaching partner at work as well as having their
support when you come to organize and manage your activity in the
lesson. Your partner can observe your actions and provide you with
feed back .

Ohjective

You Should be able to plan, organize and manage a pencil and paper
acti vit y.

Instructions

Refer to activity 6.2b.
In planning your part in the less(m you need to do the following:

l3rietly discuss the task with your mentor oi the class teacher.
Locate the task materials or resources.
Think about how the task fits into the general pattern of the
lesson.

Decide upon pupil objectives for the task: what the pupils
will be able to do or know that they ctmld not do or didn't
know beforehand.
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Decide on timings: how long do you estimate the task.to
take%

Find out or decide about:
the expendability and need for duplication of worksheets
number of texts and sharing (books)
the status of the writing (rough, best, to be corrected, as-

sessed etc.)
the initial instructions to pupils, write them out to clarify

them for yourself
the final instructions to pupils.

Discuss the lesson plan with your team-teaching partner.
Supplement the lesson plan with notes for your activity.
Do the pencil and paper task fi.ir yourself-so you know exactly
what the pupils will be doing.

These are things you should do during the time that you take charge:

Check that pupils have understood your instructions (ask
someone to repeat them back to you).
Check that the pupils understand the purpose of the task and
how it tits into the lesson.
Monitor the pupils' progress on the task hr circulating around
the room and checking their work.
Keep a watch on the time.
Decide on when to warn the pupils that they will be stopping
soon.
Stop the pupils.
Ask one or two pupils to tell the class their answers. discuss the
results or summarize f-or the pupils.
I land over to Your colleague ready for the next actkity.

4.2b Class Practical

Sturicla Teache6 Briif

Objective

You should be able to plan, organize and manage a class practical as part
of a lesson.

Irr,rinr Non,

This act] it is complimented b) atm it Thcting pupils' ideas'.
In planning our part in the lesson Oti rued ro do the follo\%ing:

(4)
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Briefly discuss the class practical with your mentor or team-
teaching partner.
Think about how the practical is part of the scheme of work.

Decide which process skills arc to be emphasized or as-
sessed.

)ecide on the content knowledge the experiment develops.
Decide how the experiment exemplifies the scientific ap-

proach.
Decide if the experiment is to be exploratory, hypothesis

testing or illustrative.
Write out behavioural objectives for the pupils' learning.
Decide about the following:

grouping of learners: pairs or threes (with fours there will
always be one person who is not immediately next to the
person doing the experiment at that moment);

how much of everything will you need for the number of
groups that will operate;

timings: how long do you estimate the experiment to take;
safety and COSSH requirements;
where in the laboratory items will be placed for access by

pupils;
disposal of waste and used materials.

Practise the experiment so you know what advice to give pupils
so they will be successfid in the task.
I >iscuss your plan for the class practical with your team-teaching
partner.

These are things you should organize before your actisity in the lesson:

Order the equipment from the technicians e, ithin their deadline.
Check on the experimental instructions to pupils for com-
pleteness, correctness, safety aspects and the number of copies
required.
Check on the nature of the pupils' written reports: rough, best,
to be marked assessed and so on.

Before the lesson you need to dieck MI the following:

That the technicians base prepared your equipment foi the
laboratory.
'Hie position of equipment/chemicals/samples fOi orderly eollcc-
titin by pupils.
Comit items that might be lost or easily remosed Crum the
laboratory and keep a note of how many there are.
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When you take charge of the class experiment you should pay attention
to the following:
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Give out worksheets if they are to be used. Rehearse with the
class what they will do and why, providing the focus is not one
of following written instructions.
Point out safety issues.
Organize the orderly collection of equipment/chemicals/samples.
Circulate amongst groups when pupils are experimenting. Ask
probing questions about the purpose of the practical, their
observations, conclusions, justifications. (See activity 6.2a.)
Trouble-shoot problems of specific groups.
Keep a general watchful eye on the progress of groups you are
not immediately dealing with (you will not need eyes in die back
of your head just a general scanning strategy).
To give further instructions, call pupils to order when necessary
and insist on silence.
Give pupils a warning of imminent finishing and clearing away.
Supervise the orderly return, and counting back, of equipment.
Supervise the disposal of waste.
Return the class's attention to your team-teaching partner.

4.2c Demonstration witl. Question and Answers

Stlident Teacher's Briq.

Objectire

You should be able to plan, organize and manage a demonstration.

Instructions

This activity is complimented by activity 6.2b, 'Shai ing ideas'.
In planning your part in the lesson you need to do the following:

Briefly discuss the task with your mentor, the class teacher or
your team-teaching partner.
Find out which demonstration to do.
Think about how the activity fits into the general pattern of the
lesson.

Decide oil pupil object's e.. for the demonstration in terms
of both pupils' process skills and content knowledge.

)ecide on timings: how long do you estimate the demon-
stration to take%

'1 0
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Find out or decide about:
which apparatus/chemicals/samples you need:
where these are kept, which cupboards:
how the apparatus fits together, what the procedure is:
safety anti COSSH requirements.

Discuss these with the technicians.
Practise all demonstrations before you do them with a class.
Discuss your plan for the demonstration with your team-teach-
ing partner.

These are things you should organize before your activity in the lesson:

Order the equipment from the technicians within their deadline.
Decide upon where in the laboratory is the best place to do the
demonstration so that all will be able to see clearly and safely.
Decide on key questions to focus the pupils' attention on the
phenomenon and their ideas about it.
Check that everything you need is ready in the laboratory.
Briefly check the arrangements with your team-teaching partner.

During the time that you take charge of the demonstration you need to
do the following.

Group the pupils around the demonstration. Ensure that all can
see clearly.
Mention safety if necessary.
Elicit pupils' ideas on what is present on the bench. (See activity
6.2b.)
Elicit pupils' ideas about what will happen, or does happen.
Ask your questions two or three times before choosing a re-
spondent.
Nominate respondents across different groups (boys girls. front

back, those with hands up those without. etc.).
Watch the clock so you don't oNer-run.
Summarize \vhat they have seen and discussed.
Return people to their places in an orderly fashion ready for the
next activity.

4.2d Explanation at the Board or OHI'

Snidem Tra(het', Bur/

()bje tue

You should be able to plan, organize and manage an explanation sup-
Purtcd by board work or 01IP.

I 6.3
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Instructions

Advice given in activity 6.2b also applies here.
In planning for your part in the lesson you need to do the fAowing:

Carefully check the scheme of work for the topic and the depth
of treatment required.
Review any past examination questions that might be appropriate.
Clarify why you are doing this part of the lesson in this way
rather than any other. Write out a behavioural objective fiir the
pupils' learning.
Write out the key points of the explanation and order them in a
logical sequence. Preface the sequence with an oerview and a
question that the explanation addresses.
Find any audio-visual aids which may support your ,Aplanation.
lmtimate how long the explanation will take:

10 to 15 minutes is enough for a motivated, above average
gn,up

plan for shorter times with less motisated learners.
1. )i scuss the lesson plan with your team-teaching partner.

Before you take charge of the explanation you need to organize the
following:

Requisition audio-s isual aids if appropriate.
Check that the audio-s isual aids are working.

1)uring the time that you take charge of the explanation you need to do
the following:

Raise the problem that your explanation will address (see
ity 6.2b).
Gie .1 brief merview of how the explanation is structured.
Start dt the first point and make it clearly.
Return to the overview to show that you are nmving onto the
next point.
Ask questions of the learners as you go along. Relate ihe ques-
tions to the learning objectives.
Repeat die questions before you nominate a respondent.
Spread the questions amongst groups: boys girls, front back
and so on.
Watch the clock.
Stop the expla nat.on ilvou tie osel-i Mining and p1,111 to colltilltic
in the next lesson.
Summarize briefly.
Return the class's attention to youi team-teaching partner.

('4
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4.3 Planning, Organizing and Managing a Complete Lesson

.11entor's brief

Objective Student teachers should be able to plan, organize and manage a
complete lesson with adequate linkages between past lessons
and future lessons within the scheme of work.

Time Lesson time, and up to 2 hours, for the student teacher on each
activity to be planned. discussed, organized, taught and reviewed
Lesson time, and up to '/ hour for the discussion of the plan,
observation and debrief with mentor

Back.tround

Experience has shown that student teachers who take charge of a complete
lesson too early can be overtaken by the multitude of demands that are put
upon them. 'I-hey may revert to coping strategics that are recalled front their
own experiences of learning. These may not always be the best strategies.
Often it is chalk-and-talk with a transmission-mode of teaching and learn-
ing. Such strategies are certainly not well considered as they are often re-
acti e rather than pro-actke.

'Hie starts and ends of lessons are the areas that will need special attention
now. At the beginning of lessons, student teachers will have the entry phase
of the lesson to deal with. The organizational and adnnnistrative aspects of
coats, bags and the register will all need to be run through as smoothly as
possible. I landing out books, res iewing homework. offering praise to those
who have done well all need to be remembered and practised. '1'he marshalling
of pupils recollections of past work needs to progress into the focusing on the
next activities. At the end of lessons, student teachers must get into the habit
of summarizing the learning of the lesson so as to re-focus pupils' ideas.
Organizing homework. reminding people of disciplinary actions, if any has e
to be taken, rewarding those who has e performed well and dismissing the
class has e to be worked at to achiee a flawless continuity. Concurrent obser-
ation. by student teachers. of-other teachers achieving these actions, will help
student teachers to improse their own performance. It is not wise, at this
stage. to rely on memories of lessons obsersed se% eral weeks ago.

/11,1111CtiMb

Select the classes the student teachei will work with.
Brief the student teadier on the scheme of work and die pi ogrcss the
pupils have made to (late.
I )iscuss the student teacher's preparation in ads .mce of the lessons.
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Prepare for observation of the student teacher's work.
Record data on the observation schedule.
Debrief the student teacher.
Set goals and targets for future lessons.
Pros ide the student teacher with a copy of your written feedback.

Discussion points
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Handling arrivals:
What directions were gi en on coats and bags%
If arrivals arc spaced over several minutes what work is there for

the pupils when they arrive: copying board work, reading etc.?
How are late arrivals dealt with? What are the school procedures

and policies?

Giving back marked work:
Did the student teacher give out the books and thereby take the

opportunity to become more familiar with who is who in the
class?

Did the student teacher pick out examples of good work and
share with the class why it was good?

Reviewing the work of the previous lesson:
Was this done and were pupil.; ideas elicited or was it a teacher

review?
Was it a well structured activity%
Was the board used for keywords and concepts%

Objectives:
Are these written on the lesson plan% Are they written in terms

of pupils' actions, knowledge and skills?
Do activities lead to the achievement of the objectives%

Focusing activities:
Was a clear overview to this lesson provided%

Varying activities:
Is there sufficient variety of pupil activity in the lesson?
Are activities appropriate to the pupils' skills and knowledge,

concentration spans and'interests.
k the variation well structured. e.g. quiet tasks at the beginning

and ends of the lessons, or more open tasks later when pupils
are less fresh?

Timings for activities and' watching the clock:
Did the lesson end on time%
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Was clearing away carried out before the end of the lesson?
Were pupils alerted to how much time is left for tasks?

Summarizing:
Was a summary provided?
Was it clear, coherent and concise?
Did it rely on ideas elicited from pupils?
Was board work used to reinforce ideas?

Giving homework:
Was adequate time allowed for the pupils to copy it down.
Was the homework relevant, achievable and clear?

Sharing with the pupils what will be done in future lessons:
Was there time for this?
Was it linked to the scheme of work?

Handling departures:
Were disciplinary proceedings followed through with reminders?
Was there quiet and calm before pupils left?

4.3 Planning, Organizing and Managing a Complete
Lesson

Student Teacher's Brief

Many of the skills and strategies you have already rehearsed will be
brought together, combined and refined in this activity

Oijective

You should be able to plan, organize and manage a complete lesson,
with adequate linkages between past lessons and future lessons, within
the scheme of work.

Instruttion.s

Discuss the scheme of work with your mentor.
Plan Mdividual lessons.
Use the notes below as a check-list.
Start teaching the lessons.
Mod4 Your intentions, plans and actions in the light of feed-
back Inun your mentor at de-briefing.
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Notes on planning, organiz-iv and managing complete

Your planning should include the following:

Formulating behavioural objectives for the pupils.
Selecting appropriate learning activities.
Checking for variety and appropriateness of activities.
Planning extension activities for quicker pupils.
I >evising a linking strategy. Plan to review what happened in the
previous lesson and to introduce this lesson.
Checking the availability of equipment with the technicians.
Formulating a summary for the end of the lesson.
I )es ising homework for assessment and feedback.
Writing out a complete lesson plan including what \VIA will do,
and more importantly what the pupils will do.

Your organizing should include the following:

The requisitioning of apparatus in appropriate numbers fOr the
groups whose sizes you have predetermined.
The preparation, or ordering, of written resourcestudio sisual
aids etc.
The preparation of other materials. e.g. glue, scissors, crayons,
large sheets of paper. etc.

In managing, you should pay attention to:

Fhe entry phase
A revision and focusing phase
Transitions between densities
Clearing away
Organizing of homework
Consolidating and summarizing
An orderly dismissal of the class.

4.4 Supplementing a Scheme of Work

.11ento Mier

(Thfr, rive 'student teachers should find. re\ iew .md evaluate possible sup-
plementars dens Ines tOr part of a silieme of ss ork.

TinIC Ses eral weeks of student teacher work betw een lessons
.1 wo. I hour discussions with mentor
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nal kQh,lind

When student teachers h e confidence in managing complete lessons they
need to be gien the opportunity to review materials that can be used to
supplement a scheme of work for a particular topic. They should be.asked to
earn out the resiew as a formal activity. They should draw upon the re-
sources in the schoolmd dt their college, to select supplementary activities.

Student teachers will have referred to schemes of work in previous les-
son planning activities. Now is the time to stand back from the pressure

idual lesson plans and lessons to take a broader view of the progress
of learners. Fills is an attempt to provide links between the general aims Of
pngranimes of study. schemes of work and the detail of lesson planning. The
difference in detail of a lesson plan, scheme of work and programme of study
nee(l to be clarified so that the work can proceed at the right level. Generally
speaking. po aoioic of qudy are concerned with broad-brush stroke pictures
that ss di has e titus and general areas of knowledge and skills sketched o:.t.

he ss ill span a 55 hole key-stage at a time. A scheme qf work will repeat the
.l111 the programme of study and provide a schedule of termly, weekly
nd (. cit lesm iii -Is -leon ti pics. actisities and the objectives that the activi-
ties are designed to meet. The h..,son /gall is the document that student teachers
,hould now be most fannliar s ith. These operate at the level of the lesson and
has c Ui internal detailing of the structure of the lesson.

Ident6 a scheme of work that needs revising.
I )is( us, the current scheme of work with the student teacher.

ect the student teacher to sources of supplementary materials at the
s;hlwl. Suggest they find supplementary materials in their college.
Set deadline for the receipt of a written report.
P.c.\ less the reptirt with the student teacher.

4.4 Supplementing a Sc heme of Work

SItidtli I ICsiihrl's l3tict

I Ins ii its tv is intended to help both you and the rest of the science
di I, irtment. 'scheme of work need updating HI a systematic manner.
1 ',it can «tntribute to the work of the science department b} carrying
out one such res Ic."5 . You svil Ileed to dr tw upon the knowledge and

kill \ on has e de\ eloped through actis ities in other chapters in tlfis
11, 1..
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Objective

Student teachers should find, review and evaluate possible supplement-
ary activities for part of a scheme of work.

7(

IttStilliftionS

Your mentor will provide you with a topic that could usefully
be reviewed.
Obtain a copy of the scheme of work for the topic.
Arrange to have access to the tri:Iterials used to support learning
of the topic.
Use the following questions as a guide to a formal review of the
scheme of work:

Arc the aims clearly expressed? Are they reflected in appro-
priate activities?

Have the aims beei -. translated into achievable objectives for
the pupils? Do the activities match the objectives?

Is there an appropriate range of types of activ ides? How
might that range be different?

What provision is there made for language development in
the activities? Are learners with special language needs
catered for? How?

Is there a good spread of activities that reflect the processes
of science? Could this be improved?

Is any particular view of science dominant in the activities?
Is this a consistent view or not?

What provision is made for pupils with different levels
of performance through the provision of differentiated
activities?

I low well does the assessment match the expressed object-
ives?

Is the performance of pupils on assessment tasks mapped
onto Science in the National Curriculum? I low might
this mapping be iniproved?

Sift and sort through resources in the school and at your college
to find alternative activities for pupils. The emphasis at this stage
is on improving variety and appropriateness and not on whether
they can be fitted into the time schedule.
Write a report on alternative activities for pupils that might be
used to supplement the scheme of work. Justify your choices.
I )iscuss the report with your mentor.

0 4
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4.5 Revising and Trial ling Part of a Scheme of Work

.11entor'.5 Brief

Objective Student teachers should produce a revision of part of a scheme
of work that they have trialled in their own teaching.

Time Several weeks of student teacher work between lessons
Two. 1 hour discussions with mentor

Instructions

Following on directly from activity 4.4 this work aims to extend the student
teacher's professional growth with the compilation of a revised scheme of
work.

Ask the student teacher to return to the report they produced in
activity 4.4. and to select from the supplementary materials they have
gathered suitable activities that might be used in the scheme of work.
Preview the revised scheme with the student teacher.
Set a deadline for receipt of the final version of the revised scheme
of work.
Collect the final version.
Discuss the report with the student teacher.

4.5 Revising and Trialling Part of a Scheme of Work

Student Teacher's Britf

Objeitive

You should produce a revision of part of a scheme of work that you
have trialled in your own teaching.

Instructiotb

The work you Ife to revise here is for a series of about six lessons say
three week's work with pupils, no more.

FI mil the work carried out in activity 4.4 you should now lust:
a comprehensive view of the scheme of work on the topic as
Larded out in your school, together with notes oil comments on
supplementary acti%ities.
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Use your knowledge, skills and resources to provide an im-
proved scheme of work. You will need to do the following:

Use the resources in your college library and science area to
find as many activities as you can that relate to the topic.
Include computer assisted learning, videos, worksheets,
slides and pre-recorded audio-tapes. Find SATIS activ-
ities that may be relevant and look through established
schemes published as textbooks (see activities 8.3 and 8.5).

Review these resources and actis ides.
I.00k through Science in the National Curriculum, at the

appropriate key stage, to find what might be statutorily
required.

Sketch out different pathways through the topic in terms of
sub-topics that is what should be taught first what should
be taught next, and so on. Try to find at least two dif-
ferent starting points, end points and pathways.

Re% iew your pathways through the sub-topics for their
suitability for the pupils. resources and ways of working
in your school.

Start to map your selected pathway through the sub-topics
onto a schedule of lessons in a scheme of work.

Relocate sub-topics whilst you add activities and behavioural
objectk es .

Res iew the scheme of work and again relocate and reise
sub-topics, activities and objectives.

Map Science in the National Curriculum levels onto activ-
ities where appropriate.

Add suitable assessnk.nts at suitable places. For this you
will has e to refer back to the original sheets that should
accompany programmes of study in your science depart-
ment.

Review the scheme of w ork.
Present your draft scheme to your mentor.
Revise the scheme in the light of Vour mentor's confluents.
Trial the scheme or work through teaching the ctis ities in your
lessons.
Evaluate the lessons and resise the scheme of work.
Present the final ersion to your mentor for discussion.



Chapter 5

Science Investigations

Aims

The aims of this chapter are to help student teachers to:

become more familiar with the variety of learning opportunities
offered by investigational work in science:
develop skills and strategies for helping pupils to learn in open
situations;
gain knowledge and skills in analysing investigations so as to plan for
progression and differentiation within a topic:
plan strategies for formative assessment of pupils doing in \ cqjgatlons
in topics.

Introduct fon

Say 'science lesson' to most people and they would probably think of some-
thing involving 'practical work'. I loweser, as the years has e gone by since
the major curriculum resisions of the 1%Os and 1970s, the nature and value
of 'practical work' hae been examined and questioned. Current curriculum
innovation focuses inure on explorations and investigations. These are not
synonyms, the change of word is important and indicates a inure thoughtfdl
approach to science education. In science education, pupils build knowledge:
they build knowledge about the content of science mid about the way in
which science is done. In doing this, they ins ariably practice the prtcesses of
science (see also ( hapter 7). This chapter concentrates on the teacher's role in
setting up. managing and assessing the type (4- ork hi science called ins est-
igations. Ry ins eqigation,, we mean any acti itv ill Which pupils use die
processes of science to build know ledge which is new to them.

In% estigations otici pupils an opportunity to be ins olsed in the processes
of doing scicnce fOr themselses: to combine their theoretical knowledge and
understandin!?, of science with their practical knowledge and skills. Simon cr

ta. (1992) identified three phases in imestigatory work: defining the problem,
choosing a method and arri Mg at mdution,. Aspects of myestigator ssork

C.3 i
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can be categorized as being on a spectrum of openness An understanding of
this idea helps teachers to match mestigations to individuals and to groups,
to plan for progression in their teaching and to structure their assessment of
a pupil's attainment.

Pupils in Year 1 are perfectly capable of carrying out open-ended invest-
igations. However, their thoughts, actions and products will be different
from those of pupils in Year 11. Gradual development of skills and know-
ledge changes the qualitative nature of pupils approaches to investigations. The
descriptions at the ten levels for Scl are best interpreted as an attempt to
provide guidance on the qualitative changes that take place as pupils progress
in their investigatory skills. Qualitative changes in pupils' knowledge and
skills are not to be confused with the openness that teachers build into invest-
igatory work. How a pupil performs, in terms of attainment, depends upon
the pupil. Providing openness in investigatory tasks is, by and large, a plan-
ning, organization and management problem and thus depends on the teacher.

In activity 5.1, investigations which differ in ;heir openness are examined
and the possible learning opportunities in open tasks are explored. In activity
5.2, a variety of techniques for helping pupils to learn in open situations are
introduced. These techniques can be practised by student teachers with small
groups of pupils within a lesson taken by another teacher, or within their own
lessons. In activity 5.3. the focus moves to planning a whole lesson in such
a way that a structure fOr learning is provided within an open situation. Tb
fourth section deals with issues of planning for progression and differentia
don. The final section deals with assessment issues in investigations. in par-
ticular planning to maximize formative assessment opportunities through pupils
taking an actk e part in the assessment process.

5.1a Analysing Investigations for Openness

Alentor's Brief

Ohjeuires Student teachers should be able to apply the idea of openness
in investigations to analyse activities for pupils in the school's
programme of study.

in.strUtlit)tb
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1 hour for student teachers to read notes and analyse worksheets
for investigatory work
V. hour discwo.ion with mentor

Ask the student teacher to read Ow notes abimt ins estigations and to
discuss their ideas about openness with you afterwards.

to
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Select two practical activities used at your school and ask the student
teacher to analyse them for openness.
Discuss the student teacher's analysis and their suggestions for
modifications.

Summary

The discussion at the end of activity 5.1a should emphasize that investigations
may have different degrees of openness. Making something more open does
not necessarily make it easier or harder, it just makes it different. 'rhe type and
the amount of difference are important and can be helpful in planning, managing
and assessing the investigation.

5.1a Analysing Investigationa for Openness

Student Teacher's Brief

In order to build knowledge. scientists investigate the world. To invest-
igate natural phenomena, pupils use various processes of science. In us-
ing these processes, pupils pass through three phases of an investigation:

I kilning the problem
Choosing a method
Arri ing at solutions.

Each of these phases can be analysed in terms of their openness. An
understandMg of the concept of openness allows you to plan. manage
and assess ins estigatory work more effectisely. The notes that follow
gie ads ice on how more openness may be introduced into pupils'
investigations at each of these phases.

Obicctive

You should be able to apply the idea of' openness in investigations to
analyse acti ities for pupils in your school's programme of study.

hiso!it 60/0

RCad Holes about 1115 ustigations and ahom openness.
Read the analsis olthe two sets or m estigation. gisen after the
notcs.
Discuss your understanding of openness with our mentor.
ithalvse the practical Adis ities in your school's schemes of work

0 0
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selected by your mentor. Decide w hat it is specifically about
each investigation that could make it more open or more closed?
Decide how the investigations wuld be made More open and

what the consequences might be for pupils?
I . ). scuss this analysis with your mentor.

Notes about openness

Making an investigation inure closed may make it either easier or more
difficult: easier, by requiring pupils to think less (see set I of the in est-
igations below), or more difficult, when it constrains pupils to ideas and
techniques with which they cannot operate (see set 2). Open investiga-

tions can be interpreted in a ariety of different ways by pupils, and how
they interpret them will also affect the difficulty of the investigation.

Ittr'estIottow: Set I
la) Copper sulphate solution conducts electricity. In N.estigate how the
How of electricity through the solution is afIected by the concentration
of the copper sulphate solution. Set up a circuit as shown in the diagram
using WO cm of copper sulphate solution in a 250 cm' beaker and an
ammeter to ineasure the current. You are proided with four difkrent
concentrations of copper sulphate (0.01M, 0.05M. 0.1M. 0.5M). which
you should test in turn.
lb) Copper sulphate solution conducts electricity. In estigate how the
How ()f electricity through the solution iN affected by the concentration

of the copper sulphate solution.
Id Copper sulphate solution conducts electricity. Find out the factors
that affect the flow- of electricity throagh a solution of copper sulphate.

luvestivtions: Set 2
2al The kinetic theory piedicts that as the temperature of a solution is
nicreased the ions will move more rapidly. How do you expect tem-
perature to affect the tiow of-electricity through an ionic solution Carry
out an in\ estigatIon to test your ideas.
2b) lmestigate the effect of temperattue on the rate of How of current
through an ionic solution.
2c) Imestigate the factors that affect the flow oreicctricitv through solu-
tions of salts,

/ %.:1( 01 0/4

he degree of openness of all in \ estlgatIoll can be rept esented as
posn ion on a spectrum. C )ne might consider three spei ti a: one for each

phase of in \ estigatm-v or

tI t



Defining the problem

StletIce Illee:41t:a11011.s

More prescriptive Variables More exploratory. Va'iables are not specified
specified and operationalized but the area for investigation may be

Closed Open

Choosing a metnod

-1
Teacher tells students what to do, or
provides limited amount of apparatus

Free choice of
methods

C oseo

An iving at solut.ons

One acceptable
soluton

ot 0001ess ,r, d!ves;par,,,

Open

Many acceptable
ILSOut,ons

IT

()Oen

I klitii the problem

iii dchning the problem. the openness depends on the le\ el of prescrip-
tion in the statement of the westigation. All the ins estigations giet1
ab()% e are about the now of electricity through ionic solutions. but the
factors to be in estigated are stated at din-crew le\ ek of specificity. For
example. in in% estigation la the independent ariable (concentration
of aopper sulphate) is specitiedind the dependent variabk: (How of
current ) is measured Wang an ammeter. Some or the control \ ariables
are also specified (i.e. the olume iiisislution and the type of-electrodes)
but others .ire left unspedfied. kir this in% estigation, most variables are
therefore specified and some help is gi en in opt:rationalizing them.
1.c. dun idMg how to measute or to onti 01 them w hen domg the in e,-
tigation. I his in% estigation hes auks the closed end of the spectrum.
By «intr.'s( the %ambles to be imestigated are not een specified in
imestigatii ins la and 2c which linuth he towards the open end of the
spectrum.
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Choowig a method
In a more open investigation, pupils have more choice of method, whereas

in a more closed investigation the teacher either tells the pupil what to
do or gives such a limited amount of apparatus that the effect is the
same. Another factor that can influence the variety of methods that are
used is the position of the investigation in relation to other work. If the
pupils have recently carried out some experimental work using electro-
chemical cells, then thc methods may already be defined to some degree.

Some teachers have found that existing tasks which are relatively closed

can be opened up by giving pupils a choice of methods. The investigations
in the two sets above are open to some extent in that the pupils have to
nuke some choices about how to carry out each investigation.

A /Tieing at solutions
When considering openness, in terms of solutions to a problem, open in-
vestigations have many acceptable solutions. An acceptable solution is one

that is consistent with the way in which the investigation has been defined
and operationalized. For example, in investigation lc, pupils may reach a
number of different solutions depending on which factors they investi-
gated and how they carried out their investigations. When investigations

are %cry open there are opportunities to match investigations with pupils'
abilities and progress. Investigation 2c could be interpreted as a compari-
son between two solutions taken off the* shelf in the laboratory. The
pupils may be interested in discovering whether one solution conducts
better than the otheris indicated by the brightness of a light bulb for
example. Other pupils may carry out quantitative investigations of vari-

ables related to their knowledge and understanding of ions in solutions,
and may es en try to develop a mathematical model of their findings.

Not all im estigaticms need haN e similar degrees of openness. The
amount Of openness appropriate for a particular ins estigation will depend
on the pupils' past experiences and present needs, and on the aims of a
particular lesson. Investigation 2a has been made more closed by linking

it to ideas of ionic theory, whereas ins estigation 2c does not necess-
arily carry that conceptual demand. Ins estigation la is made closed by

specifying and operaticmali?ing the ariables to be investigated, whereas
investigation 2c offers more opportunities for the impils to formulate
their own questions and methods of ins estigation.

5.1b Aims of Investigations

ubjective Student teachers should be able to report on a range of opin-
ions, both pupils' and science teachers. on why pupils do ins est-

igations in scienc
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Science Investigations

Time 3 hours total for student teacher to talk with science teachers
and pupils as well as to write a brief report
V, hour discussion with mentor

Background

'When asked why they included 'open-ended' work in their curriculum (Simon
et al., 1992. Chapter 2), most teachers gave affective reasons, such as to give
the initiative to students, to motivate them and to encourage enjoYment. A
much smaller number emphasized developing skills and processes, and fewer
than 10 per cent emphasized conceptual development. Lack of clarity in the
aims, and in particular the low emphasis on developing knowledge, cognitive
and manipulative skills and processes were identified as major weaknesses in
many lessons involving investigations.

Instmaions

The student teacher will need to talk members of the science depart-
ment about the aims of investigations.
1--le or she will also need to talk with sonie pupils about their ideas on
why there are investigations in their science course.
Ask the student teacher to write a brief report on his or her findings.
1)iscuss the student teacher's findings with him or her.

DIN:US.NiOn rOititY

Pupils' responses are likely to be related to particular ins estigations that they
remember. Only exceptional pupils will has e the cis erview that the teacher
has, and therefore rarely do pupils think about general features of investiga-
tions. The average pupil's strategies are ones of remarkMg on the 'trees' rather
than seeing the 'wood'.

When asked about what they are learning in ins estigation lc (in activity
5.1a) many pupils will say that it is to find out what factors affect the conduct-
ivity of copper sulphate solution. Whilst this is the ptirpose of the investigation,
it is not the purpose of the learning actis ity: its purpose may be in the skills
and processes of setting up an investigation. The pupils will not see the edu-
cational purpose of the inestigation unless this is made clear to them. It is
therefore important that student teachers are clear on the purpose of a learning
acti it ol mg an illScstigatioll and that they communicate tlus to the pupils.

5.1b Aims of Investigations

Stud, tit I 1',1( lit'?

)b/t, fll'e

',lit 11(' Ash' It' I l'pt )1 (,11 ,1 I Mgt: or opinions. hotil iUl1iis mmiii

sclen( 1 (UAL Ills Oil \ Its pupils III. HI\ estig.mtitImi cicilcc
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Instructions

Talk to members of the science department about reasons for
doing investigations. Note down what they say.
Analyse the frequency of their responses for the categories out-
lined below:

To gain knowledge and understanding by exploring phe-
nomena through scientific investigations.

To give students insight into how scientific knowledge is
created. -

To use existing knowledge to raise questions and formulate
investigations.

To develop practical skills and systematic procedures for
carrying out investigations.

To use initiative to make decisions.
To provide mod anon ,and enjoyment..
Other.

Observe a lesson (luring which pupils are carrying out an invest-
igation.
Whilst they are carrying out the in vestigation isk sonic of
them what they think they arc learning through doing the
in% estigat k
)0 the pupils ha% e the same perceptions about the aims of the

activity as the teacher?
Write a brief report on your findings. In your report consider
the following:

What are the main reasons for doing investigations in cmr
school?

Po ou agree with tins emphasis?
Are there air; learning outcomes that you think are under-

emphasized:.
What do pupil , dfink they are learning in imestigations?
ItetlexiNcly . how much has this ity of surveying opin-

ions On aims of imestigations been an open in \ estigation?
I tiscuss your report with your mentor.

5.2 Techniques for Guiding Pupils in Open Investigations

.11eiho'

)1,b,irt., 'student te.u.hers should be ble to use tw o clitlerciii techniques
hulpIng lt 101 (hell \ ("qig.ithcfp,,

ifili 2 hours planning. team-teaching and writing a brief ieport
I hour discussion w ith die class teacher and mentor
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The tcchniques suggested here provide ways of making public, and sharing,
pupils' perceptions of their investigatory work. This will allow "the teacher to
probe why pupils are choosing to proceed in particular ways. This helps
pupils think about their own thinking. The techniques are drawn form the
work of the OPENS project (Simon, 1992) which looked critically at teachers'
strategics for developing pupils' investigations.

1)irect the student teacher to lessons where investigatory work will be
carried out in the near future. Brief colleagues as appropriate.
I)irect the student teacher to the notes on techniques for guiding pupils
in investigations.
Arrange to discuss the lessons and the student teacher's briet- report
with the class teacher.

INscussion points

Using techniques to guide pupils in open-ended investigations is not the same
as making the investigation more closed. Usetsul guiding techniques will focus
the pupils' attention on the processes they must pursue and thereby provide
them with structured help in those processes. This is not the same as telling
the pupils the answer.

Asking pupils if they have planned a fair test is not the same as telling
them which ariable to control. Snuilarly a.,king pupils if they have consid-
ered how to record their data is mq the same as telling them which table to
use for their results and asking pupils if they has e linked their conclusions to
their results is not showing them how to carry out an analysis. What each of
these hose in coMmon is the deliberate attelnpt to refer pupils to the processes
of science M.) as to help them become more aware of how they operate those
processes. These processes will need earlier illustration in other less open
poetical activities where teachers icier to what is happening In terms of
entitle method.

5.2 Techniques for Guiding Pupils in Open
Investigations

'I Ins aciin gis es Sou an opportunit to use ty, diffeient techniques
lOr helping pupils ss ith their inscstIgathilr... yhe a, ti its is designed to
be carried out as pat t of .1 lesm,11 in .11( tt ain-teadung with another

S
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teacher You w ill hat c to do some prehmmarv planning w ah the class's

teacher

Instructions

Discuss with your mentor in which lessons you might team-
teach investigatory' work.
Read the notes below on techniques for helping pupils in

investigations.
Discuss with the class's teacher how you might collaborate in
team-teaching.
Prepare your part of the lesson.
Team-teach the lesson.
Write a brief summary report.
I )iscuss the report with the class teacher and your mentor.

Notes on techniques .for guithlw pupils in inrestivtions

The techniques suggested below are designed to help pupils to carry
out their own investigations. The main idea is to provide a structure to
help pupils to work in an open situation without telling them what to
do. 'Ishe techniques focus on

using a thinking schedule with pupils
using 5 ariables tables.

Tethtligni 1.S1IN schedule with pipit,
The schedule below is designed to elicit how the pupils are goinR about'
doing the int estigation. It can be given to the pupils at the beginning of
the int estigation. It does not tell pupils what to do, but provides the
teacher with information about how they are tackling the investigation.
As the teacher circulates around the class during the int estigation, the

responses to the thinking schedule pros ide a focus for discussion between
the teacher and the pupils.

Thinking schedule for pupils

1. M \ question about / What I am gomg to find out
Is

1. What I already knots about this
3. What I think will happen is
I. I tInnk this will happen because

I he equipment I need Is (draw the e,pupinent it \ ii \\ ant

n. 1)(/ I need to make a fair tesC
7. Why I need to make a fair-test
8. I ss Ill make my test Cnr by

S2
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9 \N, hat happened during um. experiment'
Is it ditleient nom w hat I thought w ould happen'

1 1. What line I fOund that I did not know befole:

Otyiniti.( the prob/em
It is iniportant to clarify what imestigation the pupils are actually carry-
ing out, and what skills, processes. knowledge and understanding they
bi:ing to dieir imestigations. Pupils often reformulate imestigations
in ways which are different from how the teacher intended but lellich
Iles ertheless still provide saluable learning experiences.

Use the pupils' responses to 1-4 to clarify how the pupils hae un-
derstood the investigation. Fry to establish what variables they consider
to be important, how they are going to control or measure themind
why they are planning the investigation in this way. Pupils often has e
an expectation of what will happen when they carry out their investi-
gation. Pupils' expectations also determine what they observe and how
the y. undertake the activity. Asking the pupils what they think will happen
and why, will encourage them to focus on predictions and may also help
them to hypothesize.

Choositti: a method
Use the answers to points 5-8 to focus on whether appropriate proced-
ures such as 'fair-testing are being used. Explore whether the pupils
have identified the important variables to control. They should be able
to justitY why some factors need to be controlled and others not. Often
when pupils try to put their plans into action they need to modify them
in response to their trials. Find out in what ways the pupils think their
techniques are inadequate and what could be done to improse them.
Check that what they are doing enables them to answer the questions
that the ins estigation is about. Ask them whether they think it does.

Findins; mthitions
Thinking about what they have done and why helps pupils to become
more aware of the pnicesses that they have gone through in the invest-
igation. It also helps them to des clop systematic procedures that can be
applied to other ins estigations and reinforces their conceptual learning.
Use the responses to points 9-1 I to find out what pupils have learnt
about strategies foi imestigation and how they could improve their
experimental design. Find out what new knowledge and understanding
diev hae gained.

Irdwique 2: valiable\
Another simple tednuque for gaming insight into pupils' understand-
ing of the imestigation is to use a pupil-designed ariabks table. Pupils
are gken a bl.nik table without any headings. The table can be intro-
duced in .I ss hole class discussion about the sariables ins ol ed in the
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tn estigation Pupils are asked to ident6 the ke ' ariabies reles ant to
their in% estigation and to w rite a list of these Ihe pupds can then choose
one ariable as the in Iependua sal iable, identify the ariable that din
wiH measure, the dependent ariable: and place this in the last column of
the table. All the o.ther sariables that might affect thc dependent variable
are placed as headings to the other columns. An example of a \ariables
table for the following investigation is shown.

This table is taken from ins estigatory ss ork into whether copper
sulphate solution conducts electricity. Pupils were asked to complete a
table to show how the\ would sstematically change the factors they
thought might atfect the flow of electricity through a solution of copper
sulphate.

-Jr 0 5 ' 4 na,tJ Co,"c e!ea v(1' Or 0

Co:IC.0;11:3t 0,1 cl To-i,peratxo of
COOPC" F.o!Oate s0'A,0-1

,wori

Deeih 01 Flow of
e.ceirodes (mini

0 1 M 20 4
0 ORM 20 4
0 01M 40 4
0 O'M 40 4

The table shows that die pupils are changing tw ii variables at the Same
tiMe (the lildepethfrtit ariables) and this makes it impossible to know

hether the concentration or temperature are }using an effect. It also
show s what the pupils think are the important variables to control: the
depth if the electriides has been contridled, but from this table it doesn't
seeni as If the distance between electrodes has been controlled. Tables
such as this aid pupils in planning then- ins estigation by focusing their
attention on the ss\ stematic control of sariables through the simple
expedient of being systematic in quantifying them. Flic tables also make
the pupils thinking more obs ions to the teacher.

Fither ask the teacher who is running the lesson to introduce the
ariables table to pupils in the introduction to the lesson, or work with

small groups getting them to draw up their ms n. Use the table as a
r(itils for identifying key sariables and how they are to be measured or
controlled in the ins estigation.

5.3 Structuring Investigation Lessons

An,, iii tudent teachers should be able to plan. orgamle and manage
lessons w ith structured sequem es of act is Ines for pupils' His est-
Igations.



i cm, c in resti vt ions

Se eral I-umrs for the student teacher to read the notes. plan an
m estigation and trial it with a class
I hour discussion with mentor

13,k round

Allowing pupils a totally free hand Cor their in% estigations courts disaster. The
main emphasis of this section is that pupils need a series of structured actk ities
bv which they can advance their irk estigation. Substantial amounts of time
need to be dev oted to teacher-organized thinking, discussion and writing.
Practical activity is only one part of the whole. To promote that thinking and
discussion. student teachers need to plan imestigation lessons invol ing pupil
acti ities such as whole class and small group discussion writing and reading.

Instruct the student teacher to read the notes in actk it \ 5.3.
Select a suitable lesson in which the student teacher can tr out tlm

in% estigation structure.
"1 he student teacher plans the lesson.
Discuss it before the student teacher carries it out.
Obser e the lesson. Keep a note of the time spent on different parts
of the lesstin and the main focus of pupil discussions.
I )iscuss the lesson with the student teacher.

I hscuion points

Alternatk e strategies for getting pupils to discuss ideas at the begnming and
end of lessons might include the following:

At the beginning of the lesson:
Use of thinking schedules and anables tables Iactivit \ 5.21.

Brainstorming in groups of fk e or siv
Not allowing pupils to start practical work until they ha \ e selected

apparatus and can explain how thev will use it.
Planning in one lesson and carrymg out the plan in the next.

At the end of the lesson:
Class discussion of posters of findings.
Use of dunking schedules, and discussion in small groups (auk it \

5.2).

5.3 Structuring Investigation Lessons

Studou I rat

I he duee plia,e oil an m estlgation, defining a pm oblem. i homing a
method and finding solutions, must be leali/cd in the classioom through

S5
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science teachers planning appropriate acti\ ities tbr pupils that will take
them through the three phases. This might occur in one lesson but it is
more likely that the work will extend across several lessons.

Objective

You should be able to plan, organi7e and manage lessons with struc-
tured sequences of pupil activities tOr investigations.

bbtruction.

Sh

Read the notes and case-study bel(1w.
Use the lesson structure outlined in the notes for in\ estigations
to plan a lesson or short series of lessons involving an investiga-
tion.
reach the lesson/s.
Discuss the lesson/s widi your mentor.

Noie-' .tnktinin.Q InrotiVtion

The lesson structure below is designed to invols e pupils in actisely
thinking about what they are doing. It is designed to promote engage-
ment of pupils knowledge, their cognitis e and manipulative skills and
their investigative strategies. A lesson structure that aims to promote
act's e mental engagement ni ins estigations should motivate pupils, pro-

ide periods of time when pupils think about strategies being uscd in the
ins estigation and gise diem time to reflect on what tt'c' 1 e learnt. A
usetnl structure consists of five aids ities tOr puI in notice that
onk a small part of the time may be spent in pratical N.s ork:

tOcusing

e\ploring
reporting
consolidating
applying

thinking about a denumstration and
discussing ideas
discussing, writing and doing a practical
discussing and writing
discussing
(hung practical, writing or discussing

Case-study: Investigation of Suitable Materials
for a Lab-coat

Year 10 pupils
I cat hers and pupils 55 cit. generalk not familiar %s ith uts ustiptions. but
had done preparatory lesson (t11 fair testing. Hie Mil (f the ins estiga-
tion ss is to des clop pupils ideas of fair-testing.

10,1



Science Investivtions

Focus* activities
The investigation was introduced towards the end of a topic on mate-
rials. The teacher came into the laboratory in an old lab-coat with holes
and stains in it. She led a class discussion about the purposes of a lab-
coat and then organized the pupils into groups of about four or five to
make a list of all the features that they thought were important in a lab-
coat. She collected the ideas of the pupils on the board and then intro-
duLed the pupils to the investigation: which of the materials pros ided
was the best for a lab-coat? The pupils then had to identify the factors
that were related to the problem and to choose the one that they thought
was most inlportant to investigate.

Explotiv activities
The pupils were helped to reformulate some of their ideas into appro-
priate investigations. Some in\ estigated the flammability of materials,
others chemical resistance and others strength. They planned how they.
would carry out a lair test, made some initial trials and then made a
more detailed plan which they carried out the next lesson. Next lesson
the large groups di \ ided into two to carry out their in\ estigations.

Reportins; activities
After the pupils had recorded their results, each group was asked to
reptirt what thev had found out and how they had carried out the invest-
igation. 'lite conclusions were tabulated on the board. Different groups
had reached different conclusions and the pupils were encouraged to
discuss one- another's conclusions with respect to both the strategies used
in the in \ estigations and the function of the material in a lab-coat. .1.his
led into the consolidating phase.

Consalidatint; activities
Ihe discussion focused on the main aim of the lesson: fair testing. In

order to make decisions about lair testing. pupils had to draw on concepts
such as the effect of surface area or concentration on rate of reaction.
After the discussion. the pupils were asked to complete their thinking
schedules.

Applying. qa.y:e
.1.he teacher drew on the ideas des eloped about fair-testing in later topics
.md used the ideas lwut rates of reactions wlum introduting a topic
about rates later in the \ ear. An ,iltcrnat' e strategs could has e been to
set a homework whiLli required pupils to appls the ideas from this
His c.tigation in a different conte\ t.

1 f
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5.4 Pupils' development of Investigational Skills

.11cntoi': Brief

(. Mica ivc., Student teachers should be able to interpret and appl criteria
for different les els of pupil des elopment in in \ estigations.

3 hours for the student teacher to read the Ins estigati()n. and
compile a report
I hour discussin ss ith mentor

Background

I he descriptions of the ten les ek of de\ elopment for in \ estigational skills
in Science in the National Curriculum require interpretation for personal
application. It is not immediately obs ious what a given level of performance
would look like when translated into the context of a particular investigation:
it requires experience and judgment to carry out the translation. Student teachers
can be helped to de\ clop that experience and .judgment by going through a
sifting and sorting exercise so as to compare their intuitise judgments against
the descriptions gi \ en in Science in the National Curriculum. Through this
experience of looking for snnilarnies .ind differences, student teachers can
then tune their judgments to the le\ els of de\ elopment in Science in the
National ( um( ulu iii .

Itl,t111( NMI\

Pro \ ide the student teacher with copies olthe in\estiganons (cf at least
one class of pupils. It will be useful to ha \ e more than one investiga-
tion across different \ ears if possible, ideally Year 7 and Year I I, ,()
1,. In see progression bet wcen cohorts as well as differemiatnin withm
a cohort.
Ask the student teacher to s rite a brief report on the \ amnion 111 the
pupils insestigations using the les el (hescriptions for sd as a guide.
I ) illss the report w ith the student teacher.

)bii,,i1in porn!,

lo carry out in \ estigations. pupils \\ ill need to use their know ledge and
c"gintRe p"'""es. Ihesc des cl"p and change as pupils hase more and \\ ider
experience in ,cience educatic n. i.e.. time is progression. Performance on an \
one \ estigation iequitcs a cnilcniuiiccn ttl- ((MICH( know lcdu niti oc es,
skills. I Ins intimate mix of content and process makes the estimation ol an \ one
pupil's les el of de\ elopmcni ftom a shigle ins estigation of dubious iehabilit
A mole reliable assessment ccl an \ one pupil's les el of de \ elopment can be
obtained bs looking, at a plIpIrs pei lii mance act oss se\ eial ins estigations.



5.4 Pupils' Development of Investigational Skills

l'cachei's

Pupils make progress in their knowledg ,. and cognitke skills during the
time of their compulsor schoolmg: .he product 01.1 Year 7 pupil w ill
not be the same Is that of a pupil iv. Year I . In investigatory work in
science there is progress in pupils perf\,rmances and this progress can be
characterized in different vs ays. IR' ten le\ el scale of the National Cur-
riculum 11 One wa\ of attempting to characteri7e this pupil progress

)1,jec

You should be able to interpret and apill \ criteria for different le els of
pupils' do.elopment in in estigations.

Lollect together pupils' reports on their iikestigations that are
pros ided h \ our mentor. Take them to .1 room where von can
spread them out on a bench.
Sift through the reports and see w hat differences vou notice.
I his is &matter oflooking for differentiated outcomes. I ook for

qualitan. el\ different features. V. descriptions of these fea-
tures 111 the pupils' ineqtgations.
Consider our descriptions and decide it-the\ can be rationaltied
into a simpler scheme that reflects some progression 111 pupils'
nkestigational skills. Rearrange \ oui descriptions into a simpler
sk heme if possible.
Sift and sort through tile leports gain. I-or one of the descriptions
arrange the pupils' reports on a bench in order of progression.
"sample adiacent reports and nikke them to other places in the
sequence if you ch.mge %our iudgment. Make a note of the final
order \ on settle on.
I urn to the destriptions of the ten le\ els of de% elopment for
m estigations in Science in die National Lurrk l-nid Lie-

.,.riptilms that rellet t \ our \ ui rent ioncern. Read through them

Is'cturn to the pupils' ilk estiganon reports laid out on the bench.
the des, ription, of OR l&Lels or dc \ elopmcnt Nom 'It lent e

In the NatItql,11 Lumodunt i relo\ ate the pupils' in\ estiga-
Hon. into .1 sequent e that i Oleo, the piogression in die les els

of tic% chpment. NOtt' n this ordei
ompai e the hist oideimg 01 pupils' in\ estigations. etrdllig



t,11111tIt: to 1 tads ltunt,

to the qualitatie ditfeiences that \ OU tir,t noticed %kith the oidei
produced in Wnsidenng the le\ els kit des elopment in Science in
the Natoinal Curriculum. l-ind the v.ork of pupils that occupy
different places in the two sequences Re-read the pupils' work
.md reconsider your judgment. Make a ..iote of why there was a
difference.
Repeat tins exercise w ith other quahtatise differences that you
first noticed.
Write a brief repcirt on assessing the les el of des elopment of a

pupil's ins estigatiiin.
Discuss your report with your mentor.

5.5 Raising Pupil Performance on Investigations

.11entoi..< Briq.

( )Necrive Student teachers should be able to use the technique of shared
marking standards with pupils so as to raise the in el of their
performance on investigations.

1 'wit 4 hours for student teacher marking pupils ins estigations, writ-
ing annotated s ersion oftlie imestigation and working with the
class

1 1Clk)ur discussion w ith mentor

11,1, kuound

Pupils can improse their performance when they know what they are ex-
pected to achiese. In the whirl of practical acti5 ity and ins estigations, student
teachers can sometimes fail to articulate publicly what they think pris atelv and
the pupils are left to gui..ss. actiSit is Mtended to provide the student
teacher with a pupil actiit that publicly rehearses the standards to be at-
tained. This concern is paralleled in othe:- actis ines: act!. ity on cognitise
des elopment. and 9.5. on differentiation. are concerned with raising levels of
pupils performance. Acti ity 111.4. sshichi encourages pupils to write their own
questions. ins tikes sharing assessment criteria and Judgments with pupils.

111,ttlittiouls

I )ist us, w ith the student tea( hut w Inch Jas. and w hi( Ii ins
would be appropriate for this acti ity.
Res toy the student teacher's lesson preparation and annotated account
of the ins estigatnin before the lesson.

1 e
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ream-teach the feedback acti \ ity s ith the student teacher taking the
lead role.
l')iscuss the lesstm with the student teacher.

poinr

Reliability of marking will be one of the issues w hich is likely to emerge with
the pupils. This is difficult for pupils to grasp and they may need reassurance
from you in order to accept that uncertainty in assessment is natural and not
just the 'fault' of an inexperienced student teacher. With the student teacher.
decide what should be done to build upon this work.

5.5 Raising Pupil Performance on Investigations

Stultif 13fiel

Marks or grades gis en on performance pro \ ide pupils with an indi-
cation of how well they are u ting with respect to the standards set by
the assessor or marker. Howe :cr. the marker's standards are not auto-
maticall transferred to the pupil upon reLeipt of their marks. The pupils
onl \ know that the\ ha\ e not reached the maxnnum le\ el expected..I he
pupils also need to know what the maximum le\ el looks like in terms
of their expected beha \ iour and output. To transfer this knowledge to
the pupils requires a deliberate sharing of standards between pupils and
teacher. One w a N. of achie \ mg this is to get the pupils to mark their ow it

ork so the\ can compare the marks the\ \\ ould ha e gis en themsel \ es
with the marks the teacher gist-, them.

)bic,

You should be able to use the technique of sharing marking standards
with .pik so as to raise the le \ el oftlmeir performance on nis estigations.

III \ink (10Ils

I )1 st. 1111 ur mentor the hest Mlle to ork with pupils
ho ha \ e lust done and w ritten up an HI\ estigatwn.

Mark their \l (irk hut keep sepatate notes of \ our dcusions: do
not 55 rite on the pupils books.
Wine \oni ow II .10 omit onile

+'ll the 111,1/

\\ oil:sheet for pupils. 'Heating saucepan in \ estigation' show be-

low \\ as 55 mull b Adapting the ss mitten account of one pupil tm hrmmig
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out sonic ke points in order to take other pupils a little further in their
ins estigatirig. For example, the two salues of temperature were adjusted
to he slightly different so as to gise an opportunity to discuss the sig-
nificance of small differences and the necessity to repeat readMgs in
order to check on reliability.

Before gi\ ing back the pupils accounts. gise out your own
account and discuss the marking with the pupils. With the
example shown below, the pupils had their ow 11 version of the
national curriculum and were able to check the marking deci-
sions against what their %ersion said.
Return the pupils' accounts and ask them to mark their ow n
ss ork in the same way. You could ask them to do this in pairs
and to check their decisions w ith each other.
When theN, hae done this. you mov tell the pupils the mark or
les el which N. ou gase to their work: indeed, the pupils will prob-
ablN, ask for it. rhere will be some differences of opinion and
these pros ide the ke learning experience for the pupils .11 theN,
re-adjust their perceptions if what it is they must do to achiese
a good mark.
I )iscuss Sour experiences w ith sour mentor.

!some of the differences in marking can be accounted for bs explaining
that \ oil took into account not only w hat the pupils had NY ritten but als1,
what \ 1rn \aw them do and heard them sa as they were doing the
msestigation. I his can be rewarding for those w ho worked well but
did not manage to put it all doss n on paper. it Lan be salutars lesson
tOr those ss ho messed about or copied from their partner during the
in\ cstigation. particular!, if vou had occasion to speak to them about it
at the nme. You can renund them of this when \ ou tell them the mark
or le el has e gis en them.

You should expl,un to the pupils that the mark s\ 1101 sk III be used
for reporting put-poses at the end of the \ ear w ill be arils ed at h a con-
sideration of all the Hi csugations w Inch the has e done. I his pros ides
an opportumt \ to deal ith some issues of rehabilit. The pupils will
know that the's do better on sonic occasions than on others ,md most
14 them will accept the need to use the results of seeral imestigations
in order to smooth out their fluctuations in pert-ormance.

It w ill be too time-consuming to do tlus kind of analysis with O. CIA
iii'ststig.itioli the pupils do. but should do it at least tw ice 111 ,1 term

should encoutagy the pupils to do it hit themsek es at odic!
times. You should explain to the pupils that the\ should alcas kiiik at
w ass of impro mg their 1i55 0 w ork. When the do their next in est-

remind them itt w hat the's did last time and tell them to do it



Heating Saucepan Investigation

The Investigation
The problem
Will water boil in a container at a higher
temperature with the lid on than w ith the lid
oft:

Hypothesis
I think the water lk III boil at a higher
temperature with the lid on because the lid
will pre ent :Os, of heat con ection.

Plan
Use two beakers which ,11-e me.
Put the .iiiie amount of NA ater in each.
Put a lid on one beaker. b( il the water and
take the teniperature.
I eat e the lid off the other beaker, use the
same Bunsen dame. boil the water ,md take
the temperature.

Apparatus needed
2 beakeis

hern,meter
Bunsen burner

ipod
Wire gauze
I heat-proof mat

ardboard to make hd for beaker
e goggles

4\

The invest igat ion
I

did the iro.etig,Ithm as de,,,,ibed in the pun.
I made a hole in the 1..11 db,,Ard lid so that I

A

Siime Inrcstivtiori

Comments
PLANNING

The problem is
posed in the form of
a question. At the
end I should be able
to see nry answer to
the questittn.

Hypothesis: I can
sat what nnght
happen and give
Ncientilie reason .

e el 5) If I dld not
e a reason. it

would be a
prediction. not .1
hpothesis. Not
enough in this
mestigation to
make it I et el 6.
Plan: Using the
same beakers. aine
amount of water
and same Bunsen
flame makes an%
compamon between
the beakers fair.
(I et el 5)

Apparatus Chosen.
( Pro% ided the
apparatus is used
properl and
act urate readings
taken. thi, w ill be
I et el 51

vi to-mon:No
Niore information is
needed about how
the NAM(' amolint
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The Investigation
(cont.)

could put the thermometer in. I let the water
boil fin- about I minute before taking the
temperature.

The results were:

Wit h lid
Without lid

I einperature
99.5CC
99.0(:

Conclusions
I think there is no real difference in the
readings. therefore the temperature is not
higher with the lid on.

If there is a difference, it seems to be %en;
small so I should have taken more readings
oser a longer period of time.

ha%e since found out that the temperature
of boiling water will increase if the pressure
increases as in a pressure cooker. The lid
on the beaker did to7t keep the steam in and
so the pressure did not increase. The lid on a
real saucepan might be heavy and a better tit
so the temperature might be higher with the
lid on.

1 ()

Comments
(cont.)

water was measured.
what size beakers
were used, and how
much Water was put
in them. This is
about Level 4 at the
moment.
Used the apparatus
correctly (Level 4)
and made accurate
readings (Level 5/6).

INTERPRETING AND

EVALUATING

mhe conclusion links
the results to the
original question.
(Level 4)

There is a good
evaluation of the
investigation. A
suggestion is made
about how to
improve the
in estigation.

There is a link to
other science, i.e.
pressure and
temperature. (Les el



Chapter 6

Communicating Science

Aim

I earning science invokes learning the languages of science. Scientists listen to
each other, speak, read and write to each other. They also communicate ideas
in pictorial and diagrammatic form, tables and graphs. It is.easy to appreciate
that a language of words has a grammar and vocabulary and that specialist
fields, like science, ha e ways of using language that are peculiar to them-
seles. It is less obvious that there is a vocabulary and grammar of graphs and
drawings. One has to learn to 'read'is well as learn how to 'write', drawings
and graphs. This is particularly true in some branches of science with their
idiosyncratic diagrammatic con\ (Anions. Student teachers can forget this and
ina see drawings as being self-explanatory. After all we ot-ten turn to diagrams
w hen w ords fail us. The aim of this chapter is to help student teachers:

to recogin/e the important different modes of communication in the
learning of science:
to monitor their own communications in the classroom:
to increase their elketi% e use of conmmnication skills.

Introduct ion

I low do vt,u get to know what is in someone else's mind? The choice of
strategies to obtain this information is rather limited. You can ask them to
(It st nnething, to tell you something, to write it down or to draw a diagram.
Science education makes use of all these modes. We ask pupils to do experi-
ments. we discuss ideas with them and give them texts to read that include
tables, charts and diagrams. We ask pupils to write and to draw their own ideas.

By asking pupils to tell us what they mean, to write it out in their own
ords, or to show us in a diagram, we are attempting to get the pupils to

make public w hat is otherwise pri \ ate. Only when the ideas are public can
teachers then start to think more carefully about how they can help pupils
kle%clop their mental models for the natural phenomena behig studied. The

use of ii terni 'elicitation' might be preferred oer the use of the word
'questioning' in this context. Science teachers need to elicit: to get pupils to
make their ideas public. Public ideas can be shared and discussed, agreed,
amended or ab,mdone.

U
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Eft-cense communication is .1 tss 0- Ss ay street 1 his is true tor commum-
catwn in science education too. Just as teachers need to find out what pupils
think so. too, pupils need to find out what science teachers, or scientists,
think. Science teachers has e a professional responsibility to.monitor their C.Wil
communication skills and to improse them consciously and deliberately.
Actisity 6. 1 starts with boardwork: student teachers are asked to use the
chalkboard, or whiteboard, and to practise their board skills, both diagram-
matic and written. It is important they do this in advance of team-teaching
parts of lessons when they will already need to has e some basic skill. Student
teachers' oral presentations are no less important than their use of the board.
.1 hese are also touched on in actis its, 4.3, 'Explanation at the board/OHV.

Actis it y 6.2 focuses on aural/oral work and discussion. The emphasis is
on discussion and the elicitation of pupils' ideas. There are techniques. associated
svit managing a whole class discussion, that may traditionally have fallen
under the heading of 'question* techniques'. Much of the ads ice gis en under
that heading is still Nen,. reles ant. Here, with the emphasis on elicitation rather
than questioning, the purpose of sharhig of mental models is stronger than the
purpose of finding out if the pupils know the 'right' answer.

Textual materials can form a substantial part of the resource teachers
draw upon in helping pupils learn science. Actisity 6.3a is concerned with
reflecting on such materials and their use with different groups of pupils.
Writmg i undoubtedly more difficult than reading. An ads antage of the written
Os er the spoken is that pupils Can review. es aluate and reform their written
work before deciding that the final text is a Correct account of their thoughts.
With act is it y 6.3b. student teachers are ins ited to increase the range of writing
tasks they set pupils. .11iis will ins olve familiarization with a short menu of
different styles of writing task and student teachers should use these different
forms for pupils writing ac tisines, so they can es aluate how successful they
may be in different contexts.

Actisity 6.4 focuses on comnmnication in ft.)rms other than text. Graph-
ical, pictorial and numerical data are considered. The actis ity inyok es shar-
ing perceptions of the student teacher's behas iour between the student teacher
.md an obser.er. These obsersations can be structured by using the !.uggested
111 5 entories.

In Ain\ ay 6.5, Student teadiers are asked to prepare written resources
for use with pupils. Flus is an oppoi iunit to draw together a wide range of
different bits of know ledge and skill and should be incorporated into acti ity
4. 5.

6.1 Boardwork

.1lcutoC, Rile/

I *lc, rive I he student te icher should be able to use the board to 111,INI-
MUM effect

9t, Lu
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Time When rooms are free and student teachers can practice.

Back.Q round

Good boardwork is one of the hallmarks of a good teacher. This is prob-
ably because the orderly mind of the good teacher is given expression in the
orderly state of their boardwork. There may be a relic:xi\ e cause and effect
in that trying to produce good boardwork will force the student teachers to
order their thoughts and acti(ities.

In,tructiow

Suggest to the student teachers a topic that is imminent in the pro-
gramme of study.
Fell them to practise both (liagrams and text at a chalkboard or
whiteboard. They should use rooms that are free, or work before or
at the end of the school day or during lunch.
Alter a few days ask them to show you their boardwork.
Be prepared to offer feedback and advice.

)i,

Using ditlerent media requires different approaches. The chalkboard, or
whiteboard. is not the same as the ( )1 IP or printed page. ()III) work requires
its own techniques that are not simple extensions of boardwork. This warn-
ing is nuportant. Generally people abuse the 01 IP by writing too much. in
too small a hand, thereb( negating one of the significant ads antages of the
011P: the opportunity to change from one Ol IT to the next instantly. Word-
processed ()Ill., are best kept to seven lines of text all at least of 24 point
Times bold. An( thing smaller is unreadable. It is an insult to the pupils to
say, 1 know von can't read this but The general rule is that it- it can't be
lead from the back of the room don't use it. 01 ITs can be used effectiselv to
present information that is nested: where the first ()l IT displays the major
headings that are then discussed in detail ni a series of subsequent I. IT,. The
first ()I IT can be returned tl) at regular mtersals to act as a signpost for

progress tin ough the presentation. ()I II s can be prepared in ads ance. Good
boards( ork is more demandnig on perfornhmce skills.

6.1 Boardwork

( ;t to know Your board: It is your nio\t saluahle tool. It ss ill enable soli

ti) Make the Ilniq complex topic simple. Hunk out your boards( ork iii
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ads aike. With the board you can structure the pupils' concepts as you
structure your presentation with headings, sub-headings, asides and illus-
trations. With the chalkboard yOu can start a lesson quietly es en th(mgh
the pupils has e come in all hot and flustered from games, dance or
drama. *lite chalkboard will enable you to bring the lesson to a timely
and orderly close as pupils copy down a summary for, 'What we have
done toda and their homework.

)bIt:Ctiet'

You shuuld be able to use the board to maximum effect.

111:411(C11.0t1:,

(1S

Your mentor will suggest a topic that ou can work on in terms
of boardwork.
Wheneser you has e some free time, between lesson observation
sessions. at the end of the school (lay, find a free room and
practise your boardwork.

Start w ith 55 ritten text. Adopt a style that you are comfortable
with.
Go to the furthest point in the r(min and check that pupils sitting
at that point will be able to read your w riting. I )o this when you
are working with the pupils too.
Generally student teachers make the mistake of writing with too
small a hand and writing too much on the board at any one time.

When \ ou hae a hand that can be read from all points in the
room turn your attention to the layout of what you are writing:

Consider how best to use headings and sub-headings.
Which information could go in boxes for highlighting.
If you has e a wide board should you write in columns:

I loss many?
( onsider the possibility of partitioning the board so You ha e
section for text to be copied as best and a section COI' \ eloping
discussion points that arise.
Get into the habit of going to the back of the room when one
tiune cliss()I-1., has been completed. l'his Is a tune w hen pupils
w ill be «Tying .md oti can check on what tlie (an see. It also
helps to pace the mils ity by not !no( mg on too rapidly.

Front the same topic, pick a diagram that you inav ish to base
('n the board. I )raw it up on the board.

A.
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Again go to the back of the room to see how it looks from there.
Think about the use of:

colour
labelling
layout and design.

When pupils are copying from the board and you have finished
writing, do not talk until they has e finished copying.

6.2a Eliciting Pupils' Ideas

Aleritor's BrO

Objcltive Student teachers should ha \ e the skill help pupils articulate
their ideas whilst they are doing practical activities.

/4 hour for student teacher reading. one lesson in which to carry
out the acti \ itv. plus about 74 hour for discussion with class
teacher
7. hour discussktn with mentor.

Ra(kvound

Questioning a small group of pupils is less stressful than working with the
de class. \\ here classroom management call get in the way of de\ eloping

effective questikiMng. Team-teaching whole class practicals pro\ ides an excellent
opportunity for student teachers to gain skills and confidence in eliciting pupils'
ideas about what they are doing and why. In this activity student teachers
need to pay carefill attention to their own fOrms of words and how to make
elicitations more open. Such an activit can also be salutary. It is easy to allow
pupils to be actis e in the sense that they are doing things. but nes ertheless for
little learning at-xtit scientific concepts to be taking place.

111,01li

Select a lesson in which the student teacher will be able to team-teach
and work w ith small group of pupils who will be doing practical
\\ ork.
I his \ ity should be tarried out in «bnlinu non \\ ith acti \ its
'class praticals.
Arrange for the student teacher to discuss the plan of the lesson w ith
the teachei .

99



F lelp the student teachet to plan suitable questikins to ask pupils dur-
ing the practical acti
Arrange for the student teacher to share perceptions of the pupils'
ideas with the teacher.
Discuss the student teacher's questions and how they might be
modified.

)i,16.,iori

Getting pupils to explain their ideas can be y difficult for student teachers.
he emphasis of your discusslOns with the student teacher should be on the

form tt question that enables the focus of pupil talk to mo%e from describing
what they are doing. to explaining: and from monitoring the practical actisity

de eloping pupils scientific thinking.

6.2a Eliciting Pupils' Ideas

Snidtm /eat itf

Science practical actis ines May 111% ols e the following stages:

Proposing a h pothesis, or asking questions.
miking a plan to address the 1.1\ pothesis or questions.
Putting the plan into practice b making measurements or
obser\ations.
Recording the measurements or obsersations.
anipulatmg the data collecting to reach a conclusion.
Fs aluatmg the adequacy of the experiment.

Often practical den\ Me, are relatkely closed and the teacher has made
decisions ab(mut what to in\ estigate and how . This does not mean that
the practical actmties cease to be problematic for the pupils. For the
acm mes to ha e meaning, pupils need to know why the are carrying
out the practical MAI itv in that w a1.

our role in the team-teaching w ill be to work with group, and to
ask question. w Inch enable %ma to elicit the pupils ideas about the practical
it ti\ it% . You w ill need to find forms of words that will encourage pupils
to articulate their ideas. Hie example below illustrates the types of ques-
twns that can be asked at different stages of practical acti tv.

ou should ha c the skills to help pupils al lit ulate their ideas wlulst
the are doing practit a l at mines.
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Read through the example below .
Find out from the teacher \\ hat the practical activity will be.
Ask the teacher to suggest two rather ditIerent groups to work
with.
In the practical part of die lesson ask groups iC pupils lor their
ideas
Work back and forth between the groups systematically.
Immediately after the lesson. try to write a description of two of
the groups that you have talked to. summarizing their main ideas
at the ditThrent stages of the practical activity.
Piscuss your perceptions of the pupils' ideas of the practical
acti \ it v with the teacher who took the lesson.
Discuss with your mentor how you could modify \ our ques-
tions to help pupils de\ elop their ideas.

VAdruplc

.A practical acti \ itv often carried out by pupils in Year 8 invol \ es heating
a arietv of substances and noting whether the\ change permanentl
change temporaril or do not change at all. 'Hie main idea of the actk itv
is to introduce pupils to physical and chemical change. The sorts of
questions that the teacher can ask the pupils related to the different stages
of the experiment are:

What do \ expect to happen-:.
Fell me w hy?
1)0 You expect them all to beha \ e in the same way? Whv?
When v(tii ha \ e seen other materials being heated did tho, all be-

ha \ e in similar way', or w ere there ditThrences7:
What were the difkrences?
Now 1 know what he thinks (addressed to .1 second pupil), can on

tell me what vou thinV:

ell me how you should hold the test-tube \\ lulst heating:
Wh \ does it matter
Why are vou using this kind of Bunsen tlame:

-)o ou (addressed to a second pupil) agi cc ith that:: s h \

What ut on sec:
An\ thing c1st.':
What (.10 0u hear?
\X'hat has happened to the solid at the htittolll or the itihic
What ,ihiu il_u tu ther up the tubc-:

q
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Hos\ is this different from other substances that you has e heated?
Why do you think tha', is?

How will you record your results:
Tell me why you have decided on that way
What will you write down?
What will You (addressed to a second pupil) be writing?

What patterns can you see in your results:
Which substances behase similarly/differently: In what ways?
Why do you think that sonic substances change permanently?
What is happening to them?
Why do you think that sonic.' substances change temporarily:
Is there anyone who disagrees with that: Can you tell me why:

How could you improve the experiment?
What would you like to investigate further:
Tell me how would you go about doing that:

6.2b Sharing Ideas

.11,.ntoi's Brief

Objeciire Student teachers should have skills in sharing ideas in class by:
framing questions appropriately
Distributing questions around the class
Feeding positise comments back to pupils
Using eye-contact and positive body language.

7 'init. For the student teacher: spread over scveral weeks in prepara-
tion fin- team-teaching, teaching and kedback
Obsersati(in and feedback, oral nd written, for the mentor or
class teacher

Ha,konind

Student teachers can find it particularly difficult to des clop effective question-
ing skills. In this particular area the differences between novices and experi-
enced professional teachers can be striking. Novices exhibit di, t011owing
(11,n,n(eristie,:

Hiey are more concerned about transmitting information to pupils
and less aware of the need to monitor pupils' learning. Consequently
they tend to tell the pupils too much and do not ask enough questions.

102
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Most questions tend to be used to elicit short responses which arc
mainly factual recall. Pupils have fewer opportunities to explain their
ideas.

In novices classes, pupils seem to get the wrong answer more often,
and student teachers tend to be less adept at accepting an incorrect
answer or an unclear answer and getting pupils to expand on the
answer and explain their thinking.
Their management of questioning sessions is less well controlled: rules
for answering questions are less clearly defined and questions tend not
to distributed around the whole class.

Like riding a bicycle, helping pupils to share their ideas requires several teacher
skills at the same time. Even though bicycle riding skills can be separated
analytically into balance, confidence, motion, they cannot be separated prac-
tically. The same is true for helping pupils share ideas. Four questioning skills
are identified in this activity: framing, distributing, feeding back and using
body language. Effective questioning involves each of these skills at the same
time.

At this stage in the student teacher's development, an observer is needed
lbr each lesson. The information about these skills must then be fed into the
student teacher's planning for later lessons. When using a new skill, teachers
sometimes use it efkctively at the beginning of the lesson, but then become
absorbed in other aspects of running a lesson and forget to use the new skill.

Inquictions

Select lessons for the student teacher to team-teach where the student
teacher has to use elicitation skills for the sharing of ideas. Combine
this activity with activity 4.2c, 'Demonstrations with questions and
answers'.

After the lesson you, or a colleague who has been watching the lesson, need
to pros ide the student teacher with oral and written feedback (refer to the
notes in Chapter 1. Action 3: Debriefing).

First the observations are fed back to the student-teacher.
No value judgments are made at this stage: this stage is purely
descripti e.

Next the student-teacher is asked to reflect on his/her own performance.
I maII 1ny toe (..scussion focuses around the most appropriate style of
questioning. This will \ ary according to the pupils being taught. what
is being taught. how it is being taught, etc. There is no single best
way of questioning. Often. howeser, there are better ways.
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When the student teacher has progressed to teaching complete lessons it will
still be useful to pros ide feedback on their questioning skills.

6.2b Sharing Ideas

flt

Research show s that pupils' ideas are seldom congruent with those of
the teacher. It would bc nai \ e t( think it could be otherwise: for pupils
arc pupils preciseb, because they do not know what the teacher knows.
L'sing elicitation with pupils allows you to bring their thinking into
the public arena where it can be shared by others. If one pupil thinks
something, it is quite likely that others will hake similar ideas.

)bitt flit

on should be able to use the following skills with oral clicitanons
in class:

}Taming questions appropriately
1 )istributing questions around the class
Feeding posit] e comments back tt pupils
Using eve-contact and posithe body language

1111111(lIOIL,

Your mentor will ask \ ou to team-teach parts of lessons that
\ oi \ e demonstrations or explanation-.

Refer to dimity 4.2 on managing explanations mid demonstra-
tions.
Read the follow mg notes b..fore plaiunng \ our part in the lessons.

\ofe, on

ttanlink; ant.tion,
I here ate three wiliponents to planning before the lesson:

Goals
tarting Point,

Routes.

Be clear on the main iihi',is that \ ou itukh like the pupils to know and
use at the end ot the less1,11. I lac tactics tOi finding out what pupils

1 I_
WP
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alreadx know and call use (. ollildet the scquence in \ Inch %on nught
(lc\ elop the sub-topics ou will need to think how ou can bleak
questions dow n into simpler questions oi how \ ou can i ephrase them
if pupils find them difficult.

lhe following techniques Call be usefid ii encouragMg pupils to
contribute:

I \ e a stimulus that poses a problem:
When pupils gke answer, you Can encourage them to talk more:

e the pupils enough time to think:
,..cep a written record of pupil inyolc ement 1.)\ extracting some
key w ords from a pupil's answer and write them on the board:
Keep our locus lw making the question and answer sessions
relaticelv short.

If \ ou \\ ant to discuss the factors affecting plant grow th you could begin
by presenting the pupils with tw o sets of seedlings, one of which has
been grown in a dark cupboard and one w hich has been grown b a
window. Ask the pupils what difference, they notice. This allos all the
pupils to be nnmediatelx engaged. Follow up by asking diem why they
thought there were these difkrences. Ask, 'Whx do you say thaC-' or.
'Can ou explain a bit more?' Rcpeat the List sentence that the pupil has
said and pause to encourage elaboration. Sometnnes teacher, ask a ques-
tion; pause: wait for pupils to put up their hands: repeat the question:
and wait a hit longer before asking a pupil to gm% e ui answei. Ask other
pupils t"or their ideas on key words w ritten on the board. You can also
use these in .1 summary and it adds alue to pupils contributions. I en
minutes cx itlumt a break is probabl\ long enough for most classes.

Us: <1101(10 dle

I ht. .111I1 of ilistributmg questions around the class is to in olce as man
pupils as possible in act] \ C participation ui the lesson. Aspects to ctm-
sider on maximizing participation are the follow mg:

I IR' I tile', that till answ ermg questions.
I he phsical ptsition of pupil HI the classroom.
Whether the pupil is chin iihl trom ,toll1C group: box s/girls:
\\ orkuig class'imddle class: etlinu origins. extriw (It /cc ithdraw n.
and so tin.

I f. kllow tin; .ne useful in helping %oil inter.:et sk 101 thy ela,it Mole
\

1 ell the pupils oin I Ilk', answei mg questions.
I nrect questions all around the roc on frc,m the start. I to not allow
no-ii cas to de \ ekp.
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I )t.1 Iltlt ask Cully pupils whose hand are up.
Consciously reposition yourself around the room.
.Ask a colleague to obseise you and pro\ ide feedback.
Operate the school procedures for enforcing \ our rules.

When infringed our rules will be. repeat them. Most eftectise teach-
ers do not allow pupils to call out answers. They select pupils to answer
questions, wait tilr pupils to put their hands up and then select pupils
systematically. Be aware that the dynamics of pupil in \ olvement depend
upon where the teacher stands. Mo \ e down the sides of the room.
Standing at the back can be a useful place from which to direct question-
ing. Boys often demand more attention than girls and so it is useful to
consider this when directing questions. Es en experienced teachers find
it difficult to resist the pressures of some pupils. Flaying a colleague
obser \ e and discuss the pattern of your elicitations will help you to
become more pro-actise and less re-actise.

(;11.ittA: po.\ifiee feedbilik
Pupils are encouraged if the\ get positise feedback. Do sa\ :

done'
'Good answ er'
'(;ood try'

You can also give encouragement by your facial expression. One way in
ss hich student teachers differ from experienced teachers is in how the\
respond to pupils' partially correct answers. Experienced teachers ss ill
do the follow ing:

Ask pupils to rephrase their answers. or \as a bit more about it:
Pick out part of all answer and ask pupils to expand on it:
Rephrase the question and gist. the pupil another opportunity to
answ er:
Ask other pupils %\ hat they think of other pupil's ansA ers.

OHM,. t iii! NO). 11.y:Iii10.

I here ate t (I separate situations kl here e \ e-contact is usetnl:

I )tiring discussion scan the room and make sure that you engage
pupils e es. I his has the effect of promoting \ our interaction
\\ ith them peisu.mlls . A lack of e e-iontait can lead to disen-
gagement and oll-task it ti'. \

Pupils w ho are stra \ mg from the main actisit \ Ian be shep-
herded back through e \ (contact that lets them know that \ on
know what's going on.
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Yon "ill Pi"babl need to mo\ e around the room to make slue
that Sou maintain es e-contat t Ith 55 as s ard pupils 1 he snull
trouble of doing this can sase you a lot greater etThrt if you fail
to do it.

You transmit a message by the way N..ou stand and walk as well as
through how you talk. Ask a colleague to gi'e you honest feedback on
N.,our body language. Better still, arrange to have your part in lessons
idi...o-taped so that you can see how others see you.

6.3a Assessing Materials for Differentiated Reading Skills

Brief

Objective The student teacher should report on the suitability of the tex-
tual resources used in the science department.

/ink 3 hours for student teachers to re lew arious texts and write a
brief report
I hour discussion with mentor

Direct the student teacher to the written resources used in the
departnient.
They will need to look at texts used with Years 7, 9. 11 and perhaps
sixth-form te\t-s. 'Hwy will also need access to the science materials
used to support non-readers and that for pupils for whom English is
a second language (ESI.).
Briefly discuss the review task with the student teacher.
They might do this acti it.: as a prelude to actk itv 4.4 on res iewing
a scheme of work.
Discuss the student teaclu r's report.

6.3a Assessing Materials for Differentiated Reading Skills

Student Teachet', /110

Re.uling is import-mu tOr pupils 111 science lessons. Pupils can access
infOrmation and acti ities independently if they can read. I lowever
reading pertOi mance is not an on/oil switch. Pupils can be differentiated

10
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along an extended scale according tit the texts they can cope with. Cer-
t.un features of text can hinder pupils' access to the information in the
text. A well designed text can help them.

You should report on the suitabdit of the textual resources used in
the science departillent in your school.

Your mentor will direct ou to a range of texts used in the
department.
12cad the mqes on text gi en below.
Write a brief report on the department's textual resources and
their suitability for the pupils concerned.

NdiC, ,"1

I hese are things to pax attention to when ro.iewing textual resources:

The lax out and design f a text can be the most enabhng/inhib-
lung feature:

lexts with a good proportion of white-space to print are
easier to access.

I he positionnig of diagrams and illustrations is important
in helping pupils gam maximum benefit from the nifor-

Starting new ideas on new lines makes the absorption of
those ideas easier. (What do ou think of the layout and
design in this book? Poe. it help you? I low/how not?)

Senteme length can also change the accessibility of text:
t;enerall% . the shorter the sentences the easier die text is to

read.
Sentences that start w ith the subiect are easier to read.
ong sentences with lots tt. owilnas and clauses are er
difficult and often need re-reading.

I lie setiucihing I
ideas'senttilet.., st, that tho, hdlow the ehn)-

11,,I,,gical ilosk of actions is helprul to readers
destriptions that start globalk and w ork dow n to detail are

also easiel ic Sisuali/e.



I he careful choice of erb tenses can unprot e the readabihty
considerablt :

Paso+Is e forms are more difficult to interpret than active
fornis.

1 he ocabularv of science IS specialized:
Science uses et ervdav ords but with meanings that are

different from (n. er v day usage.
Scientific terms hat e precise meanings and are often difficult

to pronounce and spell. I lowo.er, surprisingly, this turns
out to be one of the least important aspects of what makes
te\ t difficult for

6.3b Alternative Writing Activities for Pupils

, 1/4.itudent teachers should know of different forms of tt ming that
might be used to achiete different prirposes in science education.
I het should be able to use them with their classes so as to
es althitc: thelll.

Reading tune ,md lesson time isot the student teacher
hour discussion tt ith nlentor

he results of science. hot from the laboratory ire ritten-up tis papers t.or
spec ialist row nal, nti confer ence proceedings. The forerunner of the journal.
bet; ire learned societies took ot cr the dissemination of their members scien-
(ilk information, was the pmate letter. Fodav science is written about in
populai illai4.1/111es like New Scientist and Focus. New spapers often carry
Andes that ha\ e a scientific component interpreted for the general public by
lournalists. s.soentists themsels cs hae been known to write mings, poems and
untric ks ith si.ientific content.

Nl us st ieui e tc,it hers hate made etiorts to not e awa front the echo or
I IR st lentili( paper that is fOund in the standard ftirmat of. Aim, Apparatus.

oi Procedure, Results. Analysis .ind Conclusions, which had a strangle-
dd st unix education in the past If student teachers hate not been exposed

to flunking &out offici 1.01111', 1. !mug it is unlikelt the\ sihl tome to it
Toutaneouslt . his it tu \ it \ tiLl kl HI es them to dif fel ent modes of tt ming
.ind how thr might be int iii poi met! as pupds ,R tit int", iii lev,t)11 pints .111d
.t Ii ii ic I \t ik



Learning to Teach Science

Instructions

Collect several examples of different kinds of writing done by pupils
in past science lessons. Give them to the student teacher to read.
I >irect the student teacher to the Programmes of Study of Science in
the National Curriculum and focus their attention on comments on
pupils' written work.
Discuss the possible roles of writing in science lessons, including the
role of a formal scientific report, with the student teacher.
Ask the student teacher to select a variety of different writing styles
to use in different science lessons, and discuss the value of these after
the student teacher has tried them with a class.

I>r,cio,ion points

The discussions with student teachers should centre on the purposes and
opportunities for learning through different forms of writing. A discussion on
the matching of actisities to aims and objectives might help structure the
conversation.

6.3b Alternative Writing Activities for Pupils

Student Tcacher'., Brit".

Objective

You should know of different forms of writing that might be
used to achiese difThrent purposes in science education. You
should be able to use them with your classes so as to es aluate
different forms of writing.

Read the selection of different forms of writing gk en to you by
your mentor.
Write down whv vou think the pupils has e been asked to write
in the different styles.

Who was the percek ed audience?
What was the purpow of writing in this way?
}low might this activity has e helped the pupils' learning of

science?

When, in a scheme of w ork, might be the best time to do
this tpc of activity?
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Re iew the Programmes of Study for Key Stages 3 and 4 of
Science in the National Curriculum. What forms of writing are
suggested?
Discuss your studies with your mentor.
Plan to use a selection of different forms of writing in lessons
that you teach. Several ideas are giv en below.
After you have used a form of writing that is new to you, study
the pupils writing and decide:

whether your aims in using this form of writing have been
achieved

whether the pupils found a different way of writing
moti vating.

Discuss this with your mentor.

Ideas for forms of writing:

A letter to another scientist in a different country
A poem
An account for a teenagers' magazine
A TV reporter\ script for a newscast
A limerick
A diary entrv by a scientists in the seventeenth century
A telegram
An account in The Guardian newspaper
An account hi 1 lie SIM newspaper
A song
The script for .1 conversation in the Dr Who science fiction TV
programme

Pupils will appreciate being able to read one another\ accounts. You can 1

provide a regularly changing wall display of pupils' work which will
brightenup and personalize the laboratory and classroom. If this activ
ity is taken seriously by you it can become motivating for pupils.

poeno

14-year-old girl starting on Nuffield Co-oidithued Ntien,e:

Rocks
and plants can

generously sustain out life
Lhemicallv. If we do not know

their vv orth it e.,00d-hv

to life on
1-arth

t.)



Learning to Teach Science

16-year-old boy doing separate science physics:
Each time it passed the lamp, you see,
the electron gaxe its energy.
The battery thought this was rather poor,
-1.he electron ieturned for more and more.
Round and round at a steady pace
It was an endless race.

I6-year-old girl doing separate science biology:
How can a pea
be like me
genetically:
It has two parents.
So do I.
Its chromosomes are rather shy,
they. hide inside its nuclei.
Its father's traits and mother's too
have left it with a hue of blue..
My eyes are too.

12-year-old girl doing 'Minibeasts*:
Underneath the trees there is a world in itself.
Miinbeasts forage for food.
Who is predator and who is prey:
This is what we looked at today.
We had to stop.

unch was on it, way.

6.4 Pictures, numbers and graphs

.11,ntor' Brit".

Obie(tire Student teachers should be able to reflect on how they help
pupils improve their diagrammatic, numerical and graphical
communication skills and consider how to amend lesson plans
accordingly.

In minutes at the end of arious lessons for the student teacher
7 hour discussion with the mentor

liackoonnd

I he imentories in the student teacher acti qv here w ill hae a familiar ring
to teachers w ho know of the taxonomy or cogintik e skills described in A

Ia.sothwiy L,Intational ()1,je,nrc,.. Handbook I (Iihioni, t il.. It6()). I he tO-

:using on pupils' actions helps to guide the s .lection of learnnig acto ities. Most
of the actions for pupils described 111 the imentories h,o,e some trairdation

112
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component. That is, pupils ha \ c to describe things orally or in written accounts.
By telling, or writing, about what a particular mode of representation is being
used to represent. pupils are making public, twice over, their communication.
Reflexi \ ely, they can use the one to enhance the other.

By this means mathematics enters science as a way of communicating
information in a succinct and precise way. The mathematics should grow
naturally out of a need to communicate the science efficiently and effectively.

Instructions

Direct the student teacher to the inventories in the activity.
Check occasionally that the student teacher is reflecting on the oppor-
tunities they re providing for pupils to develop their communication

1 )iscuss with the student teacher the pupils' progression in commun-
ication skills.
Set targets fOr the student teacher to plan more efTheti% e densities that
develop communication skills in pupils.

I )im-usyion point5

Flie three inventories provided here can be used as a quarry for behavioural
objecti es for pupils in working with different modes of communication.

The work in Chapter 9 on Piagetian stages in cogniti e progression should
alert student teachers to the way in which pupils may show ditierentiated
pertOrmance on the items in these inventories. Fhe inventories can be used to
plan objectives and acti \ ities that may encourage accelerated progression in
pupils' cognitive skills.

6.4 Pictures, Numbers and Graphs

.titudent Tcarher..,

)Ine, tire

You should reflect on how you help pupils improx e their dia-
grammatic. numerical and graphical communication skills and
(onsider how to amend your lesson plans accordingly.

nkti u, nun,

t innplete conninulications \ emor \ munediatek after teach-

I hi thh 1th ',Cs eral lessams, .,(1 as to get a broader picture ()tilos\
\,vu ii e teaching.



Learning to Teach Science

Find items in the inventory for which you are not providing
pupils with activities at the moment.
( I..er Amy you should modify your lesson plans to incor-
porate more opportunities for pupils to increase their COM muni-
cation skills.

)iI ..scuss your plans with your mentor.

In inrentory Pr diagrammatic (ommunication

In which lessons have you helped pupils to develop their communica-
tion skills in using diagrams by having activities w hich require pupils to
carry out the following actions?

Reproduction
copying a diagram
reproducing a diagram from memory

Translation
describing a complete diagram orally
writing a description of a diagram

Interpretation
explaining the link between form and function or operation

orally
writing an explanation linking form. function and operation.

An inventory for numerical comnuoUcation

In which lessons have you helped pupils to develop their communica-
tion skills in using numbers by having actis ities which require pupils to
carry out the fidlowing actions?

114

Displaying numerical infornution by pupils
selecting a suitable tabular form
selecting suitable headings
selecting suitable units
completing cell entries systematically
c(nnpleting cell entries with precision

Translating of information from numerical form b pupils
describing trends in numbers orally
using trends to complete missing entries
writing a description of the trends in numbers
interpreting the trends in terms of variables

Transforming numerical data to obtain further information
hpothesi/ing relationships
Nuggeting suitable transformations of data
carrying out transformations systematically
using transformations lii confirm hypotheses

1 ,4
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y .fot Qrarlitcd/ ,otrunurthation

In winch lessons has(' vou helped pupils to des clop their communica-
tion skills in using graphs by ha \ ing Jens ities ss hich require pupils to
cam out the following aetions%

I )eseribmg the shape of a line or curse, pie chart or bar chart
pupils giving an oral description
pupils writing a description of the shape of a graph

..ypothesizing possible shapes of line or curve, pie chart or bar
chart

reviewing alternatis es for the phenomenon being studied
arguing for one shape, rather than amither, for the phe-

nomenon being studied
Preparing to plot graphs or charts

pupils selecting an appropriate size for the units
pupils selecting unit:
pupils selecting dependent/independent s ariables
pupils selecting variables

Interpreting from a graph
gis en an 'x' value finding a 'y' value
given 'y' value finding an 'x' value
extrapolating a graph beyond the data set
predicting a new curse when a controlled parameter is

changed, and thereby produces a parallel set of results,
e.g. rate of production of carbon dioxide in sugar solu-
tions of different concentrations at difThrent temperatures.

Formalizing the relationship between the sariables represented in
the graph in an algebraic form

recognizing the shape of the curse in terms of a general
equation

writing a specific equation for the graphical information
presented

using the equation produced to make a prediction.
checking the prediction made algebraically ag,unst the data

represented 111 the graph.

6.5 Designing Text-based Resources

.1h lit,» 13tici

*jc,nrc I he student teacher should produce a good qualit tem-based
resource for trialling and es ision.
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lion 3 hours for the student teacher to write a worksheet, trial,
e aluate
112 hour discussion with mentor

Actisity 3.3a considers textual resources. DARTs are introduced and student
teachers are directed to constructing I )ARTs of their own design. DARTs are
particularly useful for language and concept development. Activity 8.3 is also
concerned with textual resources. .1.he focus is in terms of the introduction of
a historical perspective.

In this activity student teachers can be given a free hand to produce text-
based resources that would be suitable fbr inclusion in a revised scheme of
work. This ties in with actisities 4.4 and then 4.5: reviewing and revising part
of a scheme of work. The opportunity for creativity on the part of the student
teacher and the adsantage of 'using carefully planned activities for pupils
can provide stimulus. The activity has been delayed to this stage of a student
teacher's development because he or she will, by now, have used a wide
ariety of other text-based resources and will have formed opinions on what
works and what does not.

Teachers can be rushed when writing worksheets and the quality often
suffers as a result. In this activity the student teacher is gis en time to produce
a high quality resource. Student teachers should be encouraged to produce as
good a quality text-based resource as the school's reprographics and software
Will allow,

itIS/111t11.0W

Suggest the topic area in which the student teacher tnight compile a
text-based pupil actisity sheet. could be the same as that for the
resiew and revision of part of a scheme of work (acti ities 4.4 and
4.5).
If Alms itv 3.3c Was not carried out earlier now is another chance to do
so. I lelp may be required in the technical aspects of word processing
and use of graphics pa, kages.
Res iew the text-based resource and suggest improvements.
Hie student teacher should trial the text-based resource in a lesson.
I >iscuss the triallmg ss th the student teacher.

01,11101,

l Ile ss ttrk regim ed itt moducc one good qualit \ text-based I esoilice is sub-
stantial. Student teachers 111.1 appreciate the usefulness ot working as a team
to des chp resources ss hen the\ has(' carried out this work.
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6.5 Designing Text-based Resources

Student Teacher's liticf

Ibis acti \ ity provides you with an opportunity to be creative and
produce text-based resources that will help you in the classroom with
pupils activities.

You will need to draw upon your experience of using a wide
range of books, papers and worksheets with pupils.
Reflect on what is attractive to look arand therefore motivating
for pupils think carefully about the placement of illustration.
Try to structure the pupils' activities so that all pupils can suc-
ceed in the earlier stages of using the resource. Think about how
activities that come later in the text might ha\ e progression built
into them. Refer to activities 9.4 and 9.5 on cognitive growth
and differentiation.
If you did not complete activity 3.3c on IT and are not familiar i

with word-processing or the use of graphics packages for the
machines in your school, then now is the time to make sure you
correct that deficiency.

Mjci tire

You should produce a good quality text-based resource for
trialling and re\ ision .

ittql tit flt,11.,

Carry out this acti \ ity as part of your w ork for acti \ ides 4.4 and
4.3.
Re\ iew your notes from acti \ ity
1)esign a new resource or impro \ e one that is already written.
Show the text-based resource to Your mentor or another teacher
.ind ask for comments. Re\ ise the resource if necessary.
-Fry out the resource in your lesson. Re\ ise it if necessary.
I )iscuss the trial with \ our mentor.

1



Chapter 7

Science and Knowledge

Aims

Most scientists would claim that a scientific approach to the study of natural
phenomena produces reliable knowledge. But many student science teachers
start their science-teaching careers without giving a serious thought to the
question, 'What is scientific knowledge and how is it made? The aims of the
acti\ ides in this chapter are to help student teachers:

think about the nature of science itself;
think about how their views of the nature of science might influence
which actkities they select for learners;
develop strategies for organi7ing work across age groups and abilities
that match selected approaches to science.

Introduction

Science teachers regularly ask pupils to make no\ el observations. To the non-
sdentist, this appears to be the starting pl ice for how science makes new
ichable know ledge. A scientist's work might be interpreted as simply looking
at the natural w orld that little bit harder and more carefully than ordinary
fitlk. I lowever, without ha ing ideas about what is being observed, is this
rittssible? I ewis Wolpert (1992) is one recent commentator who points out
that it' ideas are common sense then they are probably not scientific. In
aeti sit v student teachers are asked to think about whether the science
in a natural phenomenon is self-es ident and how teachers manage pupils'

Jtioils
.1Ctls itv 7.2.1, students teachers take a scientific concept \\ ith which

they think the\ are familiar and reconstruct die principal justifications for a

belief 111 its s,mliditv. 111 Atli% it . 7.2-h. they plan a scheme of' .Icti\ities that
could lit: used to lead pupils through the steps in des elopilig an understanding

the same t on( Qt.
'science tikes s leftist'. making Iles know ledge thiough the use (it

processes or methods. I earmng smciice has a i.oniponent that is bout mas-
tering these phi( l'sses kmss ledge inakineo. Actis its ". Ws ttls c student

I IS
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teachers in planning learning experiences that help pupils rehearse and thereby
strengthen their skills in using those processes.

Although there are many different varieties of scientist and scientific work.
scientists share common beliefs in the need to produce results that are repro-
ducible. significant, usually explicable with sonic material mechanism, ideally
numerical and thereby capable of being used to make precise predictions.
Activity 7.4 in ol\ es student teachers considering if these aims are reflected
in what they teach and in the way that they teach it. Finally in activity 7.5.
student teachers are invited to complete a questionnaire and thereby to con-
sider their own personal stance towards science and their opinion on what
'doing science' and 'being scientific means.

7.1 Managing Observing

.1/cutor'., Brit"

Obicany Student teachers should be able to use ideas from their study
of the way science makes new knowledge to look critically at the
way pupils are encouraged to build their scientific knowledge
from obser \ ations.

livic 3 or 4 lessons with practical or demonstration work fOr the
student teacher to team teach and obser \ e
I. hour discussion ith mentor

Batkonoid

1 low science makes new knowledge and the status of that knowledge is open
to (lebate. It is a debate that has been long running and continues to ha \ e new
ideas iniected into it. This acti \ ity is not an attempt to provide student teachers

uh m definime answer. It is intended that student teachers should be alert
to the fact that the\ can help pupils impro \ L. their obser ations b structuring
the learning experience managerially and thereb \ pedagogicall \ . Fins inten-
tion has a respectable pedigree in that it \\ as one of the concerns of Michael

Varadas as lecturei at the I rida \ \ ening I )iscourses at the Royal Institution.

111.q111t

'select science lessons \\ ith pm ,R tlial tm dcmonstration aim ities in them.
c,tudent I( at lois should be tilt et led to oker e demonstrations and

al, in silence lessons alld typol t back on Instances \A here pupils
l% cry ink ol ed tm making, okcp.atwns of natural phenomena.
Hisens, the student teacher', oh...LT\ anons.

I 19
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Leaining to reach Science

Discussion points

Keep the conversation focused on the pedagogic support and managerial
strategies for helping pupils obserse natural phenomena. Hie philosophical
issues can be left for discussion elsewhere.

The isibility of the scale on the meters, the size of the effects to be seen
b the pupils. the placing of the pupils are all within the teacher's control.

This is one place where modern technolog can be easily introduced
into science lessons hut is still sadly lacking. In demonstrations. if apparatus,
organism or effect is small and difficult to see. use a TV camera and a IV
nikEni k )1' so that the whole class has a iew.

7.1 Managing Observing

Student Tealheii.,

In this acti ay you are to watch science classes and pa attention to the
wa in which pupils are asked to make obserations of natural phenom-
ena. either during demonstrations or when pupils are carrying out their
own imestigations.

( ai ic

You should be able to use ideas from the study of the waV science makes
new knowledge to look critically at the way pupils are encouraged to
build their scientific knowledge from their own obsersations.

Ill. Hu( tion,

/Jo

Ich,,,, to a Lcouic, michaelu, vt,,, r
l.arada
Agree , nh your mentor which lessons \ ou should obsere as
ou team-teach.

lY,-;,ten pupils are Imo] ed m obser, anonal work take note of the
following issues:

issues w hat t pe of thing is being obser ed. like:
dune,s that can be directly sensed. seen, smelt. Celt.

heard, etc., such as forces. colours.
things that are construed such is struitural. anatomi-

cal or morphological featm
things that ai t onstrued and at cessible throne,h in-

strumentation, ammeters, nucroscopes. pl I meters,
etc. such as current. osmotic potential and hdrogen
ion comentration.
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Consider the ditIerence between:
description in answer to the question. 'What is hap-

pening?' and explanation, in answer to the question.
'Why is it happening?'

and the relative difficulties pupils have with these.
ii In the classroom, observational issues are structured by

pedagogic issues, like:
how do the teachers introduce an obser\ ation acti ity

for the pupils?
are pupils encouraged to make untutored obser\ations?
are initial observations dkcussed with the class as a

whole?
does the discussion lead to a consensus on what all

might observe?
do the pupils return to make tutored observations?
the sequencing if parts ofdemonstrations so that pupils

are mmed smoothly from considering the 'what to
the 'wh of the phenomenon.

(int hi turn these are underpinned b) managerial issues, like:
where teachers place demonstrations for pupils to

atch .

what teachers do to grimp ini move pupils so they
can see.

the use of big, bold demonstrations where' effects are
demcinstrable.

the distribution and use of open questieln that can-
not be answered with 'just 3 'yes' or 'no' but require
an opinion or obser \ ation.

Discuss \. our obser \ ations ith your mentor.

IhJa., //OW, Ad ice to a I et-timer by .t11,11ael Faraday

con.adea the tel \ en b) Faraday on lectures and think about how
it m.o. Ast, appl \ to an) obser\ aticn work carried out b)

An e \permiental lecturer should attend 1. erv carefully to the
choice he ma\ make of his e\periments for the illustration of
Ins sublet I. should be important. as the \ respect the sci-
enee the\ are applied to, \ et clear and such as nii \ easily be

understood.

I lies, should rather approach to simplicrt \ e\ plain the
established pi Inc titles of the subiect than elaboi.ite and April \

to minute phenomena old) I el oimm e \pl.:11111(1as

slItiled %till eIiicutliIt. mod clo not introduce those that are.

:1-t to the. point.

t.)

..5),
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Neither should too much stress be laid on \\ hat I (mid call
small experit tents. or rather illustrations. It pleases Ille Well to
obsere a neat idea enter the head of a lecturer w Inch he w ill
immediately and aptls illtr,trate of explain by a few motions of
his hand a card, a lampi glass of water or any other things
that illaV be near hunt

I is yy ell too w hen the lecturer has the ready wit and presence
of mind to turn any casual circumstances that has become table-
talk lot the town. any locai athantages or disad antages, any
tri ial circumstances that may arise in company. gi c great force
to the illustrations drawn from them, and please the audience
highly as they concei e thev perfectly understand them.

Apparatus, therefore is an essential part of every lecture in w hich
it can be inuoduced: but to apparatus should be added at every
con \ enient opportunity illustrations that may not perhaps de-
ser e the !lame of apparatus .md experimentsind yet may be
introduced with considerable force and effect in proper places.

Oiagrams and tables too are necessary, or at least add in n
eminent degree to the illustration and perfection of a lecture.
When an experimental lecture is to be delivered and apparatus is
to be exhibited. s,ulle khid of order should be preserved in the
arrangement of them on the lecture table. Eerv particulate part
iilustrati e of the lecture should be in view: no one thing should
hide another from the audience, nor should anything stand in
the wa of the lecturer.

I )iagrams. tho' user so rough, art. often times of hnport,mt use
in a lecture. The facilit ith Inch they illustrate ideas and the
dis ersity they produce in circumstances occurant (si,) render them
highly agreeable to an audience. By diagrams I do not mean
draw ings (nor do I exclude drawings) but a plain and -simple
statement in a lines of what requires many words. A sheet
of cartridge paper and a pen or a blackboard and chalk are often
times of great importance. I in general allude to temp Tar% dia-
grams and w ould resort to temporary tlieatis to obtain theni.

A h.iir.uti or a table b \ which I mean constituent parts or
proportions men m .1 rough enlarged w a) should be lett
111 the IeW of the audience for a short thne alter the lecturer
himself has explained that they may arrange the ideas contained
in them ni their minds and also refer to them in any other Nrts

I



know1A,

die thor \ )1111Cited ith the same subiect and (dthey choose.
as the case) also to Com. them.

7.2a How do we Know?

ink I

: tudent teacher\ should he made aware of how they take
kno\k ledge for i4ranted and how then pupils may not share that
knov.

I Il .ur Col the student teak her to research and \\ rite
1 minute\ dist ussion ith mentor

1 docs hot speak tor itselt.. It need\ .1 theoretical interpreter. This is all
ntole \\ hen. in the Lilir'ei tcientuiic etiqinr people imestigate natu-

d that are biAond simple sensor \ e\ perience and where the arm al
Lit \\ ledge tctIuure s mathematical manipulation ot. data.

',indent teat hers should be ,isked ti pi,. k some concept ill science
\ t e-wnstruct the principal nistifications Cor a belief' in

tht s Audit \ that concept.
An it count of the siie of atomic nuclei might start with the pattern

s(attering of alpha parta Ie b\ gold nuclei. An account of wh
l'elics.e 1)NA to lia%e i IR heal structure will be sure to mi. hide the
panel li cl....Lattered -ra s. Any account of vs hy k accept the elec-

t] ona sti itt ture of the atolll \\ ill 11.1%:' lo include referent e to the
e\ idence of spectra.

It I.11

1/4ilidi lit I it hcrs Lan he surpused It\ their ,\\ n ignot,inee of the interpla \
het « ii empn it ui c\ idence ,md Ntientilh. thek,r \ . To re-create the sense of

must mem and pal ti.d understanding that man \ pupils stifiCi it 111,1 \ he

th pointilw the student leathers to .1 topic that is not part of then n

Sp( ialisin Ii st wine. .1 hi uii,i \ need the t. opei anon of eolleagues.
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7.2a How do we Know?

Student Teacher's Brie/

Objective

You should be aware of how you take knowledge for granted and how
y( ur pupils may not share that knowledge.

Instnktions

Pick a topic from your knowledge of science and re-trace the
eidence that leads us to believe that the currently accepted ac-
count is reasonable.
You may pick topics such as know ledge of the size of atomic
nuclei, the helical structure of 1)NA; or the electronic structure
of the atoni.
I low can it be shown step-by-step, that these accounts arc jus-
tifiable?
What es idence persuades the community of scientists to accept
these ideas? Finpirical es idence is obviously important. but
that empirical eidence has to be interpreted in the light of
theory.
What is the interpla\ between es Idellce and theory for the topic
on pick?

Write a brief account of 'how we know
In your written account you slutuld consider if it would be
possible to arrive at such conclusions without any theory.
Can the es idenee speak for itself or does it need theoretical
interpreter?

7.2b Sequencing Conceptual Development

Student te.whers should be able to sequence a set of actismes tOr
pupils that take pupils from sensor\ experience to more abstract
Loncepts.

lune 2 hmurs fr the student teacher to research and write
V. hour dim. ussion With 111(11I01
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Discuss the acti ity with the student teacher
Res iew then- suggested set of actic ities for pupils.

poiti6

The interplay between empirical evid,..nce and theoretical construct can be
de\ eloped here in the student teacher's scheme. You may wish to comment
on:

the need to start v ith sensory experiences
the need to ask open questions of pupils about those experiences
how teachers need to inject the scientific viewpoint into the discussion
how teachers can formalise a consensus view for the class
Lie need for pupils to ha \ e written accounts of their work.

7.2h Sequencing Conceptual Development

Nriidetif red( her'.,

)biet net

You shoidd be able to sequence a set of aim ities nir pupds that take
pupds from sC nsory experience to more abstract concepts.

Inqininon,

You .ire gomg to plan a sequence or denwnstranons. or practical hands-
on experiences. tOr pupils that will lead them from direct sensory ex-
perience to more clerked abstract concepts. For example. in de% eloping
the concept of refraction' of light one nnght want pupils to do the
tol It ming:

I lace the experience of looking at objects through spectacles to see
that w hat is seen through the spectacle lens is not identical with
w hat is seen unaided .

might then be gien the opportunity to do a ray box experi-
ments in which the deviation of the paths of rays of light passing
thniugh lenses can be iibserced.

his might lead onto an experiment w ith a parallel-sided glass block
w here the amount of bending of the light is considered more
1. am efulk and 111 a ( imtr()Ilcd lk ay.

Ripple tank demonstrations w mild be a sensible suggestion tOr the
next acii% \ so that pupils can see ater was es also change

di: Ceti( in \shell thes 11/1)(.. into areas of different depths td*

1 0 Of 12



Learning to Teach Science

Pupils might then experience how light is deviated as it passes though
prisms of different shapes.

This could be followed by a return to the ripple tank to see the
effect with glass plates at the bottom of the tank being used as
an analogue fbr the prism.

Pick one topic like those listed here:

acceleration
pressure
potential difference
electric field
latent heat

rate of reaction
concentration
oxidation
half-life
electronic structure

ecosystem
excretion
homeostasis
community
photosynthesis

Write out yiwr demonstrations and practical experiences for
pupils.
You will find that you will need to add in theoretical ideas that
cat, be used to explain observations in your demonstrations and
experiments.
Discuss your sequence of acti ities with your mentor.

7.3 Issues of Process

.1Ientor'

Obican., Student teacher, should be able to design a set (A-activities for
pupils for a topic 61 science that take the pupils through the
processes of science.

/6/6 3 hours for the student teacher to ork on researching and
designing
I hour discussion with hientor

lIa(koomid

I here is a sa mg that has been populari;'ed by ( )xfaminiongst other aid
agencies. e a person a fish and You feed them for a day. Teach the per-
son to fish and you feed them for life. A somewhat similar statement could
be made about science education. leach a person content and the\ know how
tt, dual \\ iii (Hie it t1iii . I C .1( h a person process .uul they know how to do sci-
ence. I 0 liecittuic si lentitic. lather than sinipl kno\\ uig sonic science. Is to

t tin kin tw ledge making putencial.

126
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Student teachers should be asked to focus on specitk processes of
science as part of their routine lesson planning.
Monitor the student teachers planning to make sure that they under-
stand the purpose of the actis ity.
Res iew the student teachers' set of activities based on processes and

suggest improements.

1)istu5i0n roinb

There arc two points to make in talking with student teachers. Firstly. these
actisities present the knowledge-making processes of science in an atonlistic
way which contrasts with the more holistic viewpoint taken in Chapter 5
'Science Ins estigations'. The assumption here is that individual processes can
be isolated and pupils' skill is susceptible to training. The atomism is softened
if individual processes are linked through them having content, or topic, in
conunon. Secondly. many of the processes can inolve pupils in pencil and
paper or discussion activities. They need not be practical.

7.3 Issues of Process

Student TeadieC\ li ic)

In sestiganons. are dealt with in ('hapter 5ind are MI important com-
ponent of being more scientific. Chapter 5 concentrates on the planning.
organi7ational and managerial aspects of investigations: the structuring
of lessons and the raising of pupils' les els of perfOrmance. The approach
is holistic: an ins estig.ition is dealt with efmplete unit. This Actisit

focuses (in the internal ss irkings niakmg new knowledge through
perating the processes vf science. It is therefore more atomistic. Rarely
utside science do we cam out complete scientific ins estigations. I low-

cs er ss e often make h\potheses, we may sk eigh es idyllic and occasion-

all ss e formulate models. We use indisidual processes of know ledge
making in science. In (Loh, lifl. , the conscious ass areness of how we are
operating such processes can help to improse our lodgment.

In making new kmm ledge. scientists carry out actions that liac
winnion pattei ns. I hese actions that are common to suence are identi-
lied as the pi, 4.esses f si ienf e. Uch ,w is a sei of prof usses of si lent e.

I hes are not the olds set possible nor net es,arils an e\liaty,to,(......et but

the do reflect ni.ms of the features of science.
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making
ared,ct,Ona

7' mak .ng
ypotheses ,/

7-designing
and

exoerlments,

rran,oulaun- g

aboaratus

commun,eat,ng
Iceas

( observing in
vvor;d,,

tak finding-')mg

readings )- Patternsdata/

theories

F gxt, 4 russ rye sot of ocesseS nsc.ence

fecord,ng
data

You should be able to design a set of activities for pupils for a topic
in science that take the pupils through the processes of science.

Irbtflit

Read the notes below on possible pupils' acti.ities for processes
imolcd in making scientific knowledge.
Pick a topic in science possibly one of those listed below and
plan actis Ines fiir pupils that will help them develop some of the
pr ..esses iii science in the abo is set

adaptation and sur \
genetic %at tatsim

edatol pro relationships

properties of elements
staws of matter
eftects of electrol

electrik al Cr mdu(tion

t. onset S ation III env)

ds nanucs of bodies

.)iscuss your proposed acti\ ities with your menti ur.

pupil,' a, urine, lot involved ill makiv

vorwtris iii thr rcal world
I Ins bc s(ume fOrm of demonstration or c\ploratory practical
wi

1 bi

)iirnig a demonstiation this &mild be cairied out (walk . 1scith e\plorat-
orv pertinents it might he followed up w. tth ',mall group dkvus':ions
and w t itnig.

I2S
1 Li
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Dc'Slittlits; a h'St c r expciirrient
Pupils could be encouraged to work in groups. Their product might be

presented orally or a writing and drawing exercise could be used. Such

design activities do not necessarily have to be for experiments the pupils
will carry out. The content of the topic can form a basis for the ac-
tivity but the focus can be on training pupils in designing tests and

experimentS.

()11cri,in.c; and measuriv
Pupils need to be gi en the opportunity to take measurements from
instruments or to make original obserx ations. With the focus of the
pupil's acti ity on taking readings it is possible to train pupils by pro-

iding them with pre-set instruments in a circus of stations. This can
be related to the experiments they have designed and tried but does
not ha e to be at the same tiinc that they carry out their experiments.

Vindins. pat(erns in data
This can be a pencil and paper actis ity where pupils work from data that
is pros idcd on a worksheet. Again this does not have to be the data they
collect in their own experiinents. Pupils can both learn content and be
trained in tins process as a single actk itv.

ot les

Pupils ',Inculd be asked t( de ise theories ticr why the phenonlenon under
stud , occur. This is not the Sank' as describing the phenomenon. From

the work in actk itv you ShoUld know that explaining 'why' is much

more difficult than saying 'what'. This Jed\ ay pros ides a useffil spring-
board tor introducing scientists thoughts about why the phenomenon
occurs. This is the point to teach some content. It is also an Olro,"i:.!:!1`;
to contextualrie the scientists' ideas \\all sonic aim Ines on IR

of science. Sec actk it \ 8.3.

7.4 Criteria for Acceptability of Scientific Knowledge

.11, t

()hi,. lii c
Studcm teat hers should be able to comment on the 'w
learning orscicnic rctleits the \ AIR.. and ()chefs scientists them-
sel cs use to nulg,e the akceptability or s(ientnic knoks

hnic 's hours lor the student teadier retew mg. anal \ sing and w riting

liccimi dist ussio ith mentccr

-IL '4.. CI
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Give the student teacher a scheme of work which insolses a signi-
ficant amount of practical work. [his is best if incorporated into
acti\ itv 4.4.
.1 he student teacher anal\ ses the material for exidence of mpheit or
explicit S.dues.
I )iscuss the results of the reSio an(1 amiss!. 55 ith the student teacher.

)1,,l/1,`t1 1101111

With lunior arid lower seciindars science, the constraints of these fist: criteria.
set out at the start of the student teacher's brief, .tre weak and pupil imesti-
gations are generalk more spontaneous mid enioyable. It Is the gradual
strengthening of the constraint of the criteria that can make learning science
less spontaneous. inore like professional science, and perhaps less emosable.
I lowest:a. the reduction of enio\ ;tient in upper secondar science might. Hi

part. be attributable tin these fise crIteria benig latent and not made explicit
hs teachers. l'upds can be encouraged if helped to se themselses deeloping
their sciewe skills through explicit dis(ussion (I' these criteria.

7.4 Criteria for Acceptability of Scientific Knowledge

Sind. in 1 i Ii, in Hue!

lci . is a sc t it tis,e \ dues ii beliefs. pt 05 iding cliter1.1 tor the accept-
scientin, le,1,4e, cinuhin ti scientists gt,Ing 111ut the

lnismess 01 domg s( lent e . I h e need for:

semous attempts ti \ ariables ist,late efle N. ti the
settlin4 up of ontrtl c\periments:

risults nrespettise of the expel-1111(1nel time
and plaae.

preci.e a predictio:i of Meets and phenomena as is possible.
',mend estimation of the erl ors inherent in the experiment so as
not to make 1 Lunt" that ,ite untustitied b \ the information m the
data:
\ tit thun.2,, hAppen in tel ills (q.. lilitci IA Wet 11-

.1111,1ns.

\i ,hould be able to t oinment on the 55.15 Icai inn,.2, of si len( (2
`11.11C, 1,111111(,11 11,111C111 \ uth si utlitisis i.i Herm l'ot the at I eptabiht k,1

ientitit kni,ss le4e.
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tit arid kiwi/quit:,

Carr\ out this anal% sis in conjunction w ith your ork on aim
\ 4.4.

I ook at some aim Ines in a scheme of V ork that \ our depart-
ment ma\ be using.
Identd\ the places in the scheme of work \\ here these ti e cri-
teria may he brought into pla as an integral part of the pupil,'
learning (+1 science.
If all\ t)t the fie are not brought into play at am stage in the
scheme of work then ou should decide how tile aim ities Con
the pupils might be altered so a, to make that incorporation

Write .1 brie( ieport \ our anal \
%our report all tlIr

7.5 Your Nature of Science Profile

\,111dellt [1.01( I- 11011111 h a\ lie tI'Illelr position \\ ith iespect
to mawi idea, on the w a\ science make, know ledge.

1 how foi the stiident teak hei Vttiktii done And (hull dI,L
111$2, then' prt011e

3 hoilt ,. tot anal \ sis of. both eielke III the urric,ahun
and some depaitmental st. ht:Hie',

hour discussion oi proliles Vt ith colleagues

Ha, koonid

heie is some reason to behec that the actions an one of us takes .Ire, tic

.t large e \ tent. determined b\ belief: we hold about the appropriateness of
such ac tions: our action, are di ien b\ our philosophic,. I ew of us ha\ e Vteli
woiked out. unambiguous. philosophies that we can state and interrogate. but
it is possible tOi us to ptoduce a repertoire of responses to specific instances.
Ihis questionnaire is intended to help science (cachet s \ pose and inspect then

n philosophic, or science thlough responding to spec

I he student teach( i should complete the questionn.ure .md then lead
the e\planator notes on the follow tug pag,e. I he questionnane is taken

nom Nott Wellington. l(N3)



Learninq to Teach Science

The questionnaire can also be given to other members of the science
department.
When the questionnaire has been comPleted and the student teacher
has worked out his or her profile, discuss the results in relation to
the science that is being taught to the pupils. This could be a whole
department actk ity.

)i.,CIOSIOH poirtIS

1 )oes it matter if all the teachers in a science department have different
profiles?
Are pupils likely to be confused by different philosophies of science
presented by different teachers?
I low are student teachers' philosophies of ,cience (and other teachers
too) expressed in their presentation of science nIcestigations for
pupils?
Does Science in the National Curriculum ha\ e a profile? What is it?
Which philosophy of science is implicit, or perhaps explicit, in the
schenies of work for your department?

7.5 Your Nature of Science Profile

Ntikleta Teak

I Ins questionnaire is designed to gie you sonic idea of our own philo-
soph \ of science. Please read each of the statements carefull\ . Gie each
one a number ranging from 'strongly agree' (+5) to 'strongly disagree'
I -5) and place it next to the statement a score of 0 k\ ill indicate a
balanced %iew . (For the moment ignore the initials in brackets.)

(.,211t ,1101111(

I . Results that pupils get from their experiments are a`, Aid as anybody
else's. (RP)

.2. Science is essentialk a mascuhne subiect. ((:I))
3. StIllRe facts are w hat scientists agree they .1re. wo. RP)
1. Hie object or scientific Ito\ it is to re\ cal reality. wo

'scientists ha%e no idea of the outcome id' an experiment before
the\ do it. ilD)
Scientific research is cconomicalk and pohticall determined. gin

cience education should be more about the learning of scientific
processes than the learning of scientific fak ts. (PC)

1
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S. l'he processes of science are disorced from moral and ethical con-
siderations. ((:I))
Ine most valuable part of A scientific education is what remains
after the facts have been forgotten. (Pc)

Id. Scientific theories are Aid if they work. (IR)
11. Science proceeds by drawing generalizable conclusions (which later

become theories) from available data. (II))
12. rhere is no such thing as a true scientific theory. (RP, IR)
13. Human emotion plays no part in the creation of scientific know-

ledge. ((:I))
14. Scientific theories describe a real external world which is independ-

ent of human perception. (RP. IR)
13. A good solid grounding in basic scientific facts and inherited sci-

entific knowledge is essential before oung scientists can go on to
make discos cries of their own. (PC)

16. Scientific theories base changed oser time simpls because experi-
mental techniques has e improsed. (RP. CD)

17. Scientific method is transferable from one scientific ins estigation
to ,intither. ( PC)

IS In practice. choices between competing theories are made purely
on the basis of experimental results. (CI), RP)

Pi. Scientific theories are as notch a result of imagination and intuition
a inference from experimental results. (II))

21). Scientific knoss ledge is different from other kinds (if kilt's\ ledge in
that it has higher status. (RP)

21. Ihere are certain physical es cuts in the uniserse winch science can
nes cr explain. (RP. IR)

" Scientific know ledge is moralis neutral only the application or
the know ledge is ethically determined. (CI))

13. All scientific experiments and obsers ations are determined bs
existing theories. (ID)

24. Ssience is essentially characterried bs the methods and processes it
uses. (PC)

rmo

You can use Your responses, using our storing system, to work out a
profile of sour nature of science. I ook for the initials in brackets altei
each statement. Put your stoic for each question ni die appropriate
box,es). (Sonic questions ore' tss ice!) Sonic scores hase to h.ts then
sign PI \IRS! 1)11.c. multipls bs ( 1 ) heroic dies Lan be used. I Ins is
indicated by next to the numbet , if your response to statement

is 3. then die score in the right-h.md column Lin the RI' boxes will
he 41
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Tata,0 I PrOfre OT SC enCO score Do\es

.1

1

t 4.4

'

fr.insfer the total marks from the columns to the position:, on e.leh
rele ant ams..loin up the 5 marks. Thk is your profile at the moment.

RELATivIstv POSITNISM

10 -).:, :4 16 1-: nr- ;-' :'4 32 40
I _1_ _1 L1 -. _I_ _-_1.___i__..L. .__L__IL__L___I__ _1_ .1

11\,[ TI,. ]5%1 DEDUCTIVISM

20 16 12 8 4 ID 4 17 16 20
L_L. _I ...1_..1 ...J._ .1_1_ _1_1_ 1 I__ I _I

( ONTF \ 7-JAI ,sly OF CON FPO UAl ISM

40 32 24 lc; 8 CD li 16 24 32 40
..._._1._ _t __I_ _l_ _1 _I._ .1. . I. ._L . 1. _ a. _I_ . 1. L. .1 L 1_.__L.....L__J

11COCEy 11311VE N CONTF NT DRIVEN

21) 110 1,, In f, n ,.0 1,., 20 25
. L...1 _ I ..... ..... 1... I.... L_ .1 _.1._ _I

iNsTRi tMl MAI ISM Hi At ISM

1111 20 15 10 r. l't 5 10 15 20 75
1 1 .1 1 1 1 I .1. I 1 I. _I. 1. i. .1. _1 .1 1 1_1_1

/ It. ikt.,; to, I 0 .;:

InicipictinQ you? rloldi

Ncimiciori a.l

Rehm isin: [he denial that thing, rc true or false solel\ based on
independent realit he 'truth' of a theory v, ill depend upon the
mollusc and I MI(111,1111 or the ,00,11 glotip 3011,13131-mg wen .0' the

1 `i
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experimental techniques used to test it. judgments as to the truth of
scientific theories will vary from indk idual to individual and fr.bm one
culture to another, i.e. truth is relative not absolute.

Positivism: The belief that scientific knowledge is more %Ad
than other forms of knowledge. The laws and theories generated
experiment are our descriptions of patterns we see in a real external
objective world. To the positivist, science is the primary source of
truth. Positkism recognizes empirical facts and observable phenomena
as the raw materiak of science. The scientist's job is to establish the
object's e relationships between the laws goerning the facts and the
obser.ables. Positivism rejects enquiry into underlying causes and ultimate
origins.

Indu,tivipn Deductivwn axis
lnductk ism: Ihe belief that the scientist's job is the interrogation of
nature. By obser mg many particular instances, one is able to infer from
the particular to the general and then determine the underlying laws and
theories. According to inductivism scientists generalize from a set of
obser%ations to a unk ersal law, inductk ely. Scientific knowledge is built
bv induction from a securo set of obser\ ations.

Peductivism: The belief that scientists proceed by testing ideas
produced by the logical consequences of current theories or of their
bold imaginatk e ideas. According to deductk km (or hypothetico-
deductk km), scientific reasoning consists of the forming of hypotheses
which are not established by the empirical data but may be suggested by
them. Science then proceeds by testing the obser% able consequences (if
these hypcitheses, i.e., cibserxations are directed or led by hypothese!..
they are theory laden.

(OIl1e.1 NIA 1.11 )C-tt,IlitAtualion ciA

Conte \ %iew that the truth of scientific knowledge and
process is inter-dependent with the culture in %%Inch the scientist lk es
and m hich it takes place.

)c-«intextualism: Hie iew that scientific knowledge is nidependent
of its cultural location and sociological structure.

COnICHt dA

Process dm en: Science is seen as a characteristic set of identifiable
methods/processes. hit learning of these is die essential part cif science
educat ion .

Content dris en: Science is c haractefized II'. the la( ts and Rica., it

has ,md that the essential part of science is the acqukition and mastery or
this hody (if know ledge.

1 i
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Imtmmentalism Realim axis
instrumentalism: Scientific ideas are tine if they work, that is they allow
correct predictions to be made. They are instrurnents that we can use
but they say nothing about an independent reality or their own truth.

Realism: The belief that cientific theories are statements about a
world that exists in space awl time independent of the scientist's per-
ceptions. Correct theories describe things which are really there, Mde-
pendent o the ,cientists e.g.. atoms.
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Science and People

Aims

lt is people who do science and the results of-scientific endeaour ffect peo-
plc's lm.s. he past, the present and the future of science are intimately in-
\ oked with people: the future of .;cience will be dependent upon our pupils.
Vie m.o. help them to see that they can contribute to that future if we pay
attention to the people who developed our scientific knowledge and skills to
e. hat tiles are now. Hie aims of this chapter are to help student teachers
111 l'st1;1.tte:

how pupils see NctenlT and scientists and to think about what teachers
do to poimiite particular images:
the wntribution a know ledge of the lustor\ of Ciellee makes to int-
ro\ tie science teaching:
the IA of science itt societ \ and how (2.111 we explore this relationship
II the classri0111:

the w Its lii which the etlue.d issues that are taised 1.1\ science might
piesented and evii,led bt

Introduction

,tiok .1 die p pri NCH( .111,1 flaw es for science int okes askmg
tions about the Instort of's, (eine, its social location and the ethical 1..stle.,

C 1.11st s. 1111s Is cilitiatloti aboia science rather than education I.);

dOnlk: science itqlskun, h99(0. it Is the part of
that is most easilt lost tunic] the pressure of Attainment

11.,..,,ts It usl and le\el e\aminations teport forms am.1 man\ other
townie adnimist..ati pressures It is the part of science education that may
not be attempted because sctenet teachers are, by .ind large, not his-
toi III,. lidigists .1101 !floral phi!,iii h het ci iii u .11 1 t the sole iesponsibilitt lot the imar.es iii
,1,11, t that pupils hate. Pupils 1.2im distotted impression of si icihe thim

that ate piesented m etet vdav life. fele\ ision, radio, the
110 1111.111d lu 'Ls \ 1111.1Vj's otsu elitists ittd science therefOre, e\ en beriiie

tj r
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formal science education begins, oung ellildren hake some image of scientist,
and science and actik itY 8.1 ink ob. es researching these images.

Gender differences, a, contributors to differentiated outcomes in science
education. hake been under acme ink estigation since the 197(k. The research
finding., hake contributed to changes iii curricular pro\ ision. Science in the
National Curriculum ws, in part. mom ated bk. a perceked need to redress
the unbalance between the pupil uptake in diffeTent sciences in YearN In. 11
and be\ ond. It was thought to be a had thing that mans boys could leake
school witlitqat an \ ftc!iial scientific: know ledge of their ow n bodies or that
girl, could leak e school without any know ledge of the science behind the
eleetromechanical appliance, used in dad\ life. Student teachers are heirs to
these changes need to become aware of- then- impact on classroom life.
Actik itk 8."2 prok ides an opportunity to dek clop pupils personal responses to
science. v ithin n,pie areas. with links between science in the classroom and
daik

hidik !dual si lentists ale historicalk NOC lath , economicallc politicalk and
geographicalk located, \ n awareness olthis is S ely therld to selence teacher,.
I he ci,nte\i of silent c ciii be expliqted in teak hing about science bs prok iding
pupils kk ith acticities that explore sc ience in it's context. [his approach goes
bekond the simple historleal. Ingun mg into tile apphcation of science in tech-
nologk is a popul.ir extension actik uk for pupils. materials 'Nu( Ii Is St iOit C am!

1 I 1St ii tql1 the Association foi Science 1 ducation's
and the 1 lememann series. Nt.idills! hake had signific.mt uptake
in tb I .k. Acta k itk 8.3 pros ides student teac hers sk ith a strut tined cipportun-
itk to explore the pupil aim mes Iii these matciials.

1 he hector ot science prok ides all \ to nitttcllice a chlierent
personal dimension. )iir science teaching ean benefit from Inc iq-piirating mole
on the es and works ti earher scientists. l'his aspec. t is often fOrgotten ttr

Lied iii tm la] terms hs simpl,1.salcianiig names kk ith specific ideas. Fsen
lih'IlIcntar e\amIllantql tti Illh snippets shows that the\ .Ire .11 bust sun-

5qst illi(,rrect. e.g.. /ark% in insented eollition.. In all t.%1es.
these scientists w (Au pitt of a soc letk facing partic ular problems that brought
partn ulai aspects or sc ielitific thinking to the fore. I >Ars\ achleellient \AAs
It hrIng ntgethei and make coheient ideas that had been around for spine
time. w It\ 5k a, this a pr(thleni I ).ir\\ in 5.r. prepared to tackle': What was
the soe let\ he w as "0 rking in like at the tuite: What kind of person ss as he
himself? What problems did he face in the des elopment of his idea? 1 he
anskk el'. it sue h questions help to set science ni a pet sonal context and pi ok ide

opportunit for children to reali/e that science is .t 1111111.in Ity. It alm,
keaks the ,albj(At barriets that IK us pupils attention on differences betkveen
stiblects. .-\c tic 'HU'. snidein lea( hers ni 8.1 arc t(1 help them ti think more
c iticallk about mil ities foi pupils sshiCII can build pupils' know ledge of
,c lent e's past.

'SA I IV rontain it ti Ines that in ol\ e questions to \kink h there
aie moral and ethical dimensions. Actik it\ 8.; is dl.Altted to these. Such

L.. .1
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materials ate amongst the hardest to use and it takes a skilled, confident te.k her,
w Ito is sufficient! N. familiar ith die children. to relax their grip on classroom
ontrol. Forma! debates and discussions. drama and role play are so far re-

im is ed from standard stience teaching that teachers must be confident enough
to risk potential failure in adopting them. For this reason the exploration of
moral and ethical questions Is often left out of elassrciont actis ides. Many
puruls find these amongst the most interesting aspects of ill edlleati011 about
sett:me. I he\ are the issues of the da \ 5\ Inch help shape the future of science.

8.1 Images and Attitudes to Science

.11ennu

( lir, Student teachers should be able to continent on how pupils'
images of science nnght be changed through c hanging pupils'
acti\

link .2 how tOr student teacher inters less s, reflection .ind writing
7. hour discussion w ith mentor

Ha,

actisity is designed to pros ide au opportumt \ for student teachers to
expl; Ire children', images and attitudes to science. Research shows that science
can be one of the least popular of school subjects (Whitfield. 1979). At the
time of change o \ er to compulsor \ science to Year 1 1 in the UK_ the data for
subject choices at A les el seem to be showing that a curriculum which forces
pupils to study all three sciences limr approximate] \ 20 per cent 01' the curri-
culum time ha, not led to an increase in the number of pupils choosing to
continue with science post- 16.

In particular. the number of girls chooshig to stud \ s(iences for A les el.
Other than biolog , remains disappointingly low. I lead ( 1985) has argued that
science is seen as being objectise. detached and not concerned with people.
File arts. howeser. are seen to be concerned with emotions. aesthetics and
people. Since adolescence is a crucial time \\ hen children are seeking to define
their identity. subject choice is .1 statement about the Self. (;irls can be put off
a subject ss Ilia seems to be Unpersonal. unemotise and which does not reflect
their, \ ,dues.

When asked to draw a scientist. Lluldren predominantly draw the stereo-
t \ pe of a 55 lute male in a glasses and wild hair. I hem c is some
es idence though that children re( ogiuze the limitations of this image and
that when asked. 'What do scientists do.' and 'Are real scientim like \ our
drawhig?'. their allswcrs shoW a better understanding of science.
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Science laboratories themsek es can appear to be cold impersonal en
romnents lacking such creature comtOrts as carpets. flowers or plants and
interesting Wall posters. In addition. much of science education is presented
through the use or apparatus w hich sonletimes seems deliberately arcane and

whose use is restriited solely to the science lahorators reinforcing the notion
that science Is a specialist actis it \ undertaken only within institution, rather
than gi \ ing the impression of-science as an everyday actkity of great personal

reit:

111111it (1.011

Brief the student teacher well in ads ance.
Its aLtiyio, might he carried out in conjunction with the second part
ut ctk ity 5. lb.
1 'nrect the student teacher to pupils in Years 7 and I I.
I >iscuss the student teacher', report.

1 )1,iiaoli

l'actors which contribute towards children's impressions of science can be
beyond the influence or school: such as the contribution of the media. This
discussion should bring out some of the situations and actions in school \\ hich
Lontribute towards children \ impressions of science and user which the school

ha, Lontrol.

I )3splaving pupil's ss ork on a regular basis is a routine th.it teachers
can ins oke without an \ major uphea\ al.
I las ing more posters or science in daik Mi.- will also base a positisc
influence.
Changing the introduction to topics so the\ draw more hea
pupils eperiences In dail
I arge scale changes in the type of pupil actk ities, sequencing of actk,
Mt.'s and learning obiecuses in schenle', or work.
Fs ci s scielhe teacher carries the personal responsibility of promoting

iencc As a worths\ Ink human endea \ our.

8.1 images and Attitudes to Science

I

You should be able it. t omment on how pupils' inlages ,q.st lellte Might

Ise 1141142a, through L hani..ung pliils Ain
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111.1111( 11,111,

For thIN .1( tI it Vt,LI \1/4 lii ICC_ti tt) V.ork \\, Ith .1 .inall group or
pupll. act alternati\ el\ \\ 1111 indix1dual A. a muumuu]
\ CCII 5\111 need to talk to a 1)(1, and glrl friIll Year 7 .111(1 "t'ear ii .

You should take notes of.the ans\ver. that the pupil. gI\ e.
-Warin-up. \ our Inter\ ic\\ ee. Il askinv, them about how then-
da\ 11,1. gone .1, far. 1:\1ClaIll that the purp,,,e (4-the actl Ity
tiC 1.11I(.1 out \.vhat they dunk \vork and what they
dunk oldie science that the\ do 0.11,,,,1 In older to get them
to talk freely. you v,111 c ICC as,-,ure them that anything they
tell you I. confidentIal.
..ltier your Introduction ask the follo\c.

I. Yo(I plecl.e dra5\ pictule ttl s clentIst for 1111 -7

1 ),, real .clentIst. look like \ our picture-7
What do sitelinst. d.

Ill ou tell me the name. (dam. seleiltIst 111.4 you Kno\\
Clild "CII Cvnite d"\\II lii the `uhletts that ou do and then
sort them Into three !.!,roups; those you like, thow \ ott

hke and those you don't 111111d.
You put .etence In the group.

an CCCII tell llle \\ hat It I. about Sewn( e 111.0 made \
(11,,,,,,c that !.1,roup-:

What All\ \CCII Ino.t like doing III \cience-:-
Hunk hoinu.,. N,X.11.1t CCCII think'

W11\ dtC \tC1I dunk that-7
What \\ ould make .c.lent e lioCt C Intett...ting tor \ CCIV

I cc, into .1 room Il.ed lot (Ca(IlIng 11101.11 and make fc.\\ note\
on the Ippealance of the loom.

1,,\\ Is It 1(11 HOW&

Ale thew recent posael, on the 5\ .111:
( 1111,11,1C. \\ork chspla\ ed--

tildie MI% spct 1,11151 and hat (II III('
uhIC.'L I due,. It gl\

CCC Ito ICR Ii sc1CMC LibICI.ID CIA and .i.k the ..111Ie
What CCLI C,CI horn .IIIV apparatte, ,pc(1111,11.

Halt 1111011 he out ol ItlI slio\\ Ill (11.p1.1\
1 I 5 .111,1 .11111111mi/, CCCIII I\ CI td the (CItti.tst
Ilet55,(11 We IV. CC

l efICCII CCII CCCIII ,C1),IIici the toll( 00, Hit', III

\ "HI I cl"
\\Wm IIICC1C Cit, Puri!, 11,1S, .1 14.11,

11.11 attitude. do pup11. ha\ e ICC sc IC UC c"

\VIM pc! um \ esICCIIIdide 11,1 IC CI III

1111', 1111'11

j. J
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low might school science actk ities be changed so as to put
a more human face on science?

8.2 Promoting a More Personal Response

.11elitor's Irlii

)1(jeetivc -File student teacher should construct a display that develops the
theme of science in e eryday life for some topic taken from a
scheme of workInd use it in teaching the topic.

Time 3 4 hours student teacher preparation
V. hour discussion with mentor

tiackooutiii

Young children are natural! \ \ cry concerned with themselves and their own
personal identit . and enjoy that element of the personal and subjectke. The
personal element is an aspect student teachers often okerktok initially. see-
ing their task as one of deli \ ering the teaching and learning of the concepts in
the (lepartment's scheme of work. Flu, actk ity seeks to explore how we can
encourage the personal response in education about science by relating science
to features of pupils' daily lk

110n

[(lentil\ a topic that nnght be imminent in the programme of stud:.
for pupils in classes that the student teacher will be working with.
I )irect the student teacher to the actk itv notes.
Discuss progress on compiling the displa \ with the student teacher.
Arrange for the lesson in which the display will be team taught.
Arrange t-or feedback to the student teacher on the effectiseness oldie
aim it v.
I )1st-us, the use of such ai(i ales, and alternatke acti\ ioes. ith die
student teacher.

)1,, 1101111.,

142

I Ile display helps to bring the es \ da sorld into the sue.ike lesson.
I he It1% itAwn to (pen ended \\rump., makes the stat t Ida topic more

approachable as there are no 'right' answeis.

t.)



Pupils, as is everyone. are more at ease with the familiar and this
builds confidence to proceed.
Bringing the real world into the classroom will probably be more
effective than using photographs, cartoons, text and video dips. So,
for example, real spectacles, real bottles and glasses and real tanks of
water would be better.
held-trips, hospital, factory and workshop visits as well illustrated
talks by speakers all help to bring the world into the classroom. Local
SATRO representatives will be able to help put you in touch with
local industry. rhe contact address for the National SATRO co-
ordinator is in this book. Appendix 2 (see p. 211).

8.2 Promoting a More Personal Response

Ntlident Teat licC,

( )lit:, rive

Y MI should construct a display that de\ clops the theme of science in
es ervday life fin some topic taken from a scheme of work and use it in
\ our tea( lnng.

111\1111(0,MS

I >iscuss \\ ith our mentor a suitable topic thint the programine
of sind iii \ our school, e.g., refraction.
I lunk carefully about how the science ins oked enables von to
cxplain 4:scuts in es ervda \ life. Write out what the e\ ervday
e \ Cuts are, e.g.. seeing difierently through spectacles: looking at
obiects through other transparent obiects. like bottles and glasses:
looking at the bottom of a swnnming pool etc.
Collect documentation of those esents in es ervday life. You
might collect photographs, newspaper articles, cartoons, \ ideo-
4. lips.

(..ompile \ our documentation into a displa \ tlut can be used as
.1 pupil .1(..t1S1ts to start the topic.
I hulk abutit htlw the divi,p, is presented 14, the pupils md \\ hat

the\ \stll be asked to do. You might:
ask them to 55 rite All open ended pie, c alit nit ss hat the \

notice ni the montage. I Ins could t Ike dikerent forms
letters. 11c55spapui at tit ius,

illS )ty tilt Hi lo I Ill a I, out
It) clynieni, ilk

,11,1,11\

tun task.
pro \ ide then) ith .1 sli ie ol tined questwns.



LA'arnin,c. to Teach .Scienie

group questions and frame them so that they form a type
of comprehension exercise that goes from reporting what
is in the montage to explaining how things happen.

(. onsider what the next activity for the pupils might be in terms
of titeusing their attention more carefully on the phenomenon
invoked. Write out a brief scheme of work (topics and activ-
ities) for the next four lessons that follow on from the display
Introduction.
Trial your activities in a team-teacInng situation.
I )evise amendments in the light of pupil responses.
,,ow consider these questions for discussion with your mentor:

low might the work with the displa help pupils to ha\ e
more personal response to science?

What might be more effectke than a display?
I low else could you link science to daily life?

8.3 Science And Technology In Society: The SATIS
Materials

8 lif

( *jet nrc Student teacher, should be able to identify a \ arietv of ditThrent
pupil acti\ ines iiioled 111 SA HS-type stork.

I WI,' 1 hour student teacher res iew of SAT1S materials
1=1 minutes discussion with mentor

kA10 fold

he application of science is intimatek bound up with technolop and
tedinology change, the wa% people live their lies. Science and technology
.ire not the same thing but nhin people base difficulty in distinguishing
between the iss o. A crucial distinction hes m the fact that science has theories
that enable it to considei the question. 'Why does it happen? Technology as
praitised 1.,s mans societies w.is. and is still. nothing more than a 'trial and
cri or' technolop . Societies two thousand years ago in Africa, and even as
reccnik, a two hundred ears ago in Britain. ma have known how to make
steel but they had no conception of whN, the proress worked and therefore
no Idl'a 1 , 1 I Is\ it impro\ e the pi ocuss, other than his tinkering. Successful
St ientitn. throi les enable predictit n,. to be made w hit h can be tuted gainst
i\petiniental es Rich( e and has e stood the test of time.

I he traditional approadi to science teaclnng has tended to place applica-
nt ns ms un atici -thought and tRated teclinologs as being a bolt-on extra. 1 here

1 14
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have been efforts to strengthen the links in secondary science education through
resource materials such as those published by I lobsons in their series of Sci-
ence Plus: BiolNy P1u, Chemistry Plus and Phy.,i,.5 Plus. Howe\ er the 'Plus'
does not challenge the myth that first there is science and then there is its
application, thus totally ignoring the other direction of-flow in this two-way
street where technology provides science with the phenomena it might invest-
igate together with the social setting in which such issues are salt as being
worthy of research.

Fhe fact remains that technology is the most visible, pervaske and intrus-
k e aspect to scientific development and change. Pupils are daily confronted
with technology in a way they are not confror,ed with science. Salter., Science.
for example, takes as its starting points 'Food', '( :lothing', 'Warmth', 'I )rink'
and 'Buildings'. These topic titles acknowledge that the issues of technology,
its uses and abuses. are far more pressing in pupils' minds than the question
of 'Wh does it happen-:-

Pirect the student teacher to sur%ev SAIlS materials and then to
report back.
I )iscuss the student teacher's report.

1)/s, to,i,r7 potlt

he 1/4,ATIS materials Include the follow nig generic actk Mes:

questionnaires wheie pupils 'mist check to agree/disagree/don't know :
debates as n de plays:
comprehenion exercises:
data analysis exercises;
small group discussions:
sugge.ted experiments.

Ii h lo highlight tlfis point about generic actk ities in pointing to how
the techniques can be adapted to other content material.

8.3 Science And Technology In Society: The SATIS
Materials

Ntitdoir itu,

\ ii shiqdd his Ic ilci lit I \ ii ci f- l i Itci clii pupil nue. ill
I l',t pc
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Irbtriutiorb

'(Illect a set of SA FIS materials for one age group.
Quick] \ ,can the materials to see w hat they contain and ss hat the
tOrmat
Return to work through them systematically. Don't read the
materials. rather, look fcir

patterns in the ways in wIuch they locate science and techno-
logy in a social context.
the different types of pupil acti \ ity that re-occur.

Keep notes as you work. A Chart or table might be useful.
Report back to your mentor.

8.4 Incorporating Historical Material

.1Icrito?'

objcairc Student teachers should be able to construct worksheets that
make use of historical material and to trial them with groups of
pupils.

3-4 hours student teacher preparation
I, hour discussion with lustor teachei

Rli.ki;loutid

There are different approaches to the study of Instorv. In science the most
popular approach is that of 'the great man'. The 'great inan iew of history
is underlined by the nomenclature of units associated with their work. This
particular approach to history is not helpful in science education. Firstly, it
does not accurately model the historical process itself, in which the bit-part
pla ers are .itist as important as the hero of the piece. Secondly, the focus on
biographs gist:\ rise to anecdote, not alw a\ s accuratetrid often misleading.
in terms or how knowledge is ad\ anced. hirdly. the conceptual changes for
ss hich the 'hero' was responsible are actually tris Wind in paing no atten-
tion, or caustically dismissing. ss hat went before. More pressing. from the
point of \ mew t)f" science education, the 'great man' approach can alienate
rather than encourage: I here ss ere so few ho \sere successful, how (an I

possibl\ be like
.Nn alternatise is to lOcus on the explanation of sonic natural phenom-

enon that pupils ha \ e been studying. rhe question of what the pupils think
about that phenomenon should ha \ e lready been raised the\ may be

14t,



Science and People

unclear in their own ideas so it is encouraging for pupils to learn that they
are not alone: other people thought as they do. This then re-directs attention
onto ideas and the evidence that led to those ideas being changed, and some
of the changes of the past are echoed in the pupils of today. Pupils can be
encouraged through knowing that if others have started from the same posi-
tion and moved forwards, so can they.

The key advantage to this approach, from the point of view of constructing
a scheme of work, is that history has a natural place in helping pupils change
their ideas. It does not have to be bolted on. Education in science can be
combined with education about science.

The student teacher will need access to illustrated books that contain
information on the history of science. The ASE in conjunction with the Brit-
ish Society for the History of Science have published a Directory of Resources.
The address is given in Appendix 2 (see p. 211).

Instruc fiOnS

Direct the student teacher to the activity.
Discuss the student teacher's worksheets after he or she has N. isited the
history department.

8.4 Incorporating Historical Material

Student Teacher's Brief

Lip-sers ice has hung been paid to the notion that d complete science
education is one that incorporates some elements of the history of sci-
ence. Hie problem is how to do this and when to do this. A possible
place in a scheme of work is after pupils have explored sonic natural
phenomenon and produced their own ideas as to what is happening and
why. Being familiar with the phenomenon. and puzzled by it. they may
be more interested in the history of how it is that we now think what
we do.

(Thicitive

You should be able to construct worksheets that make use of historical
material and trial them with groups of pupils.

/Willi( (jou\

1)1,,cu.,,,, a suitable topic from the programme of study in your
school with your mentot
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You NA ill need access to books that deal with the history of sci-
ence and are well illustrated. Find out the following:

What did the scientist most associated with this topic think?
How did the scientist come to this opinion?
What was the key evidence?
What did people think about the phenomenon beforehand?
Why did they think that?
(Pupils might be encouraged to recognize elements of their

own ideas in the thoughts of people from the past. Their
ideas can be rendered less naive, and thereby less alienat-
ing to the purpose oflearning science, if they can see they
are not alone)

What was life like at that time in that place?
[low had this phenomenon come to attention and why was

it in need of exploration and explanation?
fiow had your chosen scientist become involved?
What biographical data can you find out about the scientist?

Find pictures related to the scientist's life and times.
Now put together two worksheets. Be imaginatke in your
compilation.

The first sh(mId be on the de\ elopment of the scientific
idea

The second should Co us on the life and times r the sci-
entist.

.:or each of the aboe you \Ail] need to do the follow inv,.
Write out your own text and add illustrations.
It should not be any more than one page of A4.
Write comprehension questions to go with each of the texts

and illustrations.
Nine questions are probably enough.
Structure the question,.
'Hie fit st three questions should ask for information that can

be obtained by copying from the text directly or describing
an illustration.

[he fOurth to sixth questions should require the pupils to
tombine or compare mformation in the text or illustra-
tions.

*Hie last three questions should ask the pupils for their
opinions about issues that are related but not explicitly
111 Ow text.

\ our comprehension worksheets to a lustoi \ teather in theI.

sI 11, . Ask diem for their opinion an(1 ads Re on \ Mir etlOrts.
I nal your 55 orkshects with pupils.
I )istuss the results ss ith our mentoi .

14S
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8.5 Ethical and Moral Issues

.11entor's Brief

ONecrive Student teachers should be able to report on how moral and
ethical issues might be incorporated into a revised scheme of
work.

3 hours for student teacher preparation tasks
hour discussion with drama teacher

Haths,:round

'I'he introduction of moral and ethical issues can be a very motivating feature
of science education for young people. Student teachers need a great deal of
confidence and some help in devising appropriate strategies for such pupil
activities. The debate format is undoubtedly easier to handle than the more
open-ended drama. Both might be best placed at the end of a term and perhaps
towards the end of a student teacher's training period. 'hhis work should be
part of the res ision of a scheme of work that is discussed in section 4.5.

!Th Mit li(n3

I )irect the student tea. tier to this activity as part of the work on
acti it v 4.5.

8.5 Ethical and Moral Issues

Student readie6

Science throws up ethical and moral questions which are of great interest
i

to young people who want to know how they slumld behave and how
other people are likely to behave in given situathins. Science teachers
.I1)id these because they arc rarely, if eer. part of a syllabus lor exam-
ination and teachers themsek es do not have a repertoire of skills for
pro% idmg suitable pupil acti mes.

I 11110 ii I 't

You should be able to i epoi t on how moral and ethital issues might be
incorporated into reised scheme uI work.
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In.Ntructions

The following are SATIS 14-to-In actk ities that involve debate or pub-
lic inquiry. They offer one way of handling moral or ethical issue with
a class:

409 1)arn problems
501 The coal mine project
503 Paying for the National Health
601 The limestone quarry
(0)8 Should we build a fall-out shelter?
1002 Quintonal: an industrial hazard
1003 A big bang.

You should do the following:

..ev.ew the SATIS acti\ ities listed above.
Decide how they \vork.
What are thir mechanisms in terms of pupil activities?
Devise a debate activity that can be included in the scheme of
work for the topic you are re\ king in conjunction with \ our
work in section 4.5
1)iscuss your debate outhne your mentor.

)raina i.an pro\ ide a way of exploring moral and ethical issues with a
class. You should do the following:

1(1

.).scuss with a drama teacher in your school how they go about
structuring pupils actisities for the workshop de\ elopment of a
pla \ Find out the following.

What arc good (>pennig actk
loy. thi, is followed up?
bov, is the de\ elopment of the play organized by the teacher?
low are pupils' roles and the plot line de\ eloped?

1)o the pupils do any writing?
What reciird is kept of the pupils' work?

1 ti



Chapter 9

Progression in Pupils' Ideas

Aims

I ()C this chapte- ,..re to:

make student teachers aware of the concepts that pupils of differing
age and ibi lit hold about some common natural phenomena:
offer studen; teachers an explanation of that dkersity in terms of a
»lothl CI cognitive development:
characterize the main features of the model and the stages of-cognitive
desylopment that the model describes;
intniduce the idea of assessing the cogniti e demand made by science
«tnceptsmd of choosing lesels of concepts to suit pupils of varying
age and abilik;
start student teacher, thinking about sv,k s of encouraging cognitive
grow di in dicir pupils. especially through the use of well-designed
«ignake conflict actkines.

Int roduct ion

l'upds ii make progress through the M:lence curriculum in a number of
5,. s

from one topic to another (from respiration to photosynthesis):
Iii ni 1,11t: Lonte\t to another (from resniration in mammals, through
respiration ni insects. to respiration in plants):
in the (.omples, ity of the concept \ diey deal with (from respiration

gen plus \ugar prcdlices carbon (Iioxide and warnith. to the
elhdar hen n,...tr \ of reTiration).

I hn '. th,iput i ut ernrd ss ith the las; of these. It is based on the idea that
n's ililit to pi tliessIllkirniatRin, their tinnhing ability. de clops slowly

h esperieuice and interaction. and that the information-processing capability
ti particular (hold will \et limits on the complexity of-concepts that the child

a \ iew has serious implications for science education.
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We have operations in the working of our minds, or slays of thinking,
%%Ilia enable us to construct knowledge jean Piaget and his co-w orkers in
Geneva found that these cognitive operations develop progressively and
sequentially. This development is not just a matter of becoming faster or
more full of knowledge: there are qualitative changes in the way that children
process new infiirmation as they develop cognitively. Stages of cognitive
development were identified by Piaget and labelled as sensori-motor, pre-
operational, concrete and formal operational.

In secondary science education we generally require'pupils to use concrete
and formal operations. Concrete operations are mental operations on concrete
variables, that is variables which can be directly perceived, such as length,
weight, colour or shape. Formal operations are concerned with variables that
are derived, second order; such as density, pressure or oxidation number.
Formal operations are needed to use abstract models, such as kinetic theory or
theoretical models of the atom or cell, to make predictions about the effect
of changes in model parameters on the macro properties of materials or organ-
isms. For more detail and examples of science concepts available at each stage
of cognitiv e development, see Towards a Science of Science Teaching (Shayer &
Adey, 1981).

There is some controversy as to whether 'concrete operational and 'formal
operational' may properly be used as descriptions of individual children. Does
concrete operational behas iour in one context signify a general character-
istic of the child. that is will the same child use concrete operations in a dif-
ferent, more familiar, context? In this chapter, a strong Piagetian line is taken
in recognizing that pupils' stages of cognitive development will limit the
responses they can make to a problem. But recognition is also given to the
fact that however intellectually powerful people may be, they cannot solve
a problem unless they have the necessary background knowledge. Both
knowledge and processing ability are necessary for academic achievement.

During their first weeks in school, student teachers need to become aware
of the fact that piipils has e a range of ideas about difkrent natural phenomena.
In activity I. student teachers are directed to explore the ideas individual
pupils hold. The activity involves talking to pupils and recording their views.
It is essentially a data collection activity. The data can then be used for activity
9.2, ill which student teachers are invited to find patterns in the pupils' ideas.
Initially this silting and sorting relies on the student teachers' intuitive cat-
egories. 1.ater in the activity. the student teachers are introduced to descrip-
tions of Piagetian stages and invited to use these to categorize pupils' ideas
collected in 9.1. Activity 9.3 develops student teachers' familiarity with the
Piagetian stages through asking them to apply the descriptions of difkrent
stages to analyse objectis es appropriate to learning science. The analysis can
be extended to Science in the National ( urriculum. Some grasp of progression
in the ley els of the attain-lent targets can be Allies eel from this actis ity.

)ne cif the tenets or the Piagetian model of cognitive des elopment is that
children progress through cognitiv e action. Children need to hay e experiences
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that make them dnnk. Science teachers must therefore find activities for
pupils that require thinking. The choice of actisity and the sequencing of
actkities play an important part in providing pupils with the cognitive con-
flict that aids their cognitive development. Activity 9.4 allows student teachers
to consider how their k",soll planning and schemes of work in science might
accelerate pupils' cognitise development.

Progression and differentiation are the obverse and reverse of the same
coin. Student teachers are directed to consider the implications of different
rates of progression amongst pupils. In any one class there will always be a
spread of pupils' thinking. That spread is obviously greater in mixed per-
formance or unstreamed classes. Teachers need strategies to help pupils at
different stages of progress. In activity 9.5 student teachers are directed to
consider the issue of differentiation.

9.1 Children's Ideas about Natural Phenomena

..11culoi'., Brief

vbje,rive Student teachers should be able to report on the range of pupils'

ideas on selected natural phenomena.

Trim 2 hours to into Slew a range of pupils on different phenomena

I hour discussi(m with mentor

13acINrouud

Student teachers often find it difficult to conic: to terms with the way in which
many pupils seem to IA to understand apparently basic concepts in science.
.1 hey tend to assume understanding has been achieed just because the material
has been carefully explained, a practical has been done, and the pupils have
seemed to attend and nod sagely. This activity is intended to give the student
teacher first-hand experience of die types of c(incepts which children ftirin.

Select Year 8 or 9 pupils Icir the student teacher to nnerview for their
ideas on natural phenomena. (Year 9 is best in a mixed ability school
for producing a suitable range oi different ideas from the pupils. 1)0
not use Year 7 pupils as it is too easy for student teachers to write ft'

their nnsconceptio, 'because they have not been taught it yet'. .10
oid pupils' ideas 'wing rationaliied a, idiosyncratic. do not choose

pupils ss lii are either exceptionalk bright or who ha se seri ws learn-

mg ditliculue.s. Hie student teacher should have the opportunity to
see that some misconceptions are common es en with average pupils.)

1
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DISCLISs v ith the student teacher the topic on w hich they s Ill collect
data. Suggested questions on three topics are in the student teachers'
netes:

The Earth in space
Current electricity
Solutions

Guide the student teacher with the ad% ice that each inters iew should
last about 15 minutes.
Discuss the student teacher's experiences after the interviews.

Discussion points

It is important to impress upon the student teacher that what might appear
at first sight to be a rather shocking level of misconceptions amongst pupils
is in fact not unusual. This is not to say that we should be content with it,
but to highlight a very common phenomenon and so be better prepared to
deal with it.

9.1 Children's Ideas about Natural Phenomena

Student Teaiher's Brit"'

Although you can get some idea of what pupils think about different
science concepts by looking at their written work, the best way to probe
their understanding is by talking to them. Pupils have a range of ideas,
many of w hich can be quite sophisticated in complexity. Many of their
ideas are not the saMe as those of scientists. Teaching science inolves
working with pupils' ideas and helping pupils to change their minds.

Obiectivc

You should be able to report on the range of pupils ideas on selected
natural phenomena.

InAriii HOW;

You must has e a pencil nd paper for the pupil to draw on. You might
find it usetud to tape the interiews. For the electricity topici cell. sonic:
connecting wires and a couple of bulbs would be useful but not essen-
OA. For the work on solutions. a glass of water and sonie salt or sugar
will be handy.

I c 4

Your mentor w ill select some pupils for you to talk with.
'1 hree topics are suggested below. Decide w ith your mentor

b
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hich topic you w ish to imestigate, and interiew all of the
pupils on the :same topic. It you has e plenty of time, you could
then do a second topic.
Below are sonic notes on possible questions for three topic areas.
Read the notes.
Check with the class teachers that you can talk with their pupils.
Tell the pupils that you arc not a,,sessing them, just trying to
find out more about what pupils think.
In eery case, start off with some easy questions, and gradually
probe more deeply, but if the pupil is obviously lost, do not
press for high level answers.
Take your time, and allow the pupil plenty of time to answer,
letting the pupil talk around the topic. Provide the minimum
amount of help needed to move the inters iew on.
Vary your questioning according to the responses the pupils

'makes.
Your aim is to find out as much as possible about what they
think.
Keep a record of pupils' ideas by writing notes as they talk.
Encourage them to make drawings. Collect the drawings and
label them with their names.
Discuss how the inters iews went with your mentor.
Keep your notes for analysis in activity 9.2.

.\:,,tes on possible que.%tions for iii ne topk a red.,

171c Earth in space

What sort of shape do you think the Earth is?
I- lave you heard people say that the Earth is round: Do you think

they mean like a football, or tiat like a disc (record)?
Draw what you think the Earth is like.
)raw sonic people standing on the Earth.

Can you draw another person standing on the other side of the
Earth (in Australia)?

Draw some clouds with rain falling on the people.
Why don't the people fall Off?
What do you think gra\ ity is? Where does it conie from?

Solutioro

What happens if you put .1 little salt in water and stir it: flow does
this happen:

Is the salt still there:
In what wa is the water similar or different from how it was to

start w

J
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In w hat w ays is the salt similar or different to how it w as before%
Does the solution V% eigh more, less, or the same as the w ater before

the salt w as added%
If I went on adding more and more salt, what would happen%
What would happen to the weight of the water%
If I did it in a measuring cylinder, would the level of water rise:

Probe for sonic sort of explanation in terms of 'particles' of salt and
particles of water. If appropriate, seek deeper understanding in terms
of sodium and chloride ions.

Current electricity

Can you nuke this bulb light, using this battery and wires? (in
practice or as a drawing)

What makes the bulb light:
Where does the electricity come from?
What happens to the electric current when it goes through the bulb?
Show mc how it travels from the battery to the bulb. Put arrows

on the wires in your drawing to show the direction it flows.

At this point you may need to make some corrections to ensure that
they have a complete circuit.

Is there the same amount of current all around the circuit, or is there
less in sonic places than others% Why is this: How could you test
this?

If all of this has been easy, draw or make circuit like this:

/ (7,r, I ,1,! t,,e( /Cal :;,;'1,1/,:(' /Or (.,) Vt-th

s ti
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Ask questions about current in each part. about energy transfer in the
bulbs or about what happens if you unscrew each bulb in turn.

More probing questions include:

If the same current returns to the battery as leaves it. what is trans-
ferred from the battery to the bulbs? How?

9.2a Patterns in Children's Ideas about Natural Phenomena

.11entor's Biiet

Objective Student teachers should be able to examine children's ideas to
see if there is patterning and consistency.

2 hours for the student teacher to interpret their data, read the
notes, make comparisons and writc a brief report
'1, hour discussion w ith mentor

Questions like those in actisity 9.1 have been asked of pupils by researchers
in many schools (see Driser. et al, 1994). Student teachers need to be aware
that the misconceptions resealed in the interviews are not peculiar to your
school or to this particular group of pupils. Since they are widespread it is
likely that they are systematic. Key determining factors arise from the com-
plexity of the concepts and from the limitations in pupils' abilities to process
such concepts. Later activities in this chapter will explore ways of describing
this complexity and suggest what might be done to mcrease pupils' processing

Inqruction.,

Direct the student teacher to the actisity which ins olves sifting and
sorting the data obtained from activity 9.1. ;Note that the categories

in the table for different age cohorts are taken from research findings.
The percentages in the table were taken from stirs ey data collected on
the distribution of Piagetian stages of cognitive processing.)
I)iscuss the student teacher's report.

1 )1 1101111.,

Student teachers should get a feeling for the way in which pupils ideas
arc not random but are systematic. The fact that they are systematic
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means that it is possible for teachers to find ways of helping pupils
change their minds given the constraints of the stage of cognitise pro-
cessing of the pupils.
Experimental error is a problem with small samples of pupils espe-
cially if the sample itself is not representative of the distribution of
Piagetian stages across a same-age cohort.

9.2a Patterns in Children's Ideas about Natural
Phenomena

Student 'readier's 13riq

Ohjective

You should be able to examine children, ideas to see if there is patterning
and consistency.

110 lialtql.5

Complete these first two steps before you read 'further instructions below:

Sift and sort the pupils' responses to your interviews in ac-
tis ity I with a view to finding regularity and patterns in their
ideas.

Group ideas that are similar together. In what ways are they
similar%

-I-ry to write out a characterization for each of the groups.
Now study the table below on patterning in children's ideas
about natural phenomena.
Compare your grouping with those in the table in the notes
below.
Look at the expected percentages across groups as displayed in
the table.
Review the frequencies in the patterns in your pupils responses.
Write up your fmdings.
Piscuss your report with your mentor.

Note, oil pattern; in children's idea.,

Below are sonic percentages. clerked by Interpol ,tion from sur cv data
on children's stages of cognithe des elopment. for what one might expect
of pupils at ditIerent ages who gise different responses to interviews in
the three topin areas of actis ity

cS
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rab'e g i Theory gene,ated expectd percentages of pupas wth different
responses to three top,c areas

approvmate % of
cupus at three ages
giving that answe,
type

Answer tvoe 9+ 17+ 13+

The Earth in space
The Earth is flat like a disc An absolute idea of down

People live inside spherical Earth or on a flat surface
of a hemisphere 10 5

People live all over the surface of the Earth, but
drawing shows them an the same way up relative
to the page 40 30 35

People on surface of Earth. feet all towards me centre
Idea of 'down' relative to surface or centre of Earth 45 55 60

Current electricity
Only one w.re needed 10 5

Two w:res, current comes down both from cell to bulb 40 30 25

Current circulates, gets less as it goes around 45 55 60

Current remains constant 5 10 15

Solutions
Salt 'disappears', water gets no heavier 10 5

Sa't mixes with water, which gets heavier, but no
change in volume Salt is sti'l there but may not be
recoverable 40 30 25

The process is reversible, salt and water can Pe
recovered 45 55 60

Some sort of explanation in terms of particles of salt
and particles of waler mixing 5 10 15

( Mit't

Trott.

9.2b Stages in Cognitive Progression

Alentor's

Student teachers should be able to use their knowledge of
Piagetian stages of cognitise progression to categorize pupils'
ideas on natural phenomena.

2 hours for the student teacher to read the notes, interpret the
data and write a brief report
'/, hour discussion with mentor

liatkrourid

Piag,etian stage theor pros ides sclera(' teadiers Y. ith an explanation tOr
the differences in performance hy pupils, both as the pupils get older, in pro-
gression, and comparing pupils of the same age in differentiated pertOrmances.

It theretOre has the potential to 1)105 ide guidance on the selection ()I pupil
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activities and the grading of tasks in sequences of increasing demand. This
is also valuable for interpreting Science in the National Curriculum and
translating curriculum documents into graded schemes of work.

Instructions

Direct the student teacher to the reading, interpretation and report
writing activity.
Supplementary reading is Shayer. M. and Adey, P.. (1981).
Discuss the written report with the student teacher.

Discussion points

The Piagetian model helps to reduce the complexity of the topic
dependc:ce of pupils' ideas. Teachers can apply the same sequence of
stages in progression when planning for progression and differentia
tion in all topic areas.
Teachers can plan for progression and differentiation within any topic
area ON en sufficient knowledge of the pupil population and the cog-
nitive demand of the topic.
Using research into children's ideas, the match between curriculum
and performance can be improved. Curriculum development can be
inure systematic.

9.2b Stages in Cognitive Progression

Snident Teacher's Brief

()bjectire

You snould be able to use their knowledge of Piagetian stages of cog-
nitive progression to categorize pupils ideas on natural phenomena.

Ins(ructions

Read through the notes on cognitive progression below.
Use the specimen analysis below to interpret the patterns you
fmnd in activity 9.2a.
Write a brief report on your interpretation.
I )iscuss the report with your mentor.

Note, on ,hNe., iii to.y:tijijrc ploveswn

Tlw answers which pupils gave in your inter\ ie in actis ity 9.1 are a

product of:
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s hat they have been taught. and:
what sense they have made of their lessons and do make of Vont

questions.

The sense pupils make of things depends on their ability to process
information. and this is a function both of what they know already. and

of their thinking skills. The development of their thinking skills takes

place through a series of 'stages each building on the former but being
qualitatively different from it.

The main stages of cognitive development described by the Swiss

psychologist _lean Piaget are Sensori-motor. Preoperational. Concrete
operational, and Formal operational. The great majority of pupils in

secondary schools will have reached the concrete or formal stages. What
follows is a general account of the different thinking characteristic of
the stages.

P1 e-opeiationa1 (11
Pre-operational pupils otTer inconsistent observations. They tend to treat
each observation separately and do not group objects consistently in

classes but instead change the class of an object according to the imme-
diate circumstances. Their so-called egocentric thought leaves them un-
able to see things from another's point of view or to generalize. There
IS a tendency to impute will into inanimate objects. The pre-operational
thinker does not conserve any quantities, i.e., they may report that

olume, mass, or length has e changed when an object is moved or
deformed.

I?atly (mock. operations (2.41
At the early concrete stage, children can mentally place objects or obser-
s ations into groups. They can perceise and use simple two-variable
causal relationships in linguistic form: 'When this goes up, that goes
down, so this causes that'. Early concrete thinkers can order a series of
objects. has e a Sense of number and therefore can make some sense of
measurement. Early concrete thinkers are at the threshold of what is ;

required by a scientific approach to the world. Their ability to conserve 1

some quantities through transformations and their increasing skill in !

measurement opens up a world of empirical work.

Alanirc ionciete operations (2131
Mature concrete operators can mentally model crossed categories. For
instance, w ith floating and sinknig objects tImes can see that there are
light sinKers and heas y floaters as well as heas y sinkers and light floaters.
Howes er. they cannot pros ide any ,:xplanation for such obsers atnms
w Inch requires imagined or abstract concepts (such as density). Reasoning
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is reversible: if acids nuke litmus go red, then anything which makes
litmus go red is an acid. Despite the fact that they conserve mass, they
have difficulty with displaced volume: they will not equate the rise in
volume of a liquid to the olume of a solid which sinks into it. Because
the mature concrete operator cannot imagine all of the possible variables
in a situation, they will not be able to design an efficient experiment in
which all variables arc well controlled. Mature concrete operators will
be able to follow detailed step-by-step instructions for some practical
activity, but may ha:e no overview of what it is all about.

Early formal operations (3A)
Formal operations are mental operations on imagined entities. The for-
mal operational pupil is able to hold a number of variables in mind at
once and see how they may be related to one another. Early formal
operations offer the beginning of explanatory thinking, so particle models
of matter can be used and the theoretical concept of density, if offered,
can be used as an explanation for floating and sinking.

Mature.fi)rmal operations (313)
Flexible and fluent use of theoretical models and the ability to generate
hypotheses and design experiments to test them is the hall mark of the
professional scientist. They are also characteristics of the mature' formal
operational thinker.

A specimen analysis of children's ideas by Piagetian stage

Tabirs oossiOle Piagetian analysis of pupils. 'Peas on three topic areas

Smite The Earn,. soace Current Electrici4 Solutions

, 1 Earth is flat iA,e a disc Only one wire needed Salt 'disappears
an alitiOlute (le.9 of CloVvn water gets no

heavier
24 ln.,e all over me Iwo wires, currnt comes Salt mixes with

surface of the Earth down both from cel: to water which gets
drawngs show them ail hug.) heavier, but no
sari e Ady up change in volume

salt Ls still there.
but may not be
recoverable

2t,t People or surraco Of pie Current urcutates gots Th e. process is
Earth feet all towards centre less as it tiOt-s aloold revers.ble

salt and water can
he recoveredi st,,i.1 I rpinilldt,01, ri

toms of part.,,,,,ur
salt and water
wising

.1. a ()
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9.3 Analysing for Cognitive Demand

A lentor's Brief"

ONeaive Student teachers should be able to use their knowledge of pro-
gression in cognitive processing to analyse the level of cognitive
demand in lessons and in Science in the National Curriculum.

lime 6 hours for the student teacher in readingmalysis and report
writing
I how discussion with mentor

Backs; toimd

There are two acti s ities in this section. In the first the student teacher analyses
the plan of a lesson already taught so as to determine what cognitive demand
it made. The second actis ity involves scrutinizing the national curriculum tOr
progression in cognitis e demand.

In discussing these actis ities with the student teacher, it would be useful
to have ay ailable either or both of l'owards a Science of Science Teachiv (TSST)
or the Think* Science INSET pack. TSST has a 'Curriculum Analysis Tax-
onomy' which offers a comprehensis e, if rather complex, method of analysing
objectis es for les el of demand. and the INSET pack includes a complete
analysis of the MI science national curriculum (ev en though this has been
superseded, the principle of curriculum analysis remains unchanged).

iny(riu tionS

Direct the student teacher to the activ it v.
Discuss the student teacher's written reports.

Dim lo:.ion poitit.

At this stage of the student teacher's des elopment it is enough for these
activ ities to he used to point to what many experienced science teachers
know tacitly and intuitiselv.

Description is easier than explanation.
Pupils des clop measuring skills alongside their conceptualization of

ariables.
Numerical ,ind correlational ss ork ale easier tOr pupils if they are n,u-
unwed and ev en ritualized, e.g.. calculating strengths of solutions;
ratios ()f 1:1 hybrid,,, and currents in circuits by substitution in untran-
sposed equati(

16.i
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These observations can be accounted for using Piagetian stages of develop-
ment in pupds thinking. For example. algebraic work will only make sense
to formal operational thinkers. Number work is within the potential skills of
late concrete thinkers. Description is easier than explanation because it makes
lower conceptual demands. Generally what one thinks depends upon how one
thinks.

9.3a Analysing Lessons

Student 7.eadier's Brief

Tasks which demand formal operational thinking will be difficult for
many pupils in Years 7-11 not just because of language demands (see
Chapter 6) or unfamiliarity, but because they require a higher level of
thinking than the learners have available. You can use this idea in lesson
planning, both to ensure that thinking demands are realistic for a par-
ticular class, and also to provide differentiation within a lesson for pupils
of ditTerent abilities.

Objectire

You should be able to use your knowledge of progression in the devel-
opment of pupils' thinking to analyse lessons for cognitive difficulty.

In.structions

Res iew ideas on curriculum analysis by reading Shayer and Adey,
(1)81).
Look at a lesson plan you have written for a Year or 10 class
Chapters 8 and 9.
Consider in detail the specific learning objectis es and the par-
ticular learning experiences of the lesson.

What concepts do you want pupils to des clop?
What sort of mental construction do you expect theni to

undertake?
low will the learning experiences help them to construct
the target concepts?

What les el of processing will pupils require for each part of
the lesson: early or late concrete, or formal operations.

Write a brief report on your analysis.
Discuss your report with your mentor.
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9.3b Cognitive Demand in Science in the National
Curriculum

,titudent leacher's Brief

(

You should be able to use your knowledge of progression in the devel-
,,pment of pupils' thinking to analyse Science in the National Curriculum
t'or cognitive ditficulty.

hi Milt ItOns

Select an attainment target in Science in the National Curricu-
lum dealing with a subject with which you are familiar.
Starting at the first level of de% elopment and working through
to le el 10. try to estimate the level of thinking (from pre-opera-
tional through to late formal operations) that each makes.
At which level of deelopmem do you estimate formal opera-
tional thinking to be required?
Write a brief report on your findings.
Piskuss your report with your mentor.

9.4 Promoting Cognitive Development

MO.

)1,1,,(0<' Student teachers should be able to devise pupil activities that
might pronuite cognitive development

1 PM

I( h orind

3 hours for the student teacher to de% ise, teach, ev.111.1ate and
report
'I. hour tOr discusqc-i with mentor

MuLli it st mice teaching is not mally concerned with instruction: providing
pupils w ith knowledge, cognitive and mampulathe skills. 'Hie effectiveness

msti m non is limited by pupils' ability to process information. We know

16.5
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now that it Is also possible to . ork directly on this processing ability, to
improve the use that pupils make of the instruction they receie. Fhis is
known as intervention, because it intervenes in pupils' 'natural' progress in
cognitive de elopment and raises their levels of thinking. One of the key
elements in this method is cognitive conflict the setting of problems which
cause pupils to stretch their thinking powers. (For more detail of the methods
and results, see Adey and Shayer, 1994: Adey, Shayer and Yates, 1989). Al-
though you cannot be expected to go into much detail of cognitive accelera-
tion with student teachers, they should at least bc aware of its existence and
potential, and have met the idea of cognitive conflict.

Direct the student teacher to the reading on cognitive conflict.
1)iscuss the reading and direct the student teacher to devise an activity
which provides pupils with conflict. This should be worked into a
lesson plan.
Arrange to team-teach as a participant observer with the student teacher,
teaching to their lesson plan.
Debrief the student teacher and suggest future follow up work of a
similar nature.

Maintaining cognitive conflict is challenging, but not impossibly dif-
ficult Ind is a professional skill which may take years to develop.
Doing it for pupils of a wide range of abilities is even more difficult,
but it is possible.

9.4 Promoting Cognitive Development

Student Teacher's Brief

(Thjotive

You slumld be able to deise pupil actkities that might promote cogni-
tive des elopment.

blq1114.6011.%

Read the notes on cognitive cttnflict below.
Discuss tlie notes with y, iur mentor.
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Devise an activity (or a number of activities) in your own sci-
ence subject which will generate cognitive coDflict. Incorporate
these into lesson plans for lessons you will b. teaching in the
near future.
Discuss your lesson plans with other science teachers and with
your mentor.
Revise the lesson plans in the light of their comments.
Team-teach the activity with your mentor.
Evaluate the pupil activity as you proceed.

How do the pupils react?
Do you find this kind of teaching hard w ork?
Do they find it hard work?
How will you modify the activity for future use?

)e-brief your mentor.

Note: on (0.i:nitive ion/qui

One of the elements of successful cognitive stimulazion is called cog-
nitis e conflict. Fhis means presenting pupils with an experience which
they find surprising, or difficult to understand, which does not fit with
their previous understanding and which demands a different way of
thinking. Here is an outline of one example:

A teacher takes his class through an activity on rates of reaction, in
which the same amount of marble chips is added to a series of test tubes
each containing the same volume of hydrochloric acid of the same con-
centration. Each test tube is at a different temperature and the time taken
for the marble chips to dissolve is measured. From this a concrete. two-
variable, relationship is established: the higher the temperature the fitster
the reaction. The teacher asks the pupils to predict how long the reaction
would take at other temperatures. which have not been tried, and thus
establishes that the relationship can be used to make predictions.

Now he introduces a new experiment, measuring the rate of pro-
duction of carbon dioxide as yeast ferments. Again a range of tempera-
tures is tried, from just below room temperature to about WC. Again
it is shown that at higher temperatures the reaction is faster. Again
predictions are asked fiir: what will the rate be like at 40"C and at 50°C%
This time pupils arc asked to test their predictions and of course the
predictions fail! The simple model they have been using does not work,
and they are forced to re-assess the relationship and seek an explanation
for the new result.

Note that the pupils have been carefully prepared. they know what
the experiment is about. they hay e been led to expect that they can
predict what will happen. Their conffision does not arise because of the
difficulty of the concepts. nor because of language difficulties.
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9.5 Differentiation

A I entor's Brief

Ob jective Student teachers should be able to plan, organize and manage
differentiated activities for pupils.

ttle 6 to 8 hours for the student teacher to plan, organize, teach and
e aluate
2 hours for the mentor to discuss, obsere and debrief

Background

Student teachers should now have some grasp of a theoretical model which
provides some explanation for the notion of 'difficulty', and thereby progres-
sion. There are two traps for the unwary: one is over-estimation and the other
under-estimation of pupils' capabilities.

The first is to expect pupils to construct high level abstract models such
as density, digestion, or chemical bonding from one or two practical activities
and sets of observations. Even with able pupils this is unrealistic since the
de elopment of such abstract models requires considerable discussion and
testing, by the learners, of their ideas in a variety of contexts.

The second trap is to pitch the whole lesson at the level of early or mid-
concrete operations: providing, for instance, step-by-step instructions for
practical with no call on explanations for observations: comprehension 'exer-
cises which simply require the transliteration of certain terms or phrases: or
cut-out-and-paste activities where a clear pattern is given to be followed. This
is the more insidious trap, since pupils rapidly let you know when you are
making unreasonable demands on their ability, whereas it is easy for teacher
and pupils to enter into an unspoken conspiracy in which teacher makes no
great demands, and pupils are quietly engaged in busy-wc-k which has cry
little educational value.

hi.,trut (ions

I )irect the student teacher to the actkity.
Discuss the student teacher's plans.
Team-teach the planned lessons.
Debrief the student teacher after the lesson and set targets for future
work.

I )1s( ,3 ql
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A distinction needs to he made between giving faster pupils more Of
the same sort of work (which is not very nuitiating) and gi. ing them
more challenging work.

U
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One approach is to hae a common core staiting point follow ed
tss o sorts of extra \\ ork. You could discuss other models that you
have tried, but remember to distinguish between models Which pro-
s ide extra work for faster pupils, and models which provide work
with different levels of demand for pupils at different stages of des ek
opulent of their thinking capabilities.

9.5 Differentiation

Student Teacher's Brief

Objective

You should be able to plan. organize and manage differentiated activities
for pupils.

InstructUnb

Choose a topic which you will be teaching within the next week
or two. It will probably be best to use Yer 9 or 10 if the classes
are mixed ability.
Use the figure below to help you to visualize different activities
for pupik, at different stages of progression, in terms of different
actis ides and actions.

St Tru'Js
Idemonstrabon
espeoment, otc

\t co,relating transforming Late concrete

rowelling Forma,

measi.lring

d'awing

[abelling

.abulatmg

readng

vcobulan,
work

pattern 1ng Early concrete

describing P-e operat,ona

sentence
Non readersconstruction

progress though lesson or tonic

),( 1:` t 5 t".1,10

Within the topic you plan to teach, identify a set of object!' es
which make a range of les els of cognitie demand from early
concrete to formal operational.

%.1
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JTH

Now outline how you w ould arrange the learning actmties so
that pupils of different ability could all attain the highest leel
objective of which they were capable
(Possible approaches include providing different worksheets for
different pupils; having extra worksheets on hand for those who
cope easily with the lower level objectives; and arranging the
activity so that less able pupils, who are generally slower, have
enough to do at the concrete level while the more able quickly
attain the concrete objectives arid find themselves with more
demanding work.)
Discuss your plans with your mentor.
Team-teach the lesson using the differentiated activities for
extension work.
Evaluate the success of the task and plan for future similar activ-
ities.
Discuss your o aluation-with your mentor.



Chapter 10

Assessment

Aims

Assessment is a big issue in both the daily life of the school and the way
schools and schooling are perceived by the outside world. With slich a big
topic it has been necessary to be very selective with what has been included
here. Choices of activity have been made so that student teachers can begin
to operate effectively within the constraints of the system, and with sonic pur-
pose to their choice of pupil activities. Tile aims of the chapter are therefore
to help student teachers to:

operate the procedures within the assessment systems of the school
focus their work within the parameters that are set by school policies
on assessment
gain experience. knowledge and skills in assessment
reflect on the effectke Use of information obtained from assessment.

Introduction

In this chapter, assessment means any meihod. whether formal or informal.
tOr obtaining information about pupil performance. ihe emphasis is on assess-
ing performance in science. There is no attempt to deal with cross-curricular
assessment, the assessment of generic skills and abilitiesind the assessment
o attitudes and general ability. These are important but Are beyond what
a new I), -qualified teacher needs to know.

Thk chapter rests upon three basic reasons. of Narving locations, for
assessment.

Inteinall in the classroom: it is impossible to teach etlecti%el
out know mug what pupils know, understand and can do.
l-xternallv in the community: employers and others make use of the
results of assessment, and so teachers ha e a duty to ensure that their

do as w ell they can in these assessments.

171
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Within the school. school s stems require that pupils be assessed for in-
ternal record keeping, remedial action, differentiation and progression.

These three reasons encompass the four main purposes of assessment which
are given in the report of the Task Group on Assessment and Testing: that is.
formative, diagnostic, summative and es aluative. This chapter embraces the
first three of these by dealing with four main areas of work in assessment:

Factual i:.sues the procedures which base to be followed, either
statutorily or by local decision.
Methods of assessment the ways of getting information about pupil
attainment.
Pupil involvement assessment to help pupils to learn.
The theory of assessment how do we ensure assessment is valid and
reliable

The theory of assessment. mainly some simple issues of validity and reliability,
are integrated into the work of the fir'st three areas. Whilst in practice all the
areas interact with each other, for simplicity and manageability they are dealt
with separately here.

The main rationale for the order in which student teacher activities are
presented is that of student need. It is felt that students will need to know the
procedures they has e to follow before des eloping a repertoire of methods of
assessment and of the ways to invoke pupils. The initial concerns are mainly
factual and deal with local and national rules, regulations and procedures for
assessing pupils. They cos er the framework in ss hich teachers operate. The
on-going assessment of pupils is a part of normal teaching. They belong
together in practice but JR' separated out for cons emence of cos erage in
mentoring. Planning assessment should alwas take place with a clear idea of
how the information which is needed will be obtained and how it will be
used.

Actis ity 10.1 introduces homework, markmg and record keeping as
procedural issues within the school's assessment system. Actis its: 10.2 turns
to external examinations which permeate the classroom through continual
assessment and !nodular tests. The so called 'backwash effect'. down front the
examinations of Year 11 to more Junior ye.lts, is important in ,11,111111g class-
room practice. The planning of teacher assessment olknowledge and cognitise
skills is the ti ,eus for activits 10.3,

lkThaps the most elfe, us e learners He those SS ho tie ',dr-as\ arc. for the\
know ss here thus are gouts!, And how fir the s has e set to ti as el. I cachers (an

help pupils 1.)ecome more self-aware of their progress in learning. A simple

technique is to organize densities ss here pupils share their expectations of
the questions the\ nught be asked in an assessment. A(tis itv 10.4 is intended
to pros ide student teat hers ss ith the oppoi tunits to expel uncut ss ith such

1-2
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techniques What is true of pupils is also true for teachers Student teachers
ho are self-ass are can improve their teaching Assessment data can be used

to pros ide student teachers sk ith feedback on their teaching, and this is the
intention of activity 10.5.

Assessing investigations is a part of the on-going assessment of pupils. It
has given rise to considerable concern on the part of teachers. Many of the
issues arise out of adopting particular viewpoints on planning. organizing and
managing investigations. Therefore this work is to be found in Chapter 5 on
investigations. It is a more useful location in this book because it enables
student teachers to deal with investigations in one sweep.

Question and answer routines which form the chief activity for assess-
ing pupils' progress ephemerally, and for providing pupils with feedback, are
dealt with in Chapter 6.

10.1 Homework/marking/recording

.1/entor's Biltf

()/lec tire:

'I 'um.

blAtilt (IOW

To ensure that student teachers know the procedures for assess-
ing pupils in the school as part of normal teaching activities.
To familiarize student teachrs with school and departmental
documentation.

2 to 3 hours for student teachers reading documents and noting
pt tints

I hour discussion with mentor

Collect together t he lolloss ing documents to hand to the student
teacher:

stall handbook and departmental handbook
school and department assessment ptdicies
copies of an reles ant documentation which is gis en to parents

andlr pupils. e.g.. homes\ ork notebooks and timetables
examples of work done by pupils which has been marked
evimples of a teacher's iecord book
a copy (It the department's schLme of work
a copy of Science in the National Curriculum
copies of end-of-unit tests and associated mark schemes
(.opies of the student materials in tlus aim its
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The student teacher's activity briefs indicate information he or she
should extract from the documents. This might he best done as foUr
separate sweeps for the information required in 10.1a, b, c and d
separately.
Familiarity with he documents can be increased in this way.
I)iscuss with the student teacher his or her findings and questions.

INSCUSSiiin pOnitS

When discussing the answers to the questions the following should be made
clear:

What the school policy and procedures are
What the departmental policy and procedures are
Where the student has choice of action.

10.1a Homework

Studera Tcacher' 13rny.

Hie aim of this actk itv is to help you find out %:hat the school\ honw-
work procedure, are \\ tilt iii its Issessillent Systern.

174

Collect the mater ials for this acti itv from your mentor.
Make a first search through the documents to tind out as much
a, you can about the following:

the timetables for setting and handing in homework
the time pupils are expected to ,pend on lownework
any srcial arrangements that exist e.g., homework club,
homework mitebool,, in which pupil, record what they liae

to do
the in% olvement of parents, e.g., signing. or making com-

ments in, the notebook
procedure, for late or none handing ln of homework
the handling ofparental complaint., e.u. mit enough, or too

much homework
Write down things that ririle you or y(11 are n(1t clear about.
I )iscus,, them: point, with your nientir.
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10.1b Marking Books

Student Tt'adier's Brief

The aim of this activity is for you to familiarize yourself with the school's
marking procedures.

Make a second pass through the documents gi en to you to find
out as much as you can about the following:

are 'rough' books and 'best' books used by the pupils?
do pupils use textbooks? Do pupils have one of their own ?
can pupils take a book homer
what is the departmental and/or school policy about marks,

grades, le% els, etc.?
try to see examples of nurking done by other teachers.
what is the frequency of marking?
what are the arrangements for collecting and handing back

work clime by pupils?
w hat feedback sluiuld be gi% en to pupils? What should you

do about unsatisfactory work, copying, etc.?
I alk to teachers in other subjects As well as in science about what
they do.
Note (low n \ questions and uncertainties von ha% e.
)iscuss these 'Points with your mentor.

10.1c Recording

Student Traii,)'. MU"

[he IM of thh mit\ it% is to familianie ourself w ith the departmental
record-keeping procedures and systems.

Hon,

l'rom the materials gken to you search through them !Or a third
tune to find out the follow mg:

how is a te.0 hers' record book used?

1
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what use is made of portfolios and other methods of retaining
samples of work? This links with activity 10.2 which deals
with the key stage 3 tests and the GCSE.

does the school use a system of profiles and/or records of
achievement?

how does this operate? The amount of work done on this
will depend on the emphasis which the school gives to
these.

Note down points that need clarification.
Discuss \your points with your mentor.

10.1d End-of-unit Tests

Student 'Teacher's Brief

In this actis ity the aim is to find out the procedures for dealing with
marks that are compiled from end-of-unit tests.

hIStrliCtIONS

Search the documents for the last time to find answers to the
following:

what are the general arrangements for these tests?
(End of unit tests are distinguished from GCSE end-of-
module tests if the school is following a modular syllabus.)

where are the tests and marking schemes stored?
what is the s stem for gaining access to them?
how are the results used. for example to provide feedback to

pupils or to be stored for Key Stage 3 summatise purposes?
Note down things that puzzle you.
Discuss the points you don't understand with vt,ur mentor.

10.2 External Examinations

)1311 ,nr, I o ensure the student teacher knows the procedures for assess-
ing pupils at the end of Key Stage 3 and KO Stag(' 4 and IN

"A
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familiar with any other formal assessments, such as A-level and
GNVQ, which may take place in the school.

Time 2 to 3 hours for student teachers reading documents and noting
points
I hour discussion with mentor

BackQround

Where external examinations are concerned, the requirements of student
teachers will depend on what classes they are teaching. While only some
schools are involved with GNVQs and/or A-levels and AS-levels, all second-
ary schools are involved in statutory assessments for Key Stages 3 and 4. For
this reason this activity concentrates on the Key Stage 3 tests and the GCSE,
however the issues covered should be extended to any other formal examina-
tions with which the school may be involved.

Both the Key Stage 3 assessment arrangements and the GCSE involve a
formal written examination and teacher assessment of pupils. This activity
concentrates on the procedures which ha% e to be followed in relation to both
of these.

Collect together the following documents for the student teacher to
review:

copies of relevant statutory instruments. circulars and the latest
information about the Key Stage 3 tests

examples of previous Key Stage 3 tests
copies of the regulations and syllabus(es) for the GCSE Board(s)

used by the school
copies of past examination papers
a copy of the department's scheme of work
a copy of Science in the National Curriculum.

A gouil way of co% ermg the procedures which has e to be followed for the
external examinations is b discussion with the head of department. While
there are similarities between the procedures for Key Stage 3 and Isey Stage
4. the ditThrences are such that it might be best to deal with the tw o key stages
separatuls .

I he students should has e sk to all the man:mils mentioned Mos(' Anti

should lue their oss ti «In, of the depal tment's scheme ot ork and St. wine
in the National Cuirkulum. BetOre any discussion takes place it is helpful for
the students to be familiar ss ith the iontents of the Mos e materials. I o guide
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them in their reading they can be given the list of issues which will be
discussed under the two headings shown below.

Discussion points

Discussion and clarification of the above issues are important. At the same
time the structure of science in the National Curriculum should be made clear
and related to the scheme of work of the department, particularly if this has
not b-en done elsewhere. As discussion takes place it is inevitable that other
important matters will emerge such as the reasons behind the choice of a
particular GCSE syllabus, the teaching of 'integrated' science or of separate-
subject science.

10.2a Key Stage 3

Student Teacher's Brief

.1he assessment arrangements for Key Stage 3 are governed by Statutory
Orders which are issued each year. The arrangements may, therefore,
change from one year to the next.

The li)llowing are currently the main issues which should be clarified.

In.tni, (loft)

Read the documents you have been gi en and find out as much
as you can about the following:

the arr,mgements for writing and issuing tcst papers and
mark schemes

the arrangement of the written papers
decisions about entering pupils for the most appropriate

tier(s)
arrangements for pupils with special needs
absence from sonic: or all of the tests
!lurking and recording
teacher assessment needed in all attainment targets
the methods of doing teacher assessment ale del Ided by the

s(hool
arrangements for arrk mg at common standards
making decisions about a foul he% ci
sepArate i ept,i tmg of tcaillet .t.)sessment .ind test reu.ults

Again note down things that do not make sense to You.
I )iscuss our points with %our nientor.

I 0,
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10.2b Key Stage 4 (GCSE)

Student Teachcr's Brig.

The GCSE is the means of assessing pupil performance at the end of key
stage 4, and the detailed arrangements are determined by the relev ant
Examination Board. Some of the issues are the same as for key stage 3.
The major differences arc as follows and should be discussed.

There can be a single subject, a double subject or Biology.
Chemistry and Physics taken together. The relevant syllabuses
are issued by the Board, and the school will have made decisions
about what is available to the pupils.
Examination papers are marked by an external examiner.
Teacher assessment is needed only in Attainment Target 1.
The Board will hav e issued guidelines for doing teacher
assessment.
The Board will hay e made arrangements for arriv ing at common
standards.

Fhrough this actis ity you should become more familiar with GCS F.

procedures.

/lb fl lit (IOUS

Read the documents you have been given and find out as much
as you can about the following:

syllabuses which are available
writing and marking of examination papers
what teacher assessment is needed
guidelines for doing teacher assessment
arrangements for arriving at common standards.

Writc down points that need clarification.
I >iscuss these points with your mentor.

10.3 Teacher Assessment of Knowledge and Understanding

( Pile, rive, Student teachers should be able to plan the assessment of
pupils in relation to their knowledge and understanding of
science.

1. o o
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Student teachers' should be able to carry out the assessment
of pupils in relation to their knowledge and understanding
of science.

The activity extends over several weeks and forms d major part
of the teaching and observation activities of the student
V4 hour discussions with the mentor on assessment proposals
and evaluations throughout teaching practice

Background

Student teachers will need to know how the on-going assessment of pupils
can be used to help pupils progress (formative purposes). and also how the
assessment contributes to the decisions made about the pupils at the end of
each key stage (summative purposes). This will involve knowing what infor-
mation is needed and how it can best be obtained.

The student teacher should plan one or more lessons taking particular
care to identify the learning outcomes expected of the pupils and to make clear
how the achieement of these outcomes will be checked (see Chapter 4 also).
A good way to start this is to be involved in the planning of a lesson which
will be taught bv another teacher, and then to observe the lesson or do some
team-teaching concentrating on the assessment opportunities and the informa-
tion obtained from the assessments. As confidence and expertise grow, stu-
dent teachers can plan for assessment in their own lessons.

One format for a plan is gis en in the student's sheet, others arc gis en in
Teacher Assessment in Practice (SEAC. 1)9.2). Any system which enables the
student to concentrate on ways of getting specific information about pupil
attanunent can be used.

in.struttion

Collect the following documents to hand to the student teacher:
a copy of the department's scheme of work

cop of the National ( 'urriculum in Science
a copy of Teaclic, ..1se.,.sment in Practice (SLAC. 19)2)
copies of end-of-unit tests .md associated mark schemes
copies of the student materials HI this ,Ictis itv

I )irect (he student teacher to read the student teacher activity.
)iscuss (he student teachem 's planned assessment.

Res iew the use of the assessment with the student te.u-her.
lt is unlikely that any one lesson will pros ide opportunities to use a

ide range of assessment methods, and so this planning exercise should
be repeated with other lessons w Inch offer other opportunities.

1So
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rhere should be opportunities to discuss the planning task w ith the student
u.. _her. The following are some of the points which should be covered:

In which Year are the pupils?
What attainment targets are covered?
Does the plan indicate that a variety of teaching methods will be used?
What range of levels is being covered? Is the range appropriate for the
pupils?

Level 4 average 11-year-old
Level 5 average 13-year-old
Le el 6 average 15-Year-old

A common n.stake is to try to cover too wide a range of levels in one
lesson.
What image of investigations is in mind?
Are the SoAs covered as part of an investigation or are they being

covered in a 'piecemeal way?
Is it clear how the assessments will be made?
Will the assessments get information about individuals (e.g., by mark-
ing the work ofindi iduals) or about the class as a whole (e.g.. by whole-
class questioning)?
Is the proposed method of assessment (column 3) appropriate for get-
ting the information in column 2? (This is about validity)
Should teachers do a lesson-planning sheet for each of their lessons?
Where does the balance lie between good preparation and heart failure
through os er-work?
Is this planning sheet more useful for planning assessment into a topic
rather than into a single lesson? (A topic plan is likely to be more per-
manent and capable of being gi en to other teachers as a part of the
department's scheme of work. Howe% et-. it is probably unrealistic at
this stage to expect a student to plan a whole topic).

10.3a Planning Teacher Assessment of Knowledge and
Understanding

Stn./cut

I )uring the course of this Ali it you should plan seeral assessments
for lessons taking particular care to identify the learning outcomes ex-
pected of the pupils and to make clear how the achievement of these
ouk.onies w ill be checked.

ti ,
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Instructions

1 Iti e 'Notes on forms of es idence' below.
Draw up assessment sheets similar to the one below for lessons
which you will be teaching.
Discuss Your assessment plans with your mentor.

Notes on finms Of evidence

Collec(ion of pertnauent information
Information obtained ftom class tests is a good source of permanent
information which, if not careful, can become the only source. The
normal classwork and homework done by pupils gives good additional
information which should not be ignored. For this reason. opportunities
should be provided for pupils to work on their own. e.g., writing their
own notes; their own answers to questions: their own explanations:
es en though they may has e been working in groups. It is necessary to
make clear to pupils what 'the rules of the game are'. 'You have been
working in groups for the past 2') minutes. Now I want you each to
write down in your books your own conclusions from the discussions.
I will give you fise minutes and there is to be no talking in this tiine.'

ketOrdill.t: Cp/ICH1Cra1 information

This is a matter of having clearly in mind sonic of the leannng outcomes
which are planned for the les' on and which 'night be resealed by the
actions of the pupils and by the discussions which take place with ei.:11
other and with the' teacher. Of particular interest are a, '10*. ti safety.
reading instruments accurately, contributions mad- luualsind
the understanding of individuals about what is happeinng actisities
which do not easils gise rise to a permanent record and so have to be
seen at the time.

Good lesson planning is necessary so that there is an opportunity
for von to observe and talk to Mdisiduals and then to mike occasional
notes in your re,..-ord book and also to write comments on pupils' books.
It will not be. possible' to elo this for all pupils in the course ol'one lesson.
but osei- a period of time which ins olves seseral lessons most pupils can
be. cos ered.

It is often sensible to concentrate on pupils who have difficulty in
writing doss n their ideasmd also to look particularly at pupils about
whom there is lack of information feii one reason or another. e.g..
Abseil( e. personal problems, disruptise behas tour. not talked to by the
teac her few some time. I 1ecisions alulut which pupils will be looked at
should be. made ss Ink' planning the' lesson.

lklow is an example 01 .1 planning sheet for assessment in .1 lesson.



.1ssessment

The main purpose is to ensure that the methods of assessment in column
3 arc suitable for checking the proposed learning outcomes for the lesson
given in column 2.

Topic Acids and alkalis
I.esson Establishing the meaning of pH

Tb' re An earo'e of a o annfrkg sneer for assessr,ent ,essons

Activities Learning outcomes Methods of assessment .

Under this heading. set In this column. Details of the ways in which
out me activities which give a list c what information will be obtained
the pupils will be doing it s the pupils mout pupils' attainment of
For example are expected to the expected learning

Class discussion of the learn Some. but outcomes should be given
meaning of acidity not necessarily all. For exampie
Individual reading and ot the outcomes Talk to a few selected
making notes about should relate to .ndividuals as they are
oH statements of making their notes about
Individual wnting of attainment in 'he pH Concentrate on those
answers to some National pupils who have difficulty
duest.ons Curriculum n writing or about whom
about pH values some specific information
in pairs writing down is needed
the plan of an Collect in books at the
esper.ment to end of the lesson and
Oeterm.ne the PH of mark the notes and Me

ffeient materials answers to the questions

Any system which enables you to concentrate on ways of getting
specific information about pupil attainment can be used tbr planning
lessons.

It is unlikely that any one lesson will pros ide opportunities t use
a w ide range of assessment methodsind so you should do this planning
with other lessons which together will offer a variety of opportunities.

1O.3b Carrying out Teacher Assessment of Knowledge
and Understanding

Student Teddie,',

1/0/1,

.1 CR h (ir all ola lesson which von has e planned in actis ity
ho.3a.
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Check w hether the three eolumns in the planning sheet match
That is, did the amities in column I create the required learn-

ing outcomes in column 2, and did the methods of assessment
set out in column 3 give information about the learning
outcomes for individuals and/or for groups of pupils%

)iscuss your evaluation of the assessment you planned with y our
mentor.

10.4 Using Question Writing as a Technique for Pupils to
take Control of their Learning

Mentor's Brief

(.)1) iedi re Student teachers should be able to involve pupils in using
assessment of learning objectives to guide and motivate their
own learning.

Ses eral lessons for the student teacher
;1: hour discussion with mentor

Bac,lqiontid

Teachers know what they want their pupils to learn. Teachers also know how
the pupils will be expected to show what they have learned in assessments.

information should be shared with pupils so that they can take control
of their own learning. Pupils have to be helped to disentangle the essential
learning outcomes from the methods which are used in the teaching. For
example, a word search properly used can help pupils to become familiar with
essential socabulary and to learn important concepts. However, when asked
to do some reyision, the' pupils may look back on the word search actisity
which is in their exercise hooks and wonder why they did it and what the
messages are. They are unlikely to be gis en a word search activity in a test,
and so in this case the method of teaching is not the same as the method of
assessing. Teachers know this, but the pupils do not unless they are told. By
extension, student teachers also need to learn this.

1 8

Colleet the follow mg materials:
ciTy of the department's scheme of work

a copy of Scienec in the National Curriculum.
lelp the student to identify the learning outcomes for a lesson which

the student will teach.



Assessment

"Sit in on the lesson, particularly at the end, or do some team-teaching
with the student.
After the lesson discuss what happened.

I NSCUSSiou points

Try to identify the sucesses so that they :an be repeated. Try to distinguish
what did not work because of the inexp,:rience of the pupils from what did
not work because of mistakes made in the teaching.

Use the experience of this lesson to help the student write a pupil prompt
sheet for a unit of work. This is quite a demanding task which requires
striking the right balance between a lot of detail which is difficult for pupils
to embrace, and too much generalization which will mean nothing to the
pupils. Monitor the use of this prompt sheet by taking part in one or two
lessons while the unit is being taught and by discussing progress with the
student from time to time.

10.4a Using Question Writing as a Technique for
Pupils in Lessons

Student Teach( r's

l'his actk ity is designed to help y (m to help pupils monitor their own
performance. The main aim of the activity for pupils is to get them
thinking of the kinds of questions they will have to answer when they
are assessed. This w ill help them in their learning.

hmPli( riot!,

Lhoose a lesson w hich you are going to teach soon.
Write down the important learning outcomes of the less(m.
Alongside each one write down what the pupils will have to do
in order to show their learning.
Put these into a form of words which the pupils will underst
You should has e something like the following.

Learning outcomes
L.Tilderst.md the meaning of pl 1

What you have to do
lk able to w rite down the pl 1 values
for acids and for alkalis. Gi e the
«dom for difterent pl 1 s alms

Plan the lesson so that you ha\ e a few minutes at the start to
explain about the learning outcomes, and about 20 minutes at
the end to discuss the outcomes with the pupils.

ISc
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At the start of the lesson give the information to the pupils,
preferably in writing. "Fell them this is what the lesson is about
and that you will say more about it at the end of the lesson.
In the last 20 minutes of the lesson do the following:

give the pupils a question (it can be an oral question) which
is about one of the things they have to know or be able
to do following the work in this lesson

allow time for them to think about the question, then give
them the answer

ask the pupils to write their own question about things they
have learnt in the lesson

ask some of the pupils to read out their question and otlwr
pupils to give an answer

comment on the questions and the answers
tell the pupils this is what they should do when they are

revising.
Discuss the lesson and the use of pupils questions as a guide
to learning with your mentor.

.I.he idea of pupils writing their own questions in order to test their own
understanding is likely to be new to the pupilsind is not easy. They
will ha \ e to be helped, and the \ Heed to do it more than once over a
long period of time.

10.4a Using Question Writing for Pupils in Modules

StliciCIII Teach

l'he same technique of pupils' questions can be extended into a complete
unit or module.

The aim of this acti \ ity is to gi \ e you some experience with this
way of working with pupils.

Locate the pupils' obaecti es. or re \ ision sheet, In the tiles for
the scheme of work for the unit or module and copy it for
the pupils.
Gi e out the objecti es, or revision, sheet at the start of the unit.
Explain it briefly to the pupils and tell them to keep it safely
because you are going to refer to it frequently wink' the unit is
being io. ered.

/MI



Assessment

As you teach the unit nuke use of the prompt sheet in the fol-
lowing ways:

at the start of a lesson show the pupils what you intend to
cover

at the end of a lesson show the pupils what has been done
ask the pupils to write their own comments on the sheet.

Occasionally do the question writing session as described above.
Talk to individuak about the sheet. Ask them if they can do the
things in the 'What you has e to do' column.
At the end of the unit ask the pupils to use the prompt sheet as
a revision sheet.
Use the prompt sheet to write an end-of-unit test.

10.5 Using Assessment Data as Feedback on Teaching

Men(or's Brief

Obicoire Student teachers sho ild be able to use assessmentdata to pro-
vide information to guide modification of their classroom
teaching and schemes of work.

Mit' 4 to 6 hours for the student teacher to sir( pupils responses.
reflect and write a report
1 hour discussion with mentor

Rd( kvound

A claim to professionalism can be interpreted as a claim to critical evaluation
of one's own work and a serious attempt to achieve, and raise, standards of
practice. The data collected on pupils' performance in assessments can be
used to tr. the standards of our teaching. In a well run department this is
carried out s stematically and the results shared corporately. Student teachers
need induction into their profession by being gis en the opportunity to act
professionally.

bwrin nous

Decide upon when it may be useful for the student teacher to carry
ollt this task m their teach* practice.

)I .ec.c.e upon which unit or 'nodule of work should be looked at in
this Na.ay. Refer to the work on resising a scheme of work in activity
4.5 and combine analysis of pupils test responses into that actisity it
von think this hest.
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Offer guidance on the analysis where possible.
Read and discuss the student teacher's report on re% isions suggested
following their research.

Dimitssion poitifS

Some teachers might express concern oer the mechanization of the ievision
of schemes of work in this way. This activity does not take away the need for
skill, insight. creatkity and flair. Without these a scheme of work can be arid
and of little help to other teachers and pupils. The deliberate review of pupils
answers, not for marking purposes but for research purposes. can be re N. elatory.

10.5 Using Assessment Data as Feedback on Teaching

Student reathc6 Bricf

[low much pupils know about the topics vou have taught them, and
how much they can use their cognitive skills to work within that topic.
depends in part upon you,. skills as a teacher. In assessing the pupils you
are in some ways ealuating your teaching. The assessment data on any
one pupil contains information on that pupil. The assessment data on
the class as a w hole contains information about the actkities. teaching
sequence and scheme of work that you put into eftect. This activity is
intended to help ou re% iew pupils' responses to test items and to reflect
(,ri the implications for your choice of activities and scheme of work.

11,1/111:(1011.

ISS

Collect pupils' scripts for an end of unit or module test for a
work that you have taught.
Scan through the pupils' scores on the test items.
Find the items that were easiest and those that were answered
least well.
Start with the test item that had the lowest facility: was most
pinirly attempted.
Refer to the objecti% es of the scheme of work to refresh your
memory on what the pupils should hae achie ed.
Decide if the test item matches the learning obiectis es in the
s( flume of work or not.
If it does not then the test item will need replacement.
If the test item does matt Ii the learning objecmes. then decide
if the test item had low Cicilit \ because pupils misunderstood it
or not.

/
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If it has been misunderstood then it will need rewriting.
lithe test item has not been misunderstood, then turn to the pupil
activities for that bit of work.
Decide how the work must be changed for the next group of
pupils.
You might consider doing the following:

changing the sequencing of activities
replacing an activity
modifying the structure of an actiN itv
re-w ording an actiN ity
modifying the tasks for pupils in the activity
presenting the information in the task using a different mode:

graphical. textual, pictorial, diagrammatic, etc.
Repeat this with test items of the next lowest facility until you
feel you have covered as much as is sensible.
Write up your proposed amendments to the scheme of work.
Discuss your write-up with your mentor.



Chapter I I

Progress and Potential

Aim

This chapter aims to provide a framework for working with student teachers
as they progress through their time with you.

Introduction

The chapter contains student activities and background reading for mentors
and is designed to be used following this timetable

At the beginning of the student teacher's time in school:
11.1a Getting to know each other
1 1.1 b Needs and w ants
11.1c Facing problems

After the student teacher has been in school n,r several days:
11.2a Targets and goals
11.2b Assessing starting positions

After the student ..acher has taught a few lessons:
11.3 What pi ogress lia)e I made?

After the student teacher has taught for a few weeks:
11.4 Mid-term resiew

At the end of the student's teaching practice:
11.5 Final thoughts

The first cluster of densities is designed to pro)ide an opportunity to induct
student teachet into the department. Fach department has us n a) of
doing this and sin may alread) haVe standard procedures. It may be that the
'(;cttmg to know each other' actis it) is done intiirmally at a local pub rather
than as a IOrmal actis it) in sdiool. Howes et-, the quicker that the relationship
between you .md the student teacher is established the better.
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-Me student teacher's institution will run its own assessment system and
should train you in how it works. Activities in 11.2a, 11.2b, 11.3 and 11.4 are
designed to complement whichever system thdt you have adopted and not to
replace it. '1'he activities focus on the DI-Ts list of competences (Appendix 1)
which were published in their Circular 9/92. These provide a framework for
assessing progress in learning to teach but they do give a restricted view of
what it is to be a teacher and should be treated as such.

11.1a Getting to Know Each Other

Mentor's Bro.

Aim To find out more about each other so that you can build the rela-
tionship between you and the student teacher and so that you can
begin to respect each other's experiences and perceptions.

Time 43 minutes (liscussion with mentor

Hai kI round

We realiie that individual departments may well have established strategies
for making the student teacher tel one of the department. You may already
know something about the student teacher from their training institution.
I he key point in this acti Vit v is to ensure that both you and the student

teacher has e an opportunity to talk with each other, at some length, some-
w here relatistly quiet and unhurried. Often snatched cons ersations during
break do not lead to the effective formation of a good relationship.

I ii '1 Flit tiMIS

Start by asknig the student teacher these questions (amend this list
as xou think appropriate):

When did von decide that you wanted to be a teacher:
What influenced you to be a teacher:
What do you expect to gain from teaching?
What do you think the positive points of teaching are:
What do von think are the biggest challenges that teachers face?
What are your biggest concerns about teaching?
What would you like to be doing in a few years time?
'X'hat kind of teacher do von want to be?
Imagine yourself teaching in a few months time it" alk Mu)

the room, what will I see? What will you be doing? What type
of 'atmosphere' will xou he trying to create?
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11.1a Getting to Know Each Other

Student Teacher's Britf

The relationship between you and your mentor is critical to your progress.
The aim of this activity is to provide an opportunity for you and your
mentor to find out more about each other so that you can begin to build
that relationship and so that you can begin to realize each other's experi-
ences and perceptions.

; Instructions

Your mentor is going to ask you a series of questions about
your previous experiences of education and about your ideas.
You are going to ask your mentor the same questions at some
point during the session.
Make a note of the questions on paper.

11.1b Needs and Wants

Alentor's Brief

()Waive Student teachers should know the essential basic information
about the science department.

Time I hour for the activity
I. hour discussion with mentor

Backttound

It is assumed that the student teacher has had a general briefing about the
school and that they hae had an opportunity to read any briefing notes,
department and school handbooks.

Imtructions

192

Altlumgh it is assumed that the student teacher has read any docu-
wish to has e copies of the follow ingmentation pro \ ided, )011 111.1,

to hand:
school prospectus
school/stall handbook and/or policy statements
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departmental handbook
schemes of work
examination syllabuses
safety information (COSEIN forms, Flazcards, etc.).

Explain to the student teachers that the purpose of the activity is to
help them to become more familiar with science in the school as part
of the settling in process. After listing and grouping their immediate
needs and wants (e.g., questions about the department, questions
about the school), the student teachers should rank the questions in
order of importance (1 = most important). within each group. At a
pre-arranged time, you should go through their questions and provide
either the answers or indicate where the answers can be found.
It is impossible to list all the things that students should know at the
beginning of their teaching practice but the following examples may
help to structure your discussion with the student.

People:
What do I call people?
Who is in the department%
What responsibilities do members of the department have%

Policy:
What discipline procedures exist in the department?
What homework must I set?

Procedures:
Who do I ask about doctor's appointments?
Where do I get photocopying done?
Can I get a key for the laboratories%

Discussion point's

la (2 the student teachers asked questions that they should know the answers
to already (through reading documentation already given to them)? If so. find
out if they haven't read the material or if the material is unclear. The student
teachers should ha c a permanent record of the points made during this activity
for future reterence and should be reterred to that record as and when necessary'.

11.1b Needs and Wants

Student 'readier's !hie'.

You are a newcomer: you hae entered the school knowing little about
the people, the place or the policies. You have sonic immediate needs
and there are some things that you want to do or to find out.

+40
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()Num.(

You should know the essential basic information about the science
' department.

ho ru io n

List on paper your immediate needs and wants.
Put the questions into groups depending on their content (e.g.,
questions about the department: questions about the school).
Rank the questions in order of importance (1 = most important)
within each group.
Your mentor will now go through the questions with you and
pros ide either the answers or indicate where the answers can be
found.

11.1c Facing Problems

.1 to r Biict

°bp tin.c Student teachers should discuss possible problems and agrec
ways to preempt them.

-.1. hour for the student teacher
I!: hour discussion with mentor

Backuound

The student teachers should have seen a few lessons so that they are in a bet-
ter position to imagine themselves as teachers. They should have read tht.
appropriate school and department guides.

The assumption made in this chapter is that teaching is problematic an(
that, as a result, training to be a teacher is problematic too. This is a reason-
able proposition gken student teachers' comments about teaching practice
Howe\ er, the majority of the problems in olved are foreseeable and soluble
This activity focuses on the possible problems that student teachers may fact
through their own actions, through the actions of others or through a com
hination Of both and on possible strategies for dealing with them.

(1On,

1.xplain to the student teachers that the ann of this actk itv is to raim
their awareness of possible problems that they may encounter so as It
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agree w ays in V, hich the problems can be preempted After ha% ing
had time to w rite dow n as many pcmible problems that they think
that they may experience, they then group their problems and prioritize
them. Your task then is to go through the lists discussing the points
and helping the student teachers to come up with realistic ways to
preempt the problems.
The most common problems that mentors and student teachers report
can be grouped as follows:

Before/after lessons:
Ordering apparatus not ordering in advance.
Planning inappropriate or unrealistic plans, insufficient differ-

entiation, unrealistic timing.
Marking/assessment infrequent, incorrect, unhelpful, too long

in being given back.

I )uring lessons:
Class management No time warnings, apparatus not distrib-

uted adequately, apparatus missing at the end of the lesson,
pupils not organized adequately.

Safety warnings not given, dangerous situations not noticed
or averted.

Attitude towards pupils too timid, too aggressive, unfair.
Delivery too high, too low, confusing, too fast, too slow.
Presentation skills writing unclear, poor use of colour. un-

focused OHT.
Subject matter incorrect.
Discipline too strict, too soft, unfair.
Lots of activity but not much thinking.
Lack of variety.
Questioning not enough, pupils shouting out not 'hands

up', same pupils answering, same type of question.

Not concerned with lessons:
Attitude towards staff too timid, 'know all', 'thoughtless'.
Punctuality.
Motivation.
Appearance.

Some problems may occur even though the student teacher has not
done anything wrong. They include:

Other teachers not being helpful 'too busy', 'rubbishing' student
teacher in front of pupils.

Technicians not being helpful.
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Learning to Teach Science

Other teachers are poor role models.
Senior management not backing up discipline procedures.
Poor or missing schemes of work.
Inappropriate curriculum (national curriculum/exam board syl-

labus).

Discussion points

In some ways this is the most important activity in this chapter. Bringing
your experience to bear positively can make life easier for you, the student
teacher and the pupils. Raising issues now will make it easier to discuss them
in the future. Obviously talking about problems is not the ;same as facing
them in the classroom but the purpose of the exercise is to act as an advanced
organizer giving them a map of the minefield. The student teachers should
feel that they have a clearer awareness of the most likely problems that may
occur and should ha\ e an understanding of the strategies that may preempt
some of them.

11.1c Facing Problems

Student Teacher's Brig.

Good teachers are able to deal with problems as and when they occur.
Better teachers are able to preempt some of those problems by applying
their experience or by thinking 'what if:- As a student teacher you will
inevitably have problems.

Objective

'on should discuss possible problems with your mentor and agree ways
to preempt them.

Instructions

Write down as many possible problems that you think that you
may experience during your time in school. You only have 15
minutes tiir this part of the actis ity.
Group the problems in sonic way (e.g., before. during and after
lesson, or teachers, technicians, pupils and parents.
Now, prioritize the problems in each group.
( :an you think of ways to preempt the most significant problems:
Your mentor will go through the list, discussing the points

(1
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and helping you to come up with realistic ways to preempt the
problems.

11.2a Targets and Goals

Mentor's Brief

Objectify Student teachers should know what is expected of them during
their time in school and should be able to explain the pro-
gramme of activities that has been made for them.

1 hour for the student teacher
hour discussion with mentor

Background

ft is assumed that the student teacher's timetable of classes, both for observation
and teaching, is known at this stage.

Instructions

Materials needed:
staff handbook and departmental handbook
student teacher's timetable
class lists
schemes of work
Science in the National Curriculum
Circular 9/92 competence list (see Appendix 1).

Circular 9/92 is a good place to start in terms of a list of some basic
teaching competences. Explain that, during their time in school a
student teacher is expected to demonstrate competencies in teaching
and to become a professional in terms of attitude and behaviour. The
student teacher reads the list of competences and makes notes when
something is not clear. Your role is to clarify the points that the
student teacher finds ditTicult to understand (based on your experience).

Disciosion points

It unportant that the student teacher knows what is expected of him or her
by the teachers, the technicians and the pupils. Ilie student teacher should feel

that they know the boundaries within which they can operate and should feel

comfortable working within them.

r; e
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11.2a Targets and Goals

Student Teacher's Brief

The Government, acting on the ad ice of the Council for the Accredi-
tation of Teacher Education (CATE), has laid down criteria (Circular 9/
92) for courses of initial teacher training. Although not exhaustive, they
give a clear indication of the important skills and knowledge that )
will be expected to develop before you can become a qualified teacher.
Such a process of development will take place continuously and will
have started already. Indeed, your previous experiences, prior to becom-
ing a student teacher will already have contributed to your development.
Now that you have begun to get to know your school, your mentor
and yourself better, it is appropriate to look in sonie detail at where
you are now.

()bjectire

l'cni should know what is expected of you during your tune in school
and you should be able to explain the prograimne of acti ities that has
been made for

blqulit tutul

'this exercise has three parts each with a specific aim:

Part I insolses looking critically at the competencies to see if
their meainngs are clear and to see if you can find any limitations
that they Imlay present in describing what being .1 teacher iii-
S oR es.

Part 2 ins ol es indis idually writing Your own. possibly tenta-
tk e. assessment of your position with respect to these criteria and
an other criteria that you think are helpful. The aim of this part
is to help you to see the progress that you has e made and to
identify areas w here you will need to focus in the comMp weeks.
Part 3 ins ols es discussing your own assessment with your men-
tor. The aim of this part is to gise you an indication of your
progress as seen by other people and to provide you with concrete
suggesticuis which will help in ytmr development.
After you has e gone through this exercise your men, or will
explain the timetable of actis ities and classes that his e been

angcd Iii on so that ,ou tan see the opportunities that ou
w ill hae to des elop the competencies that you has e discussed.
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11.2b Assessing Starting Positions

Mentor's Brief

Aim This activity is designed to give the student teachers an opportunity
to get some feedback early in their time in school about the initial
impressions that they have created. By making it an explicit activ-
ity it may give you a forum for feeding back comments that other
staff and the pupils may have made to you as well as to give you
an opportunity to make your own appraisal of the student teachers'
initial impact on the school.

Time 1 hour for the student teacher
'i.: hour discussion with mentor

Back.Qround

Being a teacher is not just about the quality of the learning and teaching that
goes on in the classroom. Being a professional has wider implications and
responsibilities. lt is important that you are able to maintain the student teachers'
development throughout their dine in school. To do this requires regular
inter\ ention on your part. The, inter\ ention ins olves you in focusing the
student teachers on their progress. AS well as utili7ing your own ideas during
this exercise, you should has e collected comments from other staff either
formally. or more likely. informally about their initial impressions of the
student teacher. You may has e also picked up comments from pupils that
may be usefill in the discussion.

1.xplain to the student teachers that the aiin of this actis jtv k to gis
them an opportunity to get some feedback early in their time in school.
After writing down what impression they has e tried to give and what
impression they think that they have given in their first few days in
school y on should read through what they have written and corn-
ment on it. You must be s cry careful to he as fair. as positive and as
helpful aN possible. You may wish to make it a reciprocal activity, that
is you allow the student teachers to gise their impression of you. This
inust be handled ss ith as much tact as is necessary to make sure that
the end result is positisc in terms of encouraging the student teachers
to improve on ss hat they re doing because they believe that it is

necessary not simply because you tell them that it is desirable.
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Discussion points

Ideally, the student teachers should feel reassured that they have made a good
start to their time in school and should have some positive feedback from you
and your colleagues. They should also have clear ideas, on paper, about what
they should aim to do next.

Student teachers who have started badly need to counselled ,isely. It is
better to flag points now than to have to deal with more established problems
later. Don't just give problems give solutions. Common problems include:

Over-familiarity with pupils
Not being sensitive to the micropolitics of the department or the school
(e.g., sitting in 'someone's' chair in thc staffroom can be perceived as
insensitivity)
Being too demanding of busy staff members' time
'Knowing everything about education'
Being over-critical of what they sec in the school.

Solutions generally start with an appreciation of the problem. If you can't
see the problem, then you don't need to worry about a solution. Most of the
problems above require the student teacher shifting the locus of his or her
concern from themselves to others. i.e., thinking about other people's needs
and wants as well as focusing solely on themselves. Flow effecti cly the student
teachers can do this depends on his or her personalities and your effectiveness
at persuasion.

11.2b Assessing starting positions

Student Teacher's Britf

This activity will give you an opportunity to get feedback about how
you are doing so far in school. You don't always see yourself as others
see you and sometimes you may give a complet lv false impression of
yourself without realizing it. I lowever. it can be argued that you arc
what other people think you are.

instructions

Write down what impression you have been trying to give
(luring your time in school. GI e sonic examples of what you
have been doing to create a positive impression. This should
take about 20 minutes.
Write cown anything that you wish vou hadn't done or said to a
pupil ,md to members of staff. Thi, should take 10 minutes at most.
Your mentor will read what "ou write and will then discuss
what vou ha% e written.
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11.3 What Progress have I Made?

nto6 Bite)

Aim At the end of the activity you should both have agreed on the

progress that you think has been made and on the improvements
that you want to see. The student teacher should be aware of the
help that you will give them to assist in making the improvements.

rink I hour for the student teacher
hour discussion with mentor

Baekk, rou thi

This activity is an opportunity for you and the student teacher to take stock

of the progress that you have both noticed during the first few lessons that
you have seen. You will peed to have collected together the notes that you
(and other staff) may have made about the student teacher's lessons. You wih

need to have checked with the technicians whether they have had enough

notice of apparatus requisitions or whether they have noticed above average

breakages or amounts of equipment missing. You will need to hae looked

at the books that the student teacher has marked and talked to some of the
pupils that have been taught by the student teacher.

You may find it useful to start with the 9/)2 competence list that vou may

ha e used in Activity 11.2a. You could go through this list but that may not
be an efficient way of proceeding. It may be better if you focus on the broad
headings (see page 202) and use the specific competences if you need to ex-

pound on points.
It is difficult at this stage to be positis e yet realistic. Problems sometimes

occur when mentors have not gis en student teachers adequate indications that

there are areas where they ha c some concerns about the le\ el of performance.

It is critical that you point out as clearly and as carefully as you can what im-

pro.emcnts you think are necessary and achic able over the next few lessons. In

activity 11.1d, you discussed ways 'preempting problems have any of these

problems occurre& I Lis the student teacher responded to the ad% ice offered:

1)1m u poinb

At the end of this actilo. oil should both 11.1%e a written record of the

progress that the students made so tsar and of the impro ements that the

students going to try to make. It is important that the students agree to make

changes (mf necessary) in wliat the are going to do,
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11.3 What Progress have I Made?

Student Teacher's Bricl

Now that you have taught a few lessons you should have a clearer idea
about how much progress you have made, what you think your strengths
are and where you think you need to make improvements. Your per-
ceptions may not be the same as other teachers or indeed your pupils.
The purpose of this activity is to give you a chance to stand back and,
with your mentor, to focus on your progress.

Instructions

Collect together all the feedback that you have had on your
teaching so far.
Under the following headings write down the comments that
people have made and then add your own comments. You may
need to refer to the list of competences that you looked at earlier
in the term:

Subject Knowledge
Subject Application
Class Management
Assessment and Recording of Pupils' Progress
Further Professional Development.

You can either write down the answers to the following ques-
tions or you can discuss them with your mentor or both:

What progress have you made?
What has gone well?
What would you not do again and why?
What improvements do you need to make?
What goals can you realistically attain over the next few

weeks?
If you could change three things, what would they be (and

why)?

11.4 Mid-term Review

Mentor's Hrief

Atm This activity is another opportunity for you and the student teacher
to take stock of the progress that you have both noticed half-way
through their time in school. At the end of the activity you should
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both have agreed on the progress that you think has been made and
on the improvements that you want to see. The student teacher
should be aware of the help that you will give him or her to assist
in making the improvements.

Time 1 hour for the student
11: hour discussion with mentor

Backroioid

You will need to have collected together the notes that you (and other staff)
may have made about the student teachers' lessons during their teaching
experience and any other relevant data (marked books, requisition slips or
apparatus orders..copies of reports to parents, etc.).

InStniction.

Actis ity 11.4a ins olves drawing a profile of how they felt at different points
in the time in school. Use this as a way into discussing the relationship be-
tween, how one perfOrms, the feedback that one gets and the way that one
feels.

Actis ity 11.4b in\ olves the 9/92 competence list that you may have used
in Actis ity 11.2a. Once the student teacher has had sufficient time to go
through the list of competences, you need to discuss their progress and to
agree what changes you need to see and what heln you are going to give.

Summary

It is critical that you point out as clearly and as carefully as you can what
impros ements you think must be made. By this time, the student teacher's
habits may be resistant to change and it will require you to agree clear plans
for action.

At the end of this activity you should both have a written record of the
ptogress that the student teachers have made so far and of the improvements
that they will make. It is critical that the student teachers agree to make
changes (if necessary) in what they are going to do.

11.4a Mic-J-term Review

.tiladcrit Tedther'.. if n f

Now that you .ire half w ay through your teaching practice, you should
has e a clear idea about y our progress. The purpose of this actis ity is to

0
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sum up your progress and to use that information to decide w hat actions
you are going to take next

Instructioris

The diagram below shows a simplified version of a student
teacher's profile of their teaching practice. The shape of the line
represents how they felt at the time and the words sum up the
rea,ons for the highs and lows.

I can t do that

Fast full lesson

'Respect'
z-------

i9Z under control

Aomeone said 'thanks'
.,.

7/
---,./

'Lost temper wth 9Z

F.ocire ii I One studern teacl;erS h,gh po,nt flow point profile presented at a
17% a-tern: review

Nov.', you should draw a more detailed profile fir your time in
the school. You will use the final profile as a guide to planning
the targets for the next part of your teaching practice. Collect
together all the feedback that you has e had on your teaching so

11.4b Assessing your Competence

tittiderit if lief

Itbouttioto

Using the list of competence,. as a guide, write doss n ss hat es id-
ence you have ab(uat your progress. You will need to discuss
what you has e written with \your mentor.
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You Lan either w rite dow n the answers to the follow mg ques-
tions or you can discuss them with your mentor or both:

What progress have you made?
What has gone well?
What would you not do again and why?
What improvements do you need to make?
What goals can you realistically attain over the next few

weeks?
If you could change three things. what would they be (and

why)?

11.5 Windows of Opportunity

Icntor',

Aims To provide 3 the student teacher with a slimmative assessment of
their progress. To provide an opportunity to set targets for the
student teacher in terms of future progress.

'lime 1 In wr for the student teacher
'1 hour discussion with mentor

Backs:Pound

Any formal assessment of the student teacher should ha e been completed
belore doing this actisay. As one act conies to an end, another is about to
begin. Now is a time to look forward to the next steps in the student teachers'
career. A time to think of what professional development they will need.

n.,1 !ill(

Both you and the student teacher should write down fRe positive
points alunit their teaching performance.
You should both also write down five areas tOr improement.
C(nnpare What you have written and then put them into groups as
indicated on the activity sheet. Thly three of the four 'windows' (A,
B and (.:1 will have info! 'nation in them.
Your task is to suggest further professional de%elopment that the
,-iident teachers should consider, both short term and long term. join-
ing professional organizations, INSET, further degrees, etc. all have
something to offer,
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1>iscussion points

Window 1) represents points that neither of you know about at present. The
point to make here is that either another per,on or a more careful observation
on your part or the student teacher's part would be needed to provide some-
thing for the fourth window. This involves the student teacher in critical
self-reflection or the collection of information from other sources. In Chapter
I reference was made to teachers as professionals being critically reflective
about their own practice. The reflective teacher builds in to their routine work
systems to continue professional development.

11.5 Windows of Opportunity

Student Teadier's Brief

By now, you will have 11,i a ariety of experiences and you will have
learned a lot about teaching and about yourself. Your mentor will have
given you feedback about your progress and about your potential. The
purpose of this final activity is to share your perceptions about where
you are and where you need to go next, in terms of becoming a better
teacher.

Instlwrions

Write down five positive points about your teaching and five
areas for improvement.
Your mentor will also write down points about your teaching.
When you have both finished, compare what you have written
and put the points into one of the four 'windows' below:

Table 11 1 4 'evrew grid for placing self-analysis and mentor comments for
comparison and discussion

' r

known by student teacher , Not known by student teacher
1

Known by
Mentor

Not k nown
by mentor
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Progress and Potential

Flow do you find out what is in Window I)?
Critical self-reflection is not automatic and you will need to develop

ways of reducing the size of window I). Collecting feedback from pupils
in a systematic way is one of the most useful things you can do. For
example, monitoring pupils' test results, as in activity l().5 is a technique
you should consider as a routine part of your work.
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Appendix 1 Teacher Competences
Reproduced From DfE Circular 9/92

2. COMPETENCES EXPECTED OF NEWLY QUALIFIED TEACHERS

1 1

Higher education institutions, schools and students should focus on
the competences of teaching throughout the whole period of initial
training. The progressive development of these competences should be
monitored regularly during initial training. Their attainment at a level
appropriate to newly qualified teachers should be the objective of every
student taking a course of initial training.

Subject Knowledge

Newly qualified teachers should be able to demonstrate:

an understanding of the knowledge, concepts and skills of their
specialist subjects and of the place of these subjects in the school
curriculum;
knowledge and understanding of the National Curriculum and
attainment targets (NCATs) and the programmes of study (PoS)
in the subjects they are preparing to teach, together with an under-
standing of the framework of the statutory requirements;
a breadth and depth of subject knowledge extending beyond PoS
and examination syllabuses in school.

Subject Application

2.3 Newly qualified teachers should be able to:

1.3.1 produce coherent lesson plans which take account of NCATs and
of the school's cumculum policies;

2.3.' ensure continuity and progression within and between classes
and in subjects;

2.3.3 set ppropriately demanding expectation for pupils;
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1.3.4 employ a range of teaching strategies appropriate to the age. ability
and attainment level of pupils;

2.3.5 present subject content in clear language and in stimulating
manner;

2.3.6 contribute to the development of pupils' language and commun-
ication skills;

2.3.7 demonstrate ability to select and use appropriate resources, in-
cluding Information Technology.

Class Management

2.4 Newly qualified teachers should be able to:

2.4.1 decide when teaching the whole class, groups, pairs, or indivi-
duals is appropriate for particular learning purposes;

1.4.1 create and maintain a purposeful and orderly environment for

the pupils;
2.4.3 devise and use appropriate rewards and sanctions to maintain

an effective learning environment;
2.4.4 maintain pupils' interest and motivation.

Assessment and Recording of Pupils' Progress

2.5 Newly qualified teachers should be able to:

2.5.1 identify the current level of attainment of individual pupils using
NCATs. statements and attainment and end of key stage state-
ments where applicable:

2.5.2 judge how well each pupil performs against the standard ex-
pected of a pupil of that age;

1.5.3 assess and record systematically the progres,, of individual pupils;

2.5.4 use such assessment in their teaching;
2.5.5 demonstrate that they understand the importan:. of reporting

to pupils on their progress and of marking their work regularly
against agreed criteria.

Further Professional Development

2.6 Newly qualified teachers should ha e acquired in initial training the
necessary foundation to de clop:

2.6.1 an understanding of the school as ,in institution and its place
within the community;
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'10

a working knowledge of their pastoral, contractual, legal and
administrative responsibilities as teachers;

1.6.3 an ability to develop effective working relationships with profes-
sional colleagues and parents, and to develop their communica-
tion skills;

2.6.4 an awareness of individual differences, including social, psycho-
logical, developmental and cultural dimensions:

1.6.5 the ability to recognize diversity of talent including that of gifted
pupils;

1.6.6 the ability to identify special educational needs or learning
difficulties:

1.6.7 a self-critical approach to diagnosing and e% aluating pupils' learn-
ing, including a recognition of the effects on that learning of
teachers' expectations:

2.6.8 a readiness to promote the moral and spiritual well-being of pupils.
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Appendix 2
Addresses

List of Useful

The Association for Science Education
College lane,
Hatfield.
lerts.

Al I( )AA

Tel: 07072-o7411

The National SATi.zo Co-ordinator
Science. Design and Technology Centre.
Middle 1.ane,
Kingsly. N/r. Frodshain.
Cheshire.
WA(1 () 17

Fel: 0)28-788854

Britkh Society Cor the 1-liston. of Science
31. High Street.
Stanford in the Vale
Faringdon
Oxon.
SN7 81 H.

Fel: 0367-718%3

Note: From 16th 1995 07071
M28
0367

-4
>
-4

017071
01,P8
01367
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